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on the web at www.multilingual.com

Resources
Are you looking for more detailed information
about products and services? Are you interested
in more case studies and stories about product
implementations and speciﬁc localization projects?
Our new white papers section at www.multilingual
.com/whitepapers can provide some answers for
you. Here you will ﬁnd information from various
technology and service leaders describing their
latest ﬁndings and offerings.
This invaluable resource offers useful information
from the top suppliers in our industry. The ﬁrst entries will be white papers
from this issue, and more will follow. There is no charge to download these
resources, so please check them out!

Subscriptions
Don’t let a whole year of good ideas escape. Subscribe now and
keep new issues of MultiLingual on your desk.
The print magazine is mailed nine times
a year (eight issues plus an annual
resource directory/index) for just US $58,
international $85 per year, and includes
full access to MultiLingual, the digital
magazine — delivered in a new interactive
format. A digital subscription is available
for only $28.
Subscribe today online at www.multilingual.com/subscribe and start
keeping up with one of the fastest-growing industries on the planet.

Stay in touch
Keep up to date with all the news, thoughts and trends with
MultiLingual. Current news is available at www.multilingual.com/news,
and the free biweekly newsletter, MultiLingual News, delivers this
information to your inbox.
Want to hear the latest ruminations from our editorial board and
staff? Blogos (www.multilingualblog.com) is the place to look.
And, newest on the list, you can follow us on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/multilingualmag
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Post Editing

Katie Botkin

Case studying

L

Learning often goes something like this: you “know” things
in general theory, and only pay attention and apply them to
your life after trial and error.
For the shrewd and savvy there is another option: you can
learn in sharp secondhand detail and decide to forgo a painful
learn-as-you-go process. It’s sort of like knowing vaguely that
childbirth is painful, versus experiencing the pain yourself,
versus hearing about the process from your now-bedridden
sister. After hearing a particularly intense anecdote, you really
start wondering how you can obtain the dividends without
the excruciating other stuff, maybe for the ﬁrst time.
Childbirth and running a company both present unforeseen
challenges and unexpected twists, but case studies of success
in either case are heartening and enlightening. Heartening,
because it’s possible and fear is the worst enemy of any
endeavor; enlightening, because it’s more likely to be possible
if you follow certain procedures.
With that in mind, welcome to MultiLingual’s ﬁrst-ever
case studies issue. Although these true tales are a touch less
melodramatic than your average birth recounting, they’ll offer
some handy evidence for doing things the right way nonetheless.

There’s Eduardo Chacón’s review of PROMT Version 9 to
start things off. Tom Edwards’ column on US sensitivities is
informative as always, as is John Freivalds’ on code-sharing
languages and Adam Asnes’ on simship. The case studies
themselves cover topics such as optimization of software
localization — from Frank Lin and Boris Gurevich — and hiring
practices in the language industry, from Denise Spacinsky.
Additionally, David Filip presents an article on leveraging
translation memories with metadata, and Scott Bass offers some
advice on XML authoring. Mohamed Attia, Bente Maegaard,
Khalid Choukri and Olivier Hamon detail how to create a
collaborative framework for building language technology,
aimed in this case towards Arabic. This particular framework is
different, by the way, than the recently-covered Meedan, which
is a general forum used for sharing news.
A few companies have their own case studies in a new white
paper section, as well. Then John Yunker reports on the current
best global websites, and Claire Ulrich covers some recent
technological developments in minority African languages.
Daniel B. Harcz presents a mini-case study on translation agency
specialization in the Takeaway to ﬁnish everything up. And there
you have our little ﬁrst-born case studies issue. W

ANNOUNCING THE 7TH EDITION OF

THE GUIDE TO
64#05.#6+10#0&.1%#.+<#6+10
For your FREE copy visit
www.lingosys.com

1-800-878-8523
64#05.#6+10r.1%#.+<#6+10r+06'424'6#6+10
www.multilingual.com
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Localization World Berlin 2010

Ubiquitous computing pros
and cons backdrop for discussion

News

in a society of complete transparency,” said Greenﬁeld, mentioning
by way of example a wearable stress-response device that lights up
when anyone gives an insincere compliment such as “Oh, you look
Localization World Berlin 2010 brought nearly 500 lan- great today.”
guage professionals from around the world to Germany for
The buzz created by Haiti’s call-to-arms for the industry had not
three days of learning and networking on 7-9 June 2010. died down. Translators Without Borders (TWB) held a private board
The tone for the main conference
meeting on June 8, in which it decided to
was set by Adam Greenﬁeld who
ramp up its charitable activities to ten
was the keynote speaker on June
million free words per year with the sup8. Greenﬁeld spoke on ubiquitous
port offered by volunteer translators. “Our
computing, a “promiscuous” way of
long-term plan is to create a web-based
spreading technology accessibility
platform where volunteer translators will be
and communication to the masses,
able to accept projects posted by NGOs from
en masse. Greenﬁeld cited the
around the world,” stated TWB cofounder
Tower Bridge in London tweeting
Lori Thicke. The Rosetta Foundation closed
whether it’s open or closed to subscribers’
out the conference on June 9 with a report
cell phones as one example of the “thingon how to get involved and what has been
thing” communication that has sprung up
done so far since its ofﬁcial launch in Sepvirtually unnoticed to supposedly improve
tember 2009. The two organizations offer
daily life via information technology.
similar services, but as Reinhard Schäler
“We’re moving into an increasingly
noted in the Rosetta Foundation session,
quantitative and declarative reality,” said
the need is much larger than even two such
Greenﬁeld. This can be good, as in the case
organizations can answer.
of Living Glass, a sensor-enabled window
Tuesday evening’s dinner at Café am neuen
system that automatically opens as the
See in Berlin’s Tiergarten offered clear, warm
level of CO2 rises in the building, or it can
weather and a chance to network, as did
Speaker Adam Greenﬁeld
reveal the darker, more nosy side of the
Monday’s opening reception at Zollpackgiving keynote address on June 8.
equation. Greenﬁeld stated that the biggest
hof Restaurant and Biergarten. The exhibit
problem with the existence of excessive personal information is not hall was consistently busy throughout the conference, and other
a government’s use of it or even private corporations’ contractual sessions included a variety of topics in the areas of global busiuse of government-level information systems. It’s the individual, the ness best practices, managing global websites, localization core
average user, the friend or neighbor, who can make life a living hell competencies, advanced localization management and more, many
for someone whose faux pas is broadcast. Greenﬁeld noted that we of which naturally tied in with the idea of ubiquitous computing and
“haven’t yet developed social mores” for networks such as Facebook sparked more discussion on the topic. Plunet’s party, an open invite to
and YouTube and currently face a problem unknown to generations Localization World attendees, displayed a more “underground” side of
previous: the potential inability to live down mistakes published to Berlin after the conference on Wednesday. More photos available at
the network or to reinvent yourself far from home. “We cannot live www.localizationworld.com/lwber2010/photos
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News
Localization Unconference Unreport

No fees, no sales talk
Many in the localization industry
have attended conferences dominated
by PowerPoint slides, sales pitches and
theoretical solutions. An unconference
is the opposite: no slides, no projectors,
no selling. In 2008, Shawna Wolverton,
salesforce.com, and Ultan Ó Broin, Oracle, decided that the most interesting
part of conferences was the informal
networking during coffee breaks and
went on to hold the ﬁrst Localization
Unconference in 2008 in San Mateo,
California.
The Unconference events this year
were held in San Mateo, California
(May 7) and Dublin, Ireland (May 20),
attracting participants from all areas
of the industry. While there are no
preplanned agendas or formal presentations, there are a few things all
Unconference events have in common:
They start with setting the agenda
— a scene of organized chaos as participants vote on topics and build the
agenda — and the “Law of Two Feet,”
loosely summarized as “If you don’t
like a session, get up and walk out.”
Some of this year’s topics were unintentionally shared by both events, such
as machine translation (MT), localization
tools and crowdsourcing. In San Mateo,
technology and process discussions drew
the larger crowd. Discussions in the
MT session included the differences in

systems and the ROI of MT in general as
well as some examples of best practices.
In Dublin, translators’ gross margin was
also discussed.
In Dublin, a dedicated session was run
on web services for software localization.
The discussion investigated what advantages a service-oriented architecture
could have for software localization and
attempted to identify cohesive pieces of
functionality that can be provided as
web services. The potential beneﬁts of
this approach include decreased vendor
and tool lock-in, and architecture with
increased automation. Barriers to adoption that were identiﬁed include lack of
agreed-upon standards and potential
resistance from industry players.
Applying the Law of Two Feet, the
session on agile development and
Scrum ended earlier than expected.
There doesn’t seem to be a best practice
approach at the moment, but the ﬂexibility and continuous feedback provided
by these methodologies was seen as
helping to meet shorter deadlines.
For further information on the subject, look for the announcements and
updates on the LinkedIn Group Localization Unconference.
— Report uncontributions by Merle
Tenney, Mark Flanagan, Antoine Rey,
Shawna Wolverton, Teresa Marshall,
Shannon Smith, Jaime Mateos and
Ultan Ó Broin.

pangea.com.MT
The Statistical MT customization Company

ISO9001 - EN15038
www.pangeanic.com

Previous page: Conference organizer Donna
Parrish welcomes attendees at the opening
reception (left); in the Tiergarten on the
banks of Café am neuen See (right and also
above). This page, from top: Conference
organizer Ulrich Henes at a preconference
session, explanations in the exhibit hall,
networking at the conference dinner.
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News
Business
W3C now in New Delhi
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
an international community that develops
standards to ensure the long-term growth
of the web, has opened an ofﬁce in India.
The ofﬁce is hosted in New Delhi by the
Technology Development for Indian Languages Programme, part of the Indian
government’s department of information
technology.
World Wide Web Consortium www.w3.org

Wise-Concetti redesigns website
Wise-Concetti JVC, a provider of localization services, has redesigned its website. The
company specializes in Vietnamese, Indonesian, Thai, Malay, Korean, Chinese, Japanese
and other Southeast Asian languages.
Wise-Concetti JVC www.vnlocalize.com

CSOFT opens ofﬁce in Sweden
CSOFT International, Ltd., a provider of
multilingual localization, testing and software development, has opened an ofﬁce in
Gothenburg, Sweden. Jason King, formerly
of Lavasoft, will serve as vice president of
global business development in Europe.

its website to enable a better user experience,
simplify the navigation process and more
clearly highlight the way that the company
is responding to industry changes.
Applied Language Solutions
www.appliedlanguage.com

Mila Tova International Translations Ltd.,
specializing in English, French, Arabic and
Hebrew translation services, has moved its
ofﬁces to a larger and more central location in Tel Aviv.

BoutiqueABC acquires LinguaCounsel

Mila Tova International Translations Ltd.
www.milatova.com

LinguaCounsel, an e-marketing company,
has been acquired by BoutiqueABC, an
umbrella corporation for several niche companies, specializing from web development
and e-marketing services to hosting and
e-commerce solutions development.
LinguaCounsel www.linguacounsel.com

Baltic Media opens new ofﬁces
Baltic Media Ltd., a translation provider,
has expanded its operations into the Baltic
Sea region by opening new ofﬁces in the
capital cities Vilnius, Lithuania, and Tallinn,
Estonia.
Baltic Media Ltd. www.balticmedia.com

TEMIS opens London ofﬁce
TEMIS S.A., a provider of enterprise text
mining and text analytics solutions, has
opened an ofﬁce in London. The UK ofﬁce
will be managed by Peter Camilleri, who
brings over 20 years’ experience in the
publishing sector.
TEMIS S.A. www.temis.com

World Voice Center changes
name, launches new website

New look for ALS website

World Voice Center, a provider of translation services, has changed its name to
World Translation Center in order to better
represent its overall service offerings. The
company has also launched a new website.

Applied Language Solutions (ALS), a provider of translation services, has redesigned

World Translation Center
www.worldtranslationcenter.com

CSOFT International Ltd. www.csoftintl.com

Mila Tova relocates main ofﬁces

People
Recent industry hires
■ Milengo Ltd., a provider of translation
and related localization services, has hired
Bjoern Lux to ﬁll its newly created position
of Dream Maker.
■ IMTT, a translation and training company offering solutions for the English,
Spanish and Portuguese languages, has hired
Agustina Gutierrez as project manager.
■ Vasont Systems, a provider of component content management solutions, has
hired Elvin Lopez as applications engineer.
■ Ccaps Translation and Localization, a
language services provider with expertise
in Brazilian Portuguese and Latin American
Spanish, has hired Renata Armindo as senior
project manager.
■ Verbatim Solutions, a provider of
translation services, has hired Thomas Seal
as its new president and CEO.
■ Applied Language Solutions, a provider of translation services, has hired
Simon Patrick as European sales director;
Kris Smith as business development director; Steve Higgins as business development
manager; and Paul Liversidge as account
manager.
■ Mein Schreibservice .de, a translation and transcription company, has hired
Nicky Handﬁeld as a project manager for
its Capetown location.
■ Bridge360, Inc., a provider of internationalization services, has hired Philip Smith
as director of professional services.

Milengo Ltd. www.milengo.com
IMTT www.imtt.com.ar
Vasont Systems www.vasont.com
Ccaps Translation and Localization
www.ccaps.net
Verbatim Solutions
www.verbatimsolutions.com
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News
Applied Language Solutions
www.appliedlanguage.com
Mein Schreibservice .de
www.meinschreibservice.de
Bridge360, Inc. www.bridge360.com

Resources
National Language Service Corps
General Dynamics Information Technology, a business unit of General Dynamics, has
conducted a pilot program of the National
Language Service Corps (NLSC — www
.nlscorps.org). General Dynamics conducted
this pilot program for the National Security
Education Program, an ofﬁce in the Department of Defense, as part of a nationwide
initiative to increase the interest and skills
of multilingual speakers to support the
United States in times of need. The NLSC
has over 1,250 members representing nearly
90 language communities and has assigned
members to support activities worldwide.
As a result, the pilot program will continue
through authorization and establishment
of a permanent program.
General Dynamics www.generaldynamics.com

Recent reports from
Common Sense Advisory
Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an independent market research ﬁrm, has published several reports. “The Owner’s Guide
to Maximizing LSP Value” examines the
various growth and exit strategies, as well
as the full range of issues that confront

www.multilingual.com

08-13 News#113.indd 9

owner/operators of small to medium-sized
language service providers (LSPs) as they
manage their companies.
“Localization Return on Investment” details
why companies need to take their analysis
to a new level to highlight the beneﬁts of
adapting products and services to local markets in order to show the business value of
localization.
“Language Services Market 2010” details
the ﬁndings of a six-month study that identiﬁed 23,380 unique suppliers of translation
and interpreting services across 149 countries.
Topping the global list of language service
companies is Hewlett-Packard’s Application
and Content Globalization group with 2009
revenues of US$457 million, followed by
McNeil Technologies ($404.7 million) and
Lionbridge Technologies ($389.2 million). As
part of the study, the ﬁrm also surveyed 839
LSPs worldwide.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Financial

SYSTRAN ﬁrst quarter 2010 results
SYSTRAN Software, Inc., a provider of
language translation software products
and solutions, has announced its consolidated ﬁnancial results for the ﬁrst quarter
ending March 31, 2010. During the ﬁrst
quarter, sales grew by 10.9%, amounting to
€1,970 million as compared with €1,777
million for the ﬁrst quarter of 2009.
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
www.systransoft.com

Products and Services
Plunet BusinessManager 5
Plunet GmbH, a provider of business
management software for translation services and agencies, has released version 5
of BusinessManager. In addition to a new
interface, version 5 includes extended customer relationship management functions,
company code cycles, and enhanced project
management features.
Plunet GmbH www.plunet.de

Wordbee client portal
Lionbridge ﬁrst quarter 2010 results
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc. , a provider
of translation, development and testing
solutions, has announced ﬁnancial results
for the quarter ending March 31, 2010,
reporting revenue of $100.8 million, a yearon-year increase of $12.4 million or 14%
compared to the ﬁrst quarter of 2009.
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.
www.lionbridge.com

Wordbee S.A., a translation software
company, has launched a web-based client
portal service as a new feature of its Wordbee Translator, an online computer-assisted
translation and management platform.
Wordbee S.A. www.wordbee.com

Alchemy PUBLISHER 3.0
Alchemy Software Development Ltd., a
visual localization solutions provider, has
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News
released Alchemy PUBLISHER 3.0. New
features include a center of productivity
for professional translators, a language
consistency checker, and conditional and
multilingual XML support.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
www.alchemysoftware.ie

memoQ 4.2
Kilgray Translation Technologies, a de
veloper of translation productivity tools,
has released memoQ 4.2. The new version
introduces a twocolumn table export that
enables reviewers or translators who don’t
use a translation tool to review or translate
text. It also includes the integration of
Eurotermbank as an external terminology
resource.
Kilgray Translation Technologies
www.kilgray.com

DioDict

MultiTrans 4.4 R2
MultiCorpora R&D Inc., a provider of mul
tilingual asset management solutions, has
released MultiTrans 4.4 R2. The newest ver
sion introduces eMultiTrans, a softwareas
aservice enterprise solution that requires no
software installation and is hosted by Multi
Corpora. New features include terminology
management enhancements, TermBase Web
user interface, and XLIFF editor.

DIOTEK Co., Ltd. www.diotek.com

MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
www.multicorpora.com

LTC Worx 2.0
LTC, a provider of language technology
solutions, has released version 2.0 of LTC
Worx, its webbased business system for mul
tilingual information management. The new
version includes enhanced team collaboration,
customer relationship management features,
and industry tool integration capability.

Luxid 5.2
TEMIS S.A., a provider of enterprise text
mining and text analytics solutions, has
announced the availability of Luxid 5.2.
The latest version adds several cartridges
designed to extract targeted information
on events and scientiﬁc discoveries as well
as enhanced semantic capabilities.
TEMIS S.A. www.temis.com

CrossCheck
Global Databases Limited, a developer of
software solutions for automating multilin
gual documentation production, has updated
its CrossCheck online quality checking service.
The service works with all languages based on
the Latin alphabet plus Greek, Russian and
Bulgarian. In addition to standard translation
memory ﬁles, it also performs quality assur
ance of PDF ﬁles.

Language Weaver SMTS version 5.2

Global Databases Limited www.doc3.com

Language Weaver www.languageweaver.com

Language Weaver, a software company
developing enterprise software for the auto
mated translation of human languages, has
released version 5.2 of its statistical machine
translation software (SMTS). New functions
include additional document formats for
broader translation options and translation
between all supported languages.

Milengo integrates
Google AdWords translation

Transit

www.star-group.net

Milengo Ltd., a provider of transla
tion and related localization services, has
integrated the Google Translator Toolkit
within its operating platform to translate
multilingual AdWords campaigns for its
customers.
Milengo Ltd. www.milengo.com

Magic Multilingual Dictionary 2.0
Computer assisted
translation
with Translation Memory
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Xisen Science Technology
www.xisensoft.com

LTC www.ltcinnovates.com

DIOTEK Co., Ltd., a mobile software solu
tion provider, has released its multilingual
dictionary application DioDict, available in
the Apple App Store. DioDict provides vari
ous dictionaries such as Collins Thesaurus
and English, French, German, Spanish, Ital
ian, Portuguese, Chinese, Korean and other
language dictionaries.

10

English > Korean, Korean > English, Chinese
> Korean, Korean > Chinese, Japanese >
Korean and Korean > Japanese.

Xisen Science Technology, a web and
software development solution provider, has
introduced the Magic Multilingual Diction
ary 2.0 for iPhone/iPod Touch. The applica
tion combines six complete dictionaries:

MYuppy Chinese typeface
created for mobile devices
Monotype Imaging, Inc., a provider of
text imaging solutions, has created a mobile
Chinese font for The Symbian Foundation,
an organization that manages the Symbian
smartphone platform. The typeface MYuppy
is engineered for display on mobile devices
and is targeted to original equipment manu
facturers and application developers seeking
to enter or expand into Chinese markets.
Monotype Imaging, Inc.
www.monotypeimaging.com

XTRF 2.0
XTRF, a division of LidoLang Techni
cal Translations, has used the JBoss Seam
Framework technology to recreate its trans
lation company management system. The
release of XTRF 2.0 introduces a redesigned
layout and new approach to a company’s
organization of translation work.
XTRF www.xtrf.eu

Online Gaming Translations
PCITranslations, a provider of language
services, has launched the Online Gaming
Translations website for the translation
and localization of gambling and gaming
websites and search engine optimization in
30 languages.
PCITranslations www.pcitranslations.com

Multilingual World Cup dictionary
CLS Communication AG, a provider of
multilingual communication services, has
released a World Cup football dictionary.
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The dictionary translates commonly used
football terms into ﬁve languages, easing
multilingual communication about the
sometimes complex systems and regulations of the game.

provides products and training for emergency
dispatch centers internationally, using a comprehensive systems approach.

ﬁrms, funds and investor relations teams.

Across Systems GmbH www.across.net

Language Connect contracted
by Guy’s and St Thomas Trust

CLS Communication AG
www.cls-communication.com

WebCertain partners with IMN

Language Connect, a provider of translation and interpretation services, has been
awarded a contract by Guy’s and St Thomas
NHS Foundation Trust to provide face-to-face
interpreting and written translation services.

AppTek adds Farsi and Urdu ASR
AppTek, a developer of human language
technology, has added Farsi and Urdu automated speech recognition (ASR) engines to
its PlainSpeech platform. The enhanced ASR
engine also processes several other languages
such as Arabic and English and is compatible
for use with machine translation.
AppTek www.apptek.com

Clients and Partners
GlobalSight and
TDA merge technology
GlobalSight Corporation, a collaborative
open-source initiative, and the TAUS Data
Association (TDA) have announced a development effort to enable automated reuse
of previously translated material in the TDA
supercloud of industry-shared language data.
The collaboration effort includes an expansion of the GlobalSight translation matching
engine to handle the massive data volume and
large-scale use demanded by TDA’s members.
The development also includes a TDA integration layer ensuring that any translation
memory software can be connected to the
platform to take advantage of data matched
using the GlobalSight engine.

WebCertain, a multilingual search marketing agency, has partnered with IMN, a contentdriven e-mail marketing solutions provider,
to offer an international, search engine optimization-friendly e-communications service
for international organizations.

Locordia Communications www.locordia.com

Language Connect www.languageconnect.net

WebCertain www.webcertain.com

GCMS Authoring Coach
for PTC Arbortext Editor

MultiCorpora and
Translated collaborate

Sajan, Inc., a provider of language services and cloud-based translation management software, has announced the release
of the GCMS Authoring Coach for PTC
Arbortext Editor. Integrated with Arbortext
Content Manager, Sajan GCMS automates
many translation management tasks and
enables translation memory reuse.

MultiCorpora R&D Inc., a software language technology provider, has integrated
Translated S.r.l.’s MyMemory, a multilingual
collaborative search engine for translations,
into MultiTrans, an enterprise language
technology software solution.
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
www.multicorpora.com
Translated S.r.l. www.translated.net

Locordia selected by The Thomson
Reuters Awards for Excellence
Locordia Communications, a provider of
language services, has been selected as a
translation partner for The Thomson Reuters
Awards for Excellence. The awards are organized in more than 23 countries, recognizing
the world’s top analysts, brokerages, buy-side

Sajan, Inc. www.sajan.com
Arbortext www.arbortext.com

PROMT, VistaTEC
integrate Alchemy technology
Alchemy Software Development Ltd., a
visual localization solutions provider, and
PROMT, a provider of automated translation
solutions, have developed a machine translation connector for Alchemy PUBLISHER
3.0 — combining machine translation with
translation memory.

GlobalSight Corporation
www.globalsight.com
TAUS Data Association www.tausdata.org

SAM Engineering selects
Alchemy PUBLISHER 3.0
SAM Engineering GmbH, a localization
services provider, has selected Alchemy PUBLISHER 3.0, a translation memory solution
for documentation developed by Alchemy
Software Development Ltd., a visual localization solutions provider.
SAM Engineering GmbH
www.sam-engineering.de
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
www.alchemysoftware.ie

Across chosen by PDC
Across Systems GmbH, a provider of corporate translation management software, has
been chosen by Priority Dispatch Corp. (PDC)
as its technology vendor for translation management. The emergency response company

www.multilingual.com
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VistaTEC, a localization service provider,
has also integrated Alchemy PUBLISHER
3.0 for use in its global release life cycle.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
www.alchemysoftware.ie
PROMT www.e-promt.com
VistaTEC www.vistatec.ie

Joymax localized by
MO Group International
MO Group International, a game localization and testing services provider, has been
selected by Joymax, an online game developer
and publisher, to provide German localization
of Joymax’s Silkroad Online.
MO Group International
www.mogi-translations.com

Welocalize and Microsoft
integrate technology

Announcements
Cogen celebrates thirty years
Cogen sa, a provider of translation and
multilingual publishing services, is celebrating
its thirtieth anniversary. The company focuses
on providing multilingual product documentation for the manufacturers of industrial
equipment and medical devices.
Cogen sa www.cogen.com

Welocalize, a provider of integrated globalization services, has developed an integrated connector between its open-source
translation management system product,
GlobalSight, and the Microsoft translator
machine translation engine.

Awards and Certifications
Standard certiﬁcations

GlobalSight Corporation
www.globalsight.com
Welocalize www.welocalize.com

Translations.com and
Day Software joint solution
Translations.com, a provider of language
services and translation-related technology
products, and Day Software, a provider of
open, standards-based content management and content infrastructure software,
have created a joint solution to enable
online marketers to launch new local market web presences and global marketing
campaigns.
Translations.com www.translations.com

Net-Translators and
Multilingual QA merge
Net-Translators Ltd., a provider of translation and localization services, and Multilingual QA Ltd., a provider of localization
testing services, have merged to expand
a combined language services portfolio
worldwide.
Net-Translators Ltd. www.net-translators.com
Multilingual QA Ltd. www.multilingualqa.com

TransAction translates for CPN
TransAction Translators Limited, a translation and interpreting services provider, was
selected by CPN to translate its website into
Hindi. CPN, textile print consultants, specialize in garment decoration through print.

Trusted Translations selected by VDT

TransAction Translators Limited
www.transaction.co.uk

Trusted Translations, Inc.
www.trustedtranslations.com

Trusted Translations, Inc., a translation
service company, has been selected to provide interpretation services for the Virginia
Department of Transportation.

■ Commit, a provider of language services, has been certiﬁed according to ISO
9001:2008 and EN 15038:2006. Headquartered in Athens, Greece, the company also
offers simultaneous and consecutive interpreting services within Greece.
■ PTIGlobal, a provider of localization,
interpretation and translation services, has
received ISO 9001:2008 certiﬁcation from
Orion Registrar, Inc. PTIGlobal also offers
interpretation for business needs.
■ GlobalVision International, Inc., a language service solutions provider, has received
ISO 9001:2008 certiﬁcation. The internally
developed translation management system
gvAccess.com was instrumental in facilitating conformance to ISO requirements and
obtaining certiﬁcation.

Commit www.commit.gr
PTIGlobal www.ptiglobal.com
GlobalVision International, Inc.
www.globalvis.com

Interested in more news
about the industry?
Subscribe to our free biweekly
electronic newsletter at
www.multilingual.com/news
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August
August 2-September 16, 2010, in Tallinn, Estonia.
August 2-September 16, 2010, in London, UK.
August 9-September 23, 2010, in St. Petersburg, Russia.
August 17-October 1, 2010, in Milan, Italy.
August 30-October 14, 2010, in Cairo, Egypt.
The Institute of Localisation Professionals
www.tilponline.org/clp_level_1

September 27-November 11, 2010, in Brussels, Belgium.
The Institute of Localisation Professionals
www.tilponline.org/clp_level_1

ProZ.com Virtual Conference
September 30, 2010, online.
ProZ.com, www.proz.com/virtual-conferences

TM-Europe 2010
September 30-October 1, 2010, in Kraków, Poland.

Coling 2010
August 23-27, 2010, in Beijing, China.

Polish Association of Translation Companies
www.tm-europe.org

International Committee on Computational Linguistics
www.coling-2010.org

September
Baltic Translation Conference
September 2-3, 2010, in Riga, Latvia.

Calendar

Certiﬁed Localisation Professional Level One

Certiﬁed Localisation Professional Level One

October
Editing for Translators
October 1-31, 2010, online.
Monterey Institute of International Studies
www.miis.edu/academics/programs/translationinterpretationshort

Baltic Translation, www.tcbaltic.com

7th ProZ.com International Conference
2010 International Medical Interpreters Conference
September 3-5, 2010, in Boston, Massachusetts USA.
International Medical Interpreters Association
www.imiaweb.org/conferences

October 2-3, 2010, in Prague, Czech Republic.
ProZ.com, www.proz.com/conference/157

TAUS User Conference
October 3-6, 2010, in Portland, Oregon USA.

Localization Certiﬁcation Program
September 6-8, 2010, in Cologne, Germany.
CSU, Chico Continuing Education and Research Foundation
http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

TAUS Data Association
http://translationautomation.com/conferences/
taus-user-conference-2010.html

Localization World Seattle 2010
Localization Project Management Certiﬁcation
September 9-10, 2010, in Cologne, Germany.

October 6-8, 2010, in Seattle, Washington USA.
Localization World Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

CSU, Chico Continuing Education and Research Foundation
http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

Languages & The Media

UA Europe 2010

ICWE GmbH, www.languages-media.com

October 6-8, 2010, in Berlin, Germany.
September 16-17, 2010, in Stockholm, Sweden.
Matthew Ellison Consulting, Writers UA
www.uaconference.eu

ELIA Networking Days Dublin
October 11-12, 2010, in Dublin, Ireland.
European Language Industry Association Ltd., www.networking-days.org

China Language Industry Conference 2010
September 16-18, 2010, in Beijing, China.

34th Internationalization & Unicode Conference (IUC34)
October 18-20, 2010, in Santa Clara, California USA.

Translators Association of China
www.tac-online.org.cn/en/tran/2009-10/13/content_3182191.htm

Object Management Group, www.unicodeconference.org/ml

Computers and Translation Training Series

Certiﬁed Localisation Professional Level One

September 20-30, 2010, in Saarbrücken, Germany.

October 20-December 4, 2010, in Pune, India.

Universität des Saarlandes
http://fr46.uni-saarland.de/index.php?id=103

The Institute of Localisation Professionals
www.tilponline.org/clp_level_1

1st International XLIFF Symposium

51st ATA Conference

September 22, 2010, in Limerick, Ireland.

October 27-30, 2010, in Denver, Colorado USA.

Localisation Research Centre, www.localisation.ie/xliff

American Translators Association, www.atanet.org/conf/2010

LRC XV

AMTA 2010

September 22-24, 2010, in Limerick, Ireland.
Localisation Research Centre
www.localisation.ie/resources/conferences/2010

www.multilingual.com
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October 31-November 5, 2010, in Denver, Colorado USA.
Association for Machine Translation in the Americas
http://amta2010.amtaweb.org
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Reviews

PROMT Version 9
Reviewed by Eduardo Chacón
Latest version of RBMT engine useful tool for savvy users

W

When it comes to rule-based machine translation (RBMT), two machine translation (MT) systems have
been the major players in the market for quite some time: PROMT and
SYSTRAN. PROMT, the younger of
the two, was founded in Russia in
1991. With its latest offering, PROMT
9, the company has focused not on
expanding the language combinations offered but on improving the
quality of its existing ones, notably
English, French, German, Spanish and
Russian.

The tool is aimed at savvy users who will be able to exploit all
of the possibilities offered by the suite for RBMT. For language
service providers (LSPs) there are modules such as the PROMT
for translation memory (TM) and the PROMT Batch Translator,
whose aim is to enhance the productivities of this type of user.
Linguists will find all the flexibility and power that they want in
the Dictionary Editor Manager as well as a reactive MT engine in
PROMT Translator.
One thing that could have caused some confusion for first-time
users is the myriad of applications that are available to do some tasks;
even simple tasks pertaining to one object such as dictionaries or TMs
will ask you to use two or three modules. This is a legacy issue that
has been carried
over from earlier
versions. However,
PROMT has found
the way to get
Eduardo Chacón is the manager
around this probof Lexcelera's localization and
machine translation department. lem in the latest
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version and make it more user-friendly without
having to recreate the structure of its whole tool.
The company created an application that presents all of the tools to the user in a user-friendly
way. Whereas in Version 8 users had to find their
way through all the applications in the Windows
menu without really knowing which one to use
to do a specific task, in Version 9 users can easily find what they are looking for either by the
application, the task they need to carry out or
the resources involved. This will certainly make
it easier for new users. The intimidating first
contact with the tool has been overcome by this
single application.
This review will take a look at the program
from the point of view of an LSP or a freelancer
who is aiming to better the output of the
machine for post-editing; applications such as PROMT Translator
light, PROMT for ICQ or the plug-ins for Microsoft Office will not be
taken into account because, as useful as they are, they are not really

The requirements for the version I tested
(PROMT Freelance 9.0 Translator)
are the following: 500 MHz Pentium
processor or better with at least 64 MB
or RAM; SVGA or better video card and
monitor; an optical drive; a mouse or
similar input device; operating system:
—Microsoft Windows 7;
—Microsoft Windows Vista;
—Microsoft Windows XP Professional
with Service Pack 2 or higher;
—Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional
with Service Pack 4;
.NET Framework 3.0 (installed
automatically).
With a price tag of $650 for the bilingual
version.

One of the main tools for LSPs — large sets of ﬁles can
quickly be translated while keeping their original format intact.

editor@multilingual.com
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PROMT’s way of centralizing and organizing everything in one portal application also links to applications by the type of task to be performed.

relevant when improving translation quality and only serve users who want to get a
gist of a text in a language that they don’t
know all that well. This review is aimed
more at power users who know their source
and target languages and want to improve
the quality of the MT output to alleviate
post-editing work. For this review we were
able to use PROMT Freelance 9, which does
not require much machine power. LSPs will
probably aim for the PROMT LSP version,
which will require at least Windows Server
2003 and will allow users to share resources
more easily.

www.multilingual.com
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Language quality
In comparing the quality of the output
English into Spanish of Version 8 and Version 9, we noticed slight improvements in
the quality of the output. Better accordance
of feminine adjectives and past participles
in Spanish was the first thing that could be
noticed when comparing the output of the
two machines. An update of the built-in
dictionaries could also be noticed, which
in turn gave a serious improvement in the
quality of the output. But as with any other
off-the-shelf tool, the quality still needs a
lot of work in the form of user dictionaries.

The responsiveness of PROMT’s engine
has always been good. Terms do not need
a lot of coding in order to be recognized
correctly by the engine. The fact that the
flexibility to add declensions and other
linguistic information is a possibility in
PROMT is certainly a plus, but it is for the
most part unnecessary. PROMT’s coding
engine is extremely powerful when recognizing word forms.

Interface
The interface in PROMT Translator has
not changed much from Version 8. It has
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that familiar feel of an Office 2007 application with simple and intuitive menus.
Adding an entry in PROMT Translator can
be quite easy. The user only needs to right
click on a selected string list and choose
between advanced or simple editing mode.
Working in advanced mode is perfect for
power users who like to tweak around and
get the best of the machine by inputting
information such as plural rules for nouns
or comparative and superlative forms for
adjectives. This can be quite a painstaking
procedure and is not recommended for
those projects where productivity is crucial
since a single entry could take up to three
minutes to code. However, it must be said
that for specialized terms for which there is
no canonical form already in the machine,
this proves immensely useful as it allows
users to do a thorough coding of terms and
ensure accurate translations of any term in
whatever form. It can also prove useful
when a term is translated incorrectly by the
machine after a first coding in a certain
context. Advanced coding can let users give

The linguist’s interface is visual and simple to use.

rules of “government” to the word entry,
such as how the term should be translated
when before an infinitive or when a specific
preposition is used. As you can infer from

HIGHER
S TA N D A R D S





FOCUS ON CEE LANGUAGES
ON MARKET SINCE 1995
ISO 9001:2008, DIN EN 15038
localization@aspena.com

www.aspena.com
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what you have just read, this is aimed at
linguists who know and love language and
have the patience to run tests on the output until the right match is found.
The simple mode of entry editing
resembles more the simple glossary environment that most of us are used to.
With source and target side by side, there
is a drop-down menu that will allow you
to choose the word category (part-ofspeech in PROMT terms). This will most
likely be the window in which users will
spend most of their time. It is easy to use
and as effective as the advanced editing
one. Once the term is saved, it will suffice to retranslate the text, and you will
see your entry incorporated into the text
underlined in purple for easy reference.
It is truly a joy to work in this interface;
changes are done in seconds and results
immediately visible.

Compatibility
Once the output of the machine is up
to the standards of quality needed, the
translation of the corpus must be tackled.
PROMT offers two useful applications for
the power user: PROMT Batch Translator
and PROMT for TM. In Version 9, PROMT
has added XLIFF support, which ensures
compatibility with almost every translation tool in the market. The tests that we
conducted let us see that the translation
of this file type, albeit slow compared to
other file formats such as Microsoft Word
and Microsoft Excel, was compliant to the
format and allowed for immediate reimportation to the source tool where the file
was created without a hitch. Translation

editor@multilingual.com
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of other supported file formats such as
to Trados; all of this occurs with just one
is sadly not incredibly useful. Strings are
the latest version of TMX, XML, Office
click. As far as productivity goes, this is
linked together without spaces when
2007 and HTML documents also goes
one of the most efficient ways to translate
importing some file formats, which makes
smoothly each time. The relithe comparison inaccurate. The
ability of PROMT’s handling of
report is not all that detailed and
file formats when translating The tool is aimed at savvy users who will be
does not link the results between
documents is exemplary, certhe changes in the two target files
able to exploit all of the possibilities offered
tainly the best when compared
to the source file, which brings its
to its competitors.
functionalities to the same level
by the suite for RBMT. For language service
Another task where PROMT
of any simple comparison tool
excels is its interface to extract providers (LSPs) there are modules such as
found on the market. The only
and translate text from Tralies in the possibility of
the PROMT for translation memory (TM) and difference
dos Workbench. This usually
adding dictionary entries from this
tedious and time-consuming the PROMT Batch Translator, whose aim is to
interface.
task is simplified to a maximum
There is still a ways to go in
in PROMT for TM. This appli- enhance the productivities of this type of user. PROMT as in other pure RBMT
cation allows the user to open
products regarding the flow and
a Trados TM directly from the
readability of the text. However,
PROMT interface and choose the files to
bilingual documents. Even though it only
with the dictionary training necessary
be machine translated. PROMT will take
caters to one tool, it does so in a superb
PROMT will provide reliable, comprehencare of opening the linked Trados Memory,
manner, and users of other tools can
sible translations that will allow users to
analyzing the files, exporting from Trados
translate TMX files so they are not locked
have raw MT output for gisting that is up
and into PROMT the segments under 75%
into using Trados.
to par or a preliminary version for post(or the fuzzy threshold that you set up),
PROMT QA Lab, a new application that
editing that will increase the productivity
translating them and importing them back
allows the user to compare two translations,
of a team of linguists a great deal. M

“MultiTrans 4.4R2 hits the mark”
With greater collaboration and licensing options
and important integration flexibility

eMultiTrans (SaaS Model)

R2

Enterprise (server) solution, no software installation necessary

Fetch from Web
Using MS Word, even non-MultiTrans users can instantly
locate matches in translation memories and view context
of past translations

Collaborative Integrations

MultiTrans now integrates with TDA, MyMemory and Google Translate
to further facilitate online collaboration with external content

CMS Integration

New CMS/MultiTrans integration APIs turn your CMS into a Global Management System (GMS)

XLIFF Editor 2

Any individual can benefit by using XLIFF Editor 2 in standalone mode to retain all formatting
and tags of DTP documents such as InDesign, MS Excel, XML, etc

MultiTrans

Superior granular alignment technology
Terminology management enhancements
Over 50 new additional features!
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Off the Map

The ’sensitive’ U.S.A.

I

In the course of my geocultural consulting, I see
and hear intriguing things about various cultures,
which is one of the reasons I love the work that
I do. Along with that, I also witness how various
people react to certain cultures, and that’s often
as educating as the culture itself! When it comes
to discussing the various sensitivities of one locale
or another, I often hear the comment that comparatively speaking, the United States is not a sensitive market for content. I’ve thought about this
for a while, and after dealing with so many geopolitical and cultural issues across so many locales,
I had to conclude that this just isn’t the case. The
United States can be as sensitive as many of the
known “trouble” locales around the world.

I think a large part of people’s perception that the United
States is a “safe” location is based on the guaranteed right of
free speech, and I’d like to explore that notion ﬁrst and foremost. Usually the implication of “free speech” is that anything
can be said without repercussions; however, those of us who
are from or live in the United States know very well that there
are consequences for some things that are said. A whole arm
of the legal profession known as defamation law covers any
attempts to slander or libel another person in a public manner. We often see celebrities utilizing these laws to challenge
erroneous tabloid reports. Many countries maintain such laws,
so this isn’t unique to the United States by any means. What
perhaps is more unique is how free speech is an issue that is
always at the forefront of public discourse and how often we
hear it evoked in courtrooms, on street corners, in classrooms
and so forth. Salman Rushdie authored the highly controversial
book The Satanic Verses, and because of it, he had an Islamic
fatwa- issued for his death in 1989. To be clear, a fatwa- is typically a ruling on some aspect of Islamic law — it’s not to always
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be equated with a death sentence. Rushdie had this to say about
the issue: “What is freedom of expression? Without the freedom
to offend, it ceases to exist.” Free speech is often perceived in
the United States as the freedom to offend or challenge without
harsh consequences.
Without a doubt, this is a key reason why many people perceive the United States as a “safe” destination for content: The
chances of serious repercussions, even legal ones, are slim. You
can contrast this with other large markets where the consequences are harsh and sometimes extreme from a US or Western
perspective — such as receiving long-term imprisonment or
forced hard labor for openly expressing a political viewpoint.
Along with the potential legal aspect of employing free speech,
I would say that the larger repercussions in the United States lie
in the realm of social and media exposure. The United States is
certainly not alone in this; for example, the United Kingdom is
often even more severe in this regard. In the United States, our
repercussions take a different form from the known sensitive
locales, and things are tried in the court of public opinion. In
this media-driven court, people have been viliﬁed and reputations destroyed, while businesses have ascended and collapsed
on the support or backlash of the public. In many cases, the
results can be far worse than the government taking action
against a person or company, but it all depends on the context
and degree of perceived cultural violation.
If it’s not an issue of free speech and resulting consequences,
then what could it be? What issues really make the United States
a locale for sensitive content? From my perspective, the choices
are pretty easy, and here’s what I would consider to be the big
three: ethnicity, sexuality and religion. Now some may quickly
point out that I left politics off this list, and yes, I did so intentionally. Generally speaking, politics is a matter of public discourse in pretty much every democratically inclined country, and
Tom Edwards is a geographer and the principal consultant of
Englobe, a Seattle-based consultancy for geocultural intelligence
and content strategy. Previously, Tom spent over 13 years at
Microsoft as a geographer and its senior geopolitical strategist.
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that respecting ethnic and national
origins would be very important while at
the same time recognizing a US nationality that supposedly transcends such
origins. The United States has a troubled
history of ethnic issues, from the treatment of Native Americans to the issue of
African slavery and so on. Some of our
most revered historical ﬁgures, such as
Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther King,
Jr., have reputations built totally or in
part on ethnic issues.
Another crucial issue is certainly the
question of sexuality. It’s long been recognized when comparing the United States
to Europe, for example, that the United
States tends to be far more sensitive and
even prudish when it comes to discussions
of sexuality, displays of affection, nudity
and so forth. This has been changing
rapidly, as it has in many countries, but
the United States has a complex relationship with sexuality and remains somewhat
uncomfortable with how it is displayed.
If you look at the video game sector, the
use of sex in games happens from time
to time, but it’s extremely touchy for the
US market, given the assumption that it’s
mostly kids who will be exposed (even
though the average age of game players
in the United States is now 35). On the
other hand, violence isn’t as much of an
issue; it can still be sensitive but between
violence and sex, the latter remains
the more problematic. The debates and
discussions around homosexuality are also
prevalent in the United States. Like ethnicity, the use of homosexual stereotypes
can result in a signiﬁcant backlash, and
content designers need to be respectful of
this demographic as much as they would
any other group.
Related to the issue of homosexuality, although not exclusively, is the issue
of religion in the United States. Most
people would acknowledge that the
United States was founded primarily
upon the tenets of Christianity and that
legacy permeates much of US government and society. While the debate
about separation of church and state
continues to rattle on, the freedom of
religious exercise in the United States is
a key aspect of the country’s existence;
it was a primary reason why people
came to this land mass in the ﬁrst place
(besides the indigenous people already
here, but that’s another issue). While the
United States allows the freedom to follow one’s chosen faith, the reality is that

overt religious tensions exist over secular, moral issues such as homosexuality,
abortion rights, illegal immigration and
so on. Many US residents still espouse
Christian perspectives to a greater or
lesser degree. In 2009, one survey found
that 75% of Americans consider themselves Christian. My point is not to call
out a particular faith, but rather underscore that many people may respond to
content with a world view that is more
aligned to Christianity, and thus this
needs to be taken into consideration
when designing content and measuring
any potential sensitivities. This is rather
similar to how one must account for the
majority Islamic faith in many countries
in the Middle East as a means to respect
the local culture.
There’s so much more I could delve
into when it comes to discussing the
United States as a content market, but
I hope I’ve given at least a glimpse into
the notion that it is not necessarily a
safe haven for controversial content. It
has its own peculiarities and sensitivities
for certain, but on top of that we have
to remember that as a “melting pot”
nation, the United States has nationals
from various countries all over the globe.
These people will be just as offended
when on US soil as they would be in
their home country, so this emphasizes
the great importance that content
development be considered a global
enterprise, not something developed
ﬁrst for the US or US/Canadian markets
and then localized for everywhere else.
The assumption should always be made
that even if released only in the United
States, the product may be sensitive
for a variety of local concerns but also
for just about any other cultural reason
you’d ﬁnd in other countries. M

www.star-group.net

The delta principle
in technical authoring

MindReader

I have yet to ﬁnd a locale in which it’s not
controversial in some way. The increasing
polarization of the political landscape in
the United States — with red states versus
blue states, liberal versus conservative,
progressive versus traditional and so on
— can be tied in many cases to the three
root cause issues I’ve called out. Again,
this trend isn’t at all unique to the United
States, so I’d rather spend my limited
space on the standout issues.
First and foremost, issues surrounding
ethnicity are of paramount importance
in the United States. I would venture
to say that hardly a day goes by when
the news isn’t mentioning something
about ethnicity, whether it’s related to
employment, housing practices, crime
or something else. I’m not only referring
to racial discrimination, which is a huge
component of the ethnicity aspect, but
also to how the United States tends to
strongly model and frame people’s existence by their ethnic backgrounds. This
is emphasized even more so here in 2010
as the ten-year national census is taking
place and citizens must declare their
ethnic backgrounds, whether actual or
in the groups with which they identify
most strongly. One of the chief issues
that arose quite early with the census forms was the apparent bias from
certain speciﬁc ethnic groups being left
absent, which apparently arose from
the perception that the groups were
too small to be counted. As any geographer who’s performed spatial sampling
knows, the idea is to count all variations
and then worry about statistical signiﬁcance later.
From a content perspective, the use
of stereotypes is a persistent problem.
Content creators originate from speciﬁc
ethnic and socio-economic contexts,
so the burden is on them to diligently
research the reality of people from other
ethnicities and situations. I cannot count
how many times I’ve seen content developers leverage well-known and well-disputed
stereotypes as a way to appeal to a
speciﬁc demographic. The use of ethnic
stereotypes is a lazy approach to content
development, but worse, in the United
States it’s one issue that is considered
extremely volatile and will guarantee
some degree of public backlash. If you
consider the history of the United States
as a global “melting pot” into which
people from pretty much everywhere
have formed a nation, it makes sense
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World Savvy

Code-sharing languages

L

Lupiti, Galoshi par Tilti were Yiddish-Latvian
words that my mother uttered meaning the rags
and old shoes peddler is near. This peddler would
go up and down streets shouting for housewives to
bring out their stuff in pre-World War II Riga, Latvia. Yiddish is perhaps the oldest and well-known of
what are called code-sharing languages: Franglais,
Chinglish, Hinglish, Taglish, Spanglish and Portuñol
amid some others. I still use the Yiddish when I refer
to a dodgy or stupid person as a schmuck.

Language purists can freak out over these mixed languages.
In Israel, for example, the language police want you to speak
Hebrew, not the Yiddish mélange brought over from Eastern
Europe. You want an intellectual deﬁnition? The following comes
from a professor of linguistics, John Lipski, at the Pennsylvania
State University: “Sustained contact between two languages in
unofﬁcial settings, such as border or immigrant communities or
in multilingual trade environments, frequently produces a range
of linguistic contact phenomena that are popularly refered [sic]
to by words suggesting mixed parentage.” He goes on to say, “An
obvious example is spanglish . . . used to describe at least the
following distinct scenarios: assimilated or non-assimilated Anglicisms, calques of idiomatic constructions, code-switching, vestigial Spanish resulting from language attrition, second-language
learners’ speech, and the humorous, disrespectful, and derogatory
use of pseudo-Spanish items.” Did you comprende all that?
But for anyone with world savvy, using these “linguistic
phenomena” is a communication necessity and not something
to worry about. I remember my ﬁrst trips to Brazil where I was
responsible for running an export business. I studiously learned
rules for converting Spanish to Portuguese and would slowly
speak Portuguese until a Brazilian colleague ﬁnally said, “John,
just speak Portuñol. We understand and we are not offended.
Communication is the object.” So, when I try to speak Portuguese, I always preface with the fact I will revert to Portuñol.
Most Brazilians don’t seem to care because they get it all the
time from border Argentines and Uruguayans, but the Portuguese and Spanish on the Iberian Peninsula don’t have that
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cultural and nationalistic ease in “code switching.” The cerebral
Lipski again: “Internet communication and Web publishing have
increased awareness of Spanish-Portuguese contacts and the
Latin American business community has opened an ongoing
discussion of the need for bilingualism or linguistic hybrids as a
concomitant of global trade.”
Of late, Chinglish has come to the forefront. Trade between
China and the West has boomed, but never could you ﬁnd such
two distinct languages. Chinglish refers to spoken or written
Chinese-inﬂuenced English. The Beijing Olympics and the Shanghai
Trade Fair have caused Chinese authorities to aggressively go after
bad Chinglish signs and grammar, such as Deformed Man Toilet
(toilet for the handicapped); Salute to the tourist who keep public
hygiene (Don’t litter); No ﬁre making in hardcore scenery area (No
ﬁre in park); and Wash after relief (wash hands after using toilet).
These are just a few of thousands that you can see daily, and
many Chinese ascribe these to some bad translation software
that entered the country years ago. This makes some people
laugh, but there is a lot more going on than mistranslation.
Design manager Angela Rutherford notes that Chinglish occurs
due to the structural differences between English and Chinese.
She gives a couple of examples: “Welcome you” is one of the
more noticeable cases of Chinglish, especially in mainland China.
In direct translation the source expression can mean “welcome
to,” “we invite you to” or “you are welcome to” and is used as an
incentive or as a form of “thank you.” Thus, you have “Welcome
you to Beijing” and “Welcome you to ride line 52 bus.”
Add to this that Chinglish reﬂects the inﬂuence of Chinese
syntax and grammar. In Chinese, verbs are not conjugated, and
there is no deﬁnite article. Therefore, the is either overused or
forgotten. Jeffrey Yao, an English translator and teacher at the
Graduate Institute of Interpretation and Translation in Shanghai, says Chinglish provides a window into how we think about
language. He offered the following example. While Western park
signs exhort people to “Keep off the grass!” Chinese versions
tend to “anthropomorphize nature as a way to gently engage
the stomping masses. Hence, such admonishments as ‘The Little
Grass Is Sleeping. Please Don’t Disturb It’ or ‘Don’t Hurt Me. I
John Freivalds is managing director of the marketing communications
ﬁrm JFA and the marketing representative for his native country, Latvia.
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Am Afraid of Pain.’” Yao points out that
this mentality helped create such phrases
as “long time no see,” a word-for-word
translation of a Chinese expression.
Then we have Spanglish. Spanglish is
a hybrid of English and Spanish used by
a growing number of Spanish-speaking
Americans. To wit: hasta soon or tiempo
is money. Millions of Hispanics using the
internet use el maus. They also Clickear,
forwardear, imail and use el backup. One
of my ﬁrst exposures was in Peace Corps
training in Puerto Rico. I went by a store
window that said sale hoy. I thought,
how neat, the shop’s owner is saying he
is leaving (sale) today and to come buy
now. “No, you bobo,” a Puerto Rican
explained to me. “It means that there is
a sale today!”
As for use of Spanglish in advertising,
look no further than the US Army, which
uses the slogan Yo soy el army (I am the
Army). On About.com you can ﬁnd:
Need advice. Escribeme (need advice
write me).
Haz clic aqui (click here).
Llamenos para deliver (call us for delivery).
Tips par marketing (marketing tips).
Spanglish isn’t going away. It will
become at least as accepted in the
American vernacular as Yiddish. And
then, of course, we have Frenglish and
Franglais. In English, Frenglish means
a mangled combination of English and
French produced either by poor knowledge of one or the other language for
humorous effect. When I ﬁrst went to
work in Iran many years ago, the second
language in Iran was French, and US
— well ok, redneck — expatriates would
intentionally dump on the French by
saying things such as “well mercy buckets for that,” mercy buckets meaning
merci beaucoup.
Then we have Franglais, the incursion
of English words (whatever they are)
into the French language, which to be
truthful is merely one form of corrupted
medieval Latin. The best known example
is perhaps le weekend, but there are
thousands of other incursions of English
into French, all of which have been supposedly documented by the Commission
Générale de Terminologie et de Néologie,
part of France’s language police.
And then there is the classic by Mark
Twain in Innocents Abroad directed to
a Parisian landlord: “PARIS, le 7 Juillet.
Monsieur le Landlord — Sir: Pourquoi
don’t you mettez some savon in your
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bed-chambers? Est-ce que vous pensez I
will steal it? La nuit passee you charged
me pour deux chandelles when I only
had one; hier vous avez charged me
avec glace when I had none at all; tout
les jours you are coming some fresh
game or other on me, mais vous ne
pouvez pas play this savon dodge on me
twice. Savon is a necessary de la vie to
any body but a Frenchman, et je l’aurai
hors de cet hotel or make trouble. You
hear me. Allons.”

What does all this mean?
My head is spinning with all of these
rules and non-rules, so I asked my friend
Geoffrey Kingscott, a noted UK language
consultant and writer, about this. When
I met Geoffrey over ten years ago, he
was the world’s chief advocate of the
Queen’s English, and he was horriﬁed at
what was happening to the English language, particularly when his company
opened an ofﬁce in America’s heartland
in Chicago. So, I asked Geoffrey what is

going on. His answer: “There are many
more people using English as a second
or acquired language than there are
native speakers of English. And many of
those whose English has been acquired
will never be ﬂuent in English, and their
attempts to communicate in English
will of necessity be heavily inﬂuenced
by their ﬁrst langue. Some people see
English going the way of medieval Latin
in that it will eventually break up into
distinct territorial forms, which will
eventually become separate languages:
French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,
Romanian.”
However, he warns, “Just as we value
biodiversity in the animal kingdom,
where we are conscious that we have
lost something precious if we allow
a species to disappear, so we must
preserve the diversity of language. The
biggest danger to be feared is that
Global English could turn out to be a
steamroller ﬂattening other languages.
Vive la difference!” M
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The Business Side

The business why
and how of simship

T

The subject of managing releases over worldwide
markets can be a contentious one, with pros and
cons on either side of business and development
cases. The concept of simship is that if you are
releasing your product to worldwide markets, you
do it all at once rather than ﬁrst releasing to your
home market and then following with localized
versions later. I can’t say that any one approach is
right for all organizations, business situations and
products, but I can share with you some of the
organizational, procedural and business issues that
contribute to successful simship global releases.

When a company commits to product releases that serve a
worldwide customer base, there’s a long shadow cast on revenue,
marketing, sales teams and of course development practices
and testing. It’s a challenging logistical undertaking to release
software products in multiple markets, requiring well-integrated
planning and practices. It’s no wonder simship is viewed alternatively as difﬁcult and impractical to the best thing a company
can do. Let’s consider a few of the issues within any organization, starting with the business case.
Internationalization and localization are always in pursuit of
a business case, and one exists both for and against simship.
That said, the business cases tend to vary based on the global
perspective and maturity of the company. The case for simship is
strongest among experienced global companies. Their revenues
are already global, so delaying releases for localized versions
only serves to delay resulting new release revenues. There may
be good reason for adding secondary tiers for some local release
schedules, but products really should be internationalized, with
Adam Asnes is CEO of Lingoport, developers of Globalyzer internationalization software. He enjoys investigating how globalization
technology affects businesses expanding their worldwide reach.
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a clear path for localization and testing within the development
path. In practice this isn’t the reality, but there’s quite a bit of
agreement and successful data on the business case existing for
simship with this class of company.
When companies are relatively new to global markets, they
generally tend to put less of an emphasis on simship with
new releases, and more of an emphasis on market or business
agreements as drivers for their efforts. Perhaps they have a new
customer or distributor that must have a localized version. In
that case, synchronizing new version development with localization is usually — but not always — an afterthought. This is
because the company sees its prime revenues being driven by
current product customers. New releases boost sales, renewals and competition, so that connection is strongest where the
current customers are. We’d still argue that even under these
circumstances, simship should not be pushed aside, as there are
gains to be made both for revenues and operations.

Time and revenue projections
Attached to initial time to release and revenue opportunities are quarterly and annual growth numbers. If a product is
expected to grow sales by percentages outlined and expected
in a marketing plan over months, quarters and years, signiﬁcant
delays in turn make those projections difﬁcult, if not impossible,
to meet. Delays add up to real dollars.
Now let’s leave the business case behind and look at software
development organizations. It is extremely common among
both development and localization teams to view localization
as a tail-end process. But this is a critically limiting perception
if your company is committing itself to serve global customers. Practically, a company shouldn’t build a product with a
requirement as major as supporting multiple locales as a tail-end
process. Even in cases where legacy code is now being ﬁrst
internationalized for global customers, once that adaptation is
complete, from then on localization should be included as an
expected part of the development process. That means including
requirements for planning, architecture, development implementation, testing and release.
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I asked my internationalization colleague Tex Texin to add some words
about this. He seconded that as with
many other aspects of globalizing
applications, development organizations tend to see just the work and
delay to releasing their product and not
the beneﬁts. And although we work to
plan to minimize the pain, there is cost
to achieving simship. However, exercising the localized versions often uncovers
critical problems in the product core that
can require urgent updates, recalls or
even the creation of specialized tools to
repair customer data in the ﬁeld. In that
context, simship is not only a requirement to be in the international markets
and signiﬁcantly enhance revenue, but
is an important part of product testing
preventing problems that are costly to
repair and damaging to both reputation
and future domestic sales.

Tactics
Simship nearly always seems to be the
outcome of an internationalization implementation. So, we have some experience
working with legacy code that we are
internationalizing and then merging with
concurrent new development, building
localization proactively into the process.
We ﬁnd and work with the localizable
content embedded in the code ﬁrst. We
gain a clear estimate of localization costs
by examining those strings, even while
they are still embedded in the code using
static source analysis. That’s important
because it allows the budget and ﬁnancing mechanisms of an organization more
time to accurately fund the localization. Then we systematically provide
externalized strings for localization as
we go along in the project, rather than
waiting until the end. We also perform
static analysis on concurrent new feature
development so that when we merge
legacy and new code, we minimize the
risk of expensive surprises. We build
functional internationalization and localization test cases and execute both. The
internationalization functional testing
can be performed by testers regardless of
linguistic proﬁciency. However, because
we have been localizing all along, we are
also quickly ready for linguistic testing.
The combined processes are extremely
effective in ﬁnding both functional and
linguistic defects that may have passed
through if performed as an afterthought.
Agile Development: It’s one thing to talk
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about including localization into your internationalization and development process
on large-scale efforts, but what about
smaller scale and rapid agile releases?
Turns out it’s really no different. I talked
to Mike McKenna, globalization manager
at Yahoo!, to get some perspective. An
extreme example is the release cycles for
Flickr, Yahoo!’s photo sharing social network. Flickr sometimes rolls out four to
six releases per day, holding the expectation that developers can get immediate
access to translations they may need,
likely to be small UI changes. Then they
pride themselves with directly connecting their developers to users, without
intermediaries, to ﬁx issues that may arise
from localization or functional changes.
Yahoo! has other software, such as its
Open Strategy Platform or Yahoo! Application Platform, which typically have
six-week release cycles. In this case, there
is a UI freeze before the release sprint so
that localization can be integrated into
the ﬁnal release sprint. Developers work
with their localization managers and
ensure any last-minute tweaks that may
become necessary to the UI during the
release sprint are well coordinated.
Security: Let’s go back using our timetunnel to the 1990s: Windows 95 was ﬁrst
released in August 1995, its ﬁrst service
pack was released in February 1996 and
the second pack in 1998. The localized

versions were always lagging behind:
Microsoft ﬁrst released the “Enabled“
version, which was not localized but
could run software in your language.
A few months later, Microsoft released
the localized version. Today, Microsoft
and other companies release security
patches on a monthly basis if not on a
weekly basis. Can you imagine releasing the patch in North America ﬁrst and
only a few months later in the rest of
the world? Simship enables the release
of security patches and other critical
patches on a timely basis to all markets
and prevents security glitches.

Internationalization as enabler
The success of localization and the ability
to coordinate simship processes are directly
dependent upon the quality of a product’s
internationalization as well as the development team’s ongoing internationalization
practices. Internationalization is the software development enabler, and without it
or without a consistent internationalization
benchmark, localization and particularly
simship get broken. As the saying goes,
garbage in, garbage out.
Simship takes a little more planning,
time, tools and coordination, but it’s
hardly an onerous process. Like a lot of
things, your organization has to be aware
of the beneﬁts and just do it. Then the
actual doing is clearly achievable. M
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Case Studies

Optimizing
software localization
Frank Lin & Boris Gurevich

E

Every company seems to want the utmost
when it comes to developing and releasing a
product. However, the constraints of the project
management (PM) triangle — speed (time), cost
(resource) and scope (quality) — tell us that one
constraint cannot be changed without affecting the other two. It would take some creative
analyses, initiatives, planning and execution to
enhance a process for the lofty goal of “faster,
cheaper and better.”

Besides addressing the three constraints of PM, however, targeted
enhancements of the product itself are essential to a project’s success. This particular product is an automated medication dispensing
system that has been introduced to the market for more than two
decades and is used in the majority of US hospitals. After a long
stint of domestic success, the product was ﬁnally localized into a
number of languages a few years ago. The localization process was
lengthy. This effort was followed by several updates, triggered by
functional enhancements to the domestic product. In each iteration, for one reason or another, the time-to-market was less than
ideal. In some cases it would take much longer than a year after the
product’s domestic release to get all the languages released.

Frank Lin (left) is a software engineering manager at CareFusion, where he leads international
and domestic software development teams.
Boris Gurevich is the principal software quality
engineer at CareFusion with over ten years’
software localization projects experience.
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In order to be able to react quickly to international market
needs, the management challenged the localization team to come
up with a proposal to enhance the current localization projects
with ﬁve goals: vastly improved time-to-market; ﬂexibility to
release multiple languages concurrently; uncompromised product
quality; execution under budget; and predictability of schedule.
What stood in the way? And why did it take so long to bring a
localized version of the product to the market? The initial thinking was that the software code was probably not “tight enough”
and translation could “break the code.” Consequently, it would
take longer to test and thus the slow speed-to-market. This might
make a good argument, but the longer testing time took weeks
or a couple of months, not years, so there were clearly other
contributing factors. It was then pointed out that the translation
correction cycle could be long — also a valid point. Like regular
software defects, the earlier the problems are spotted, the less
expensive it is to ﬁx them. More than often, translation issues
arise during rather than before testing. This could be because of
a number of reasons: the large amount of translation, the short
amount of time, quality of source text and quality of instruction
given to translators.
A less obvious factor was simply the timing and structuring of localization projects. Localization projects were often
chartered and started after domestic release, sometimes almost
seeming like an afterthought. Slow speed-to-market could not
be solved with software and translation improvement
alone. The team brainstormed on the subject of getting
to desired state of the projects and identiﬁed four gaps:
software, PM, testing and translation management.
Software: In the context of this article, localizability
is deﬁned as stability of the software after translation.
It is more concerned with not losing functionality after
localization work is done than with user interface (UI)
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and translation. It is believed that translation can break the code, even for a wellinternationalized code base. The product’s
software is complex. The source code is
large and consists of many ﬂavors of
technology from years of development.
Although the software went through
an elaborate round of internationalization, the “legacy” nature of the code and
sometimes architecture could impose formidable constraints to the software localization effort. Concerns for software’s
localizability mean more quality assurance (QA) time and resources needed to
be scheduled, which would impact three
of our objectives: speed-to-market, budget
and predictability.
Project management: PM and planning were identiﬁed as signiﬁcant opportunities for optimization. As pointed out
earlier, delay in chartering a localization project was a major culprit in slow
time-to-market.
Testing: Multiple, concurrent releases
are difﬁcult because of resource constraints, both for developers and QA. Plus,
concerns for software’s localizability means
QA often needs to schedule full regression
testing for relatively small changes to the
code, thus impacting the “speed” objective. If additional temporary resources are
not the answer (contractors require too
much ramp-up time, especially for QA),
what can be done to resolve these issues
in testing?
Translation management: Even in software translation update situations, translation management can greatly inﬂuence
a project’s schedule. Translation errors
discovered and corrections made during
testing can be a time sink. Even more
inﬂuential is the management of in-country linguistic review. Scheduling dedicated
reviewers to complete reviews in a short
timeframe is always a challenge. Inadequate
translation management can negatively
impact all the project objectives.

quality aspect of the PM triangle should
anchor the optimization process. At the
center of the quality question is the software. Hypothetically, if the initial software
quality is high, then it should require less
testing time and have higher schedule
predictability, and by extension it may
require fewer testing resources.
There are two sides of international
software quality: localization and functional. Despite its many associations
and complexity, localization essentially
concerns three things: language (translation and UI), local convention (sorting,
date formats) and culture (such as color
symbolism). Much of the explicit testing
effort is geared towards this.
The functional aspect may not be as
obvious to some. It is often assumed that
an internationalized software code base,
after being validated for functionality,
should not need much functional validation after it gets localized to a language,
especially in an update situation. For
more content-based applications this
may be the case. For noncontent-based
systems, it may be dangerous to assume
that “translation cannot break the code.”
Changes in the following ﬁve areas help
optimize localization projects.
Improved software localizability: This
is different from internationalization,
which is aimed at making localization
easier. Improving software localizability
is a subset of internationalization and, at
the same time, a subset of localization.
The objective is to make the software
stable after translation. Other elements of
localization such as UI defects are not a
concern of localizability. Yes, translation
can break the software, and this is especially the case with legacy software.

Internationalized “legacy code” can
exhibit unstable behavior after translation.
The root cause can fall into a small number of categories, which are called localizability anti-patterns. These anti-patterns
can include over-translation, buffer overrun, keyword assumptions, concatenation,
character search misalignment, swapped
positional parameters, translator error and
so forth.
One may ask why most of these problems were not addressed during internationalization. The fact is that many issues
can be missed during internationalization
(think of retroﬁtting more than one million lines of code for internationalization),
but remain unexposed for many language
translation projects. Sooner or later, problems get exposed in the “next” language.
A simple example is a bad practice
of using unsafe arrays for strings that
can fall into the “buffer overrun” antipattern. In most Western European languages, Chinese and Japanese, the word
yes is three characters or less in length.
A bad code that uses unsafe array then
allocates three spaces for the text. This
is not a problem after more than ten
languages, until the Turkish translation,
where yes is four characters long. In this
case the software crashes.
To increase the software’s localizability is to minimize the presence of
localizability anti-patterns. To this end,
three new initiatives were recommended:
pseudo-localization testing, automated
localizability anti-patterns detection and
internationalization-based code review.
A good amount of information on the
theory and practice of pseudo-localization
testing is available online, so no elaboration is necessary here. The code base is

Strategies
It is often tempting to simply increase
resources (cost) in the PM triangle and
hope it will address the time and quality requirements. It can be argued that
in some situations, such as the projects
described here, more resources would not
be the solution, as some of the fundamental challenges are not resource-related.
To bridge the gaps, the team took an
integrated approach to optimize localization
projects. It operated on the belief that the
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localized using pseudo-translation, and
the compiled software is tested. Pseudotranslation is designed to test boundary
conditions of the software’s handling of
text and to achieve the goal of exposing
localizability anti-patterns.
Secondly, a set of previously developed
tools was used to examine the code and
translation to spot any possible traces
of anti-patterns. The detection of some
anti-patterns, such as swapped positional
parameters, translator error and keyword
assumption, is rather easy and very
efﬁcient with automation. Other antipatterns such as buffer overrun and character search misalignment are not easy to
automate. This leads to the third initiative:
internationalization-based code review.
The objective is to review new code added
since the last round of localization, following best practices and with an eye on
localizability anti-patterns.
Software testing: Several initiatives
were recommended for testing. QA took on
the additional task of performing pseudolocalization testing. In order to expedite
the process, more elaborate test automation was commissioned.
The third initiative is sustaining QA
data analysis. Over time the QA team
performed extensive analysis of historic
data kept in the defect tracking databases. This analysis led to a better understanding of the relative “contribution” of
translation, UI and functional defects to
the total number of defects associated
with a particular project. Every subgroup
of defects was scrutinized further to
identify root causes. Special interest was
attributed to isolate and understand the
“international only” functional issues.
QA test plans and actual efforts would be
concentrating on areas that are statistically known as producing most severe or
multiple defects.
The fourth initiative was a more effective dissemination of localization testing
knowledge through training. QA analysis
described previously would be made more
accessible. Localization testing trainings
would be planned to cover UI and some
translation issues, with an emphasis on
basic linguistic rules and morphology, so
false positives can be minimized.
To illustrate, in Turkish the term for
taking is alım, which is a term that appears
throughout the product. A tester who does
not speak Turkish recognized this term
from experience. When he saw a button
on the screen with the word Al, he thought
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Figure 1: Localization stafﬁng
structure for software development team.

it looked wrong. He knew that in English
this button should show taking, and the
Turkish equivalent looked almost correct
but abridged, so he wrote up a bug report.
It was the wrong call. Al is the imperative
form of alım, and the translation was correct. A false positive like this can cost up
to a few days of investigation.
Stafﬁng structure: To be able to handle
multiple languages concurrently, there
would be a higher workload. An organization handling an increased workload
might 1) hire more employees, 2) hire
contractors or 3) outsource the work. Each
approach has its pros and cons. Option 1 is
problematic because there may not be this
high amount of work all the time. Option
2 loses knowledge continuity. Option 3
could introduce more inefﬁciency and
up-front cost and requires a high level of
strategic commitment (read: takes longer
and more people to decide).
The approach taken is a proposed new
stafﬁng structure for both QA and developers. For the development staff, engineers are organized into three layers of
responsibilities (Figure 1). At Level 1 is the
technical lead, who leads the engineering
team, oversees all technical operations,
and also works on development. Level 2
usually consists of two to four engineers
who are familiar with the source code and
have a certain level of localization experience and skills. At the very minimum,
they can troubleshoot and ﬁx most of the
software defects in the localization project. This forms the core of the localization development team.
Level 3 consists of zero to a number
of localization engineers. They may
be contractors or “ﬂoaters” within the
organization with some localization
background who are allocated according
to project need.

Localization development work can
be stratiﬁed so that the higher the layer,
the more domain knowledge and technical skills are required. The third layer
work is designed to require very little
training — UI adjustments, searching for
text, unit testing and so on. From past
experience, an engineer can be brought
up to speed for third-layer work in about
a week.
With this structure, it is possible to
scale up both the number of projects and
personnel. For example, an analysis shows
that the team can handle eight languages
concurrently by hiring ﬁve contractors in
addition to the core development team,
with very little ramp-up time.
For QA, the recommended stafﬁng
structure is different from development.
The workﬂow-intensive nature of the
software dictates that the model of stratiﬁed responsibilities would not be useful
for testing. For example, while in development, an engineer can be assigned to
work on UI truncation, but this is not the
case for testing. The tester would need
access to every screen in the software
and would require good overall product
knowledge to navigate. Hence, hiring
temporary workers to work in a stratiﬁed
testing environment would require signiﬁcant ramp-up time. In contrast, it is
more efﬁcient for a QA engineer to specialize in a number of functional groups
and maintain a lesser level of overall
product knowledge. Thus, it was recommended that domestic and international
testing teams would share one resource
pool, with the intent to rotate people
in and out of the localization projects.
In this way, everyone is trained to test
localization.
Project management: Two changes
were recommended for PM and planning. The ﬁrst was to start localization
projects before the domestic project
is completed. This simple and often
overlooked decision is probably one of
the biggest factors in improving timeto-market. The second is the pipelining
of localization projects so that resources
working on translation, development
and testing work similar to the assembly line process. This minimizes down
time for each team, and no resource
spikes are necessary. The downside for
this approach is that it requires a high
level of coordination, and one missed
deadline can have a ripple effect on
all subsequent projects. Figure 2 shows
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Figure 2: Three project scenarios when dealing with multiple languages.

three project scenarios when dealing
with multiple languages.
Translation management: In order to
achieve predictability of schedule, after
weighing beneﬁt and cost it was decided
to eliminate in-country review during the
testing cycle. Linguistic review would still
be done for glossaries. Strengthening the
translation QA partnership with the localization service provider (LSP) and an active
compilation of translation issues reported
after product release were identiﬁed as an
effective and more expedient alternative.
In addition, the role of translation
testing was discussed. Who should do it,
and how thoroughly should it be done?
QA staff lacks the linguistic skills to test
translation, but often it can catch obvious
translation errors, such as inconsistency
and missing translation. However, even
for translation inconsistency, so-called
translation testing is often done on an
opportunistic basis, without a systematic
approach. As such, is there still value
in performing any translation testing
by QA? Outsourcing translation testing
is possible, but it would deﬁnitely add
time and cost to the project with beneﬁts
arguably not proportional to the effort. It
is decided that any in-house translation
testing will be very targeted, usually on
glossary terms. The emphasis is on consistency, with automated tools to help
with this effort. LSP partnership would
provide translation quality checking prior
to delivery of translation. Continuing
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translation improvement would be done
through a customer feedback loop.

Results
The optimization effort has been an
ongoing process. The ﬁrst set of projects
rolled out in two languages, hitting at
least three of the original goals: predictable schedule, uncompromised quality
and budgeting. Ability to do more than
two languages concurrently has not yet
been demonstrated, though it is realistic,
as stafﬁng structure has been developed to
handle six languages concurrently.
Our biggest goal, improved speed-tomarket, was realized. The total calendar
time to release a language was reduced
by 40%. When coupled with a closely
coordinated domestic development cycle
in the future, this would make nearsimultaneous shipment of international
versions quite realistic. Of the new initiatives undertaken for this optimization
effort, many work well. Some have mixed
results, and others do not quite work.
Enhanced localizability gives QA and
PM more conﬁdence in reducing testing
effort, thus lowering the overall cost and
improving quality. Automation in localizability testing shows great promise. A
number of potential severe localizability
defects were caught. This automation is
especially effective with translator error
and swapped positional parameters (in
this case format speciﬁers in translated
strings) anti-patterns.
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On the other hand, highly touted
pseudo-localization testing shows mixed
results. It does reveal many localizability
issues that would not have been exposed
otherwise. In fact, it reveals a bit too
many. As it turns out, software engineers
have over-relied on resource ﬁles as a
repository of text, whether translatable
resources or not. When there is a large
amount of untranslatable text — ﬁle
name, system resource name, special keywords, registry path, just to name a few
— in resource ﬁles, pseudo-localization
gives out too many false positives for the
testing to be effective. Improved organization of translatable and untranslatable
strings in resource ﬁles, along with
more intelligent generation of pseudotranslation, will be crucial. In addition, to run pseudo-localization testing
effectively, one must have a robust set
of test automation because the testing is
meant to run frequently, preferably when
any new improvements are made to the
domestic source code.
In terms of process, a big contributor
in predictability of schedule is the decision to change how in-country linguistic
reviews are managed. The emphasis is
on terminology translation, not software
translation. Once terminology is solidiﬁed, the combination of partnership with
LSP and targeted translation consistency
checking bring a good balance of speed,
certainty, and quality.
Overall, the ongoing optimization effort has challenged us as it brings to light
the symbiotic nature of domestic and
international software development. It
also shows that with targeted enhancements to the product and the process, a
project can be delivered faster, cheaper
and better. M
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Case Studies

Recruitment in the
language industry
Denise Spacinsky

S

what many estimate in advance. To that end, it is always best to
So often we hear harried hiring managers at
the other end of the line talking about need- be organized and stay focused. Otherwise, the process can reel
out of control or, worse, drag on into inﬁnity.
ing to hire their new person “yesterday.” When
One client illustrated a terriﬁc approach in staying on top
a company’s management knows they need of her hiring priorities. She was a busy small business owner
with a need for an operations manager to run her translation
new people, they mull it over for a while and
will delay hiring for as long as possible for one team. Before contacting us, she got her ducks in a row. She ofﬁcially set aside three weeks to make hiring
reason: cost. There is a percepher ﬁrst, absolutely ﬁrst, priority. She was
tion that it costs a lot of money “If we weren’t still hiring
responsive with e-mails and gave timely,
clear feedback on candidate proﬁles. When
to bring on a new person. And,
she liked someone, she would make herself
great
people
and
pushsure, there are costs involved,
available for interviewing the same day or
ing ahead at full speed,
but we challenge organizations
the next. Everything ran like clockwork,
and she found a strong slate of candidates
to think of the money that is lost it would be easy to fall
to choose from in record time. Hiring norwhen they do not hire, or worse,
behind and become a
mally takes three months on average, but
delay and delay when they have
this client got it down to one-third of that
mediocre company.”
a speciﬁc and pressing need.
time. She took the process seriously, and it

The cost of recruitment delay entails
innate and passive cost, be it lost business or
stressed existing staff or reduced production capacity, when a
stafﬁng need is not fulﬁlled. As every company is unique, every
hiring scenario is unique. Having worked with a wide range
of clients, we have seen some behavior that illustrates expediency in stafﬁng and other times, the opposite. These different
scenarios in the form of stories or mini case studies show some
common behavior around timeliness in stafﬁng.

Timing is everything
The hiring process is complex. Time spent identifying, meeting with, assessing and qualifying good candidates can exceed

Denise Spacinsky is Partner & Director
Americas for Larsen Globalization, a
language industry recruitment company.
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— Bill Gates

showed. Because she was so quick about
everything, it made it easier for us to support her as a recruitment agency.
We were conﬁdent that the candidates would be seen, seriously considered and interviewed quickly if they passed the client’s screening. We could speak conﬁdently about the efﬁciency
of the company and how strategic the position was for them.
It made candidates eager to be considered for this company. It
might not seem obvious, but the recruitment process goes two
ways. Clients must like the candidates, but the candidates have
to be enthusiastic about the company as well. In this case, our
client and candidates were all happy to meet one another, and
a match was made rather smoothly.
On the other hand, another client had a more relaxed
approach to hiring. This individual was a new manager and not
very experienced in interviewing or decision-making around
stafﬁng. He had recently been brought on as a sales manager
for a small company that had ambitions to expand. He reviewed
proﬁle after proﬁle and offered little if any consistent feedback.
Sometimes it would take three and four follow-up calls and
e-mails to check on the status of a candidate presentation. The
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process dragged on and on and quickly
lost momentum. More than once we
explained that it was in everyone’s best
interest to keep things clipping along.
Talented sales professionals are like
angel dust: When they appear in the
market looking for a new job, it is like
a miracle. Sales compensation structures
are often dependent on commissions and
won business, and those commissions
become recurring over time. So, successful and talented salespeople don’t make
changes easily. When we see them in the
market, we want to act fast.
Further, what made us nervous was
that we knew that the expansion of the
sales team was strategic to the company’s
success. For every day it delayed hiring
its ﬁrst person, we calculated that the
company lost over $4,000 (remember,
that’s per day), as each sales person was
to have an annual quota of $1 million.
In the end, it took the company seven
months to hire the ﬁrst person and cost
$840,000 in lost business. So, set boundaries on timing and be organized. It will
keep the decision making focused and
people motivated; then hiring will happen fast.

Assessing candidate profiles
We’ve all heard of Cinderella, and
stafﬁng can be a little like that. Finding a
new team member is like dating with the
objective to fall in love and live happily
every after. To a degree, we agree. There
is a commitment in bringing on new
people and having them work at your
side for the foreseeable future. Keeping
that in mind might make the process of
hiring a little complicated and tentative.
We can illustrate how some of our clients
have handled it.
One client took a positive approach to
the candidate proﬁle. The company was
looking for a senior localization project
manager to join its team. The qualiﬁcations for the position were straightforward. This is one position that only varies
based on seniority and level of production
and types of work the person can handle.
The tasks tend to be the same across the
board. Those in charge of hiring went
further to offer a level of ﬂexibility. They
certainly wanted someone with the right
skills, but were open to meeting talented
people overall. They looked for people
with proactive personalities, willingness
to grow and contribute above and beyond.
They offered ﬂexibility in the working
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situation — some work from home and
some ﬂex time — so that the person
could work anywhere, anytime. And they
opened the position up for people looking to be project managers — people who
may have wanted to make a move from
another adjacent position such as translation lead, solutions architect or similar.
It was a great approach because the client
kept an open mind about the right person
and the right ﬁt and also weighed heavily the “click” or chemistry that would
be detectable by looking at a person in a
holistic fashion.
By contrast, we had another client
looking for a highly speciﬁc proﬁle in a
medical industry sales professional. Management wanted this person in a speciﬁc
city, with a speciﬁc number of years
experience selling language services to
that vertical. The person hired had to
have sold to a precise list of companies,
hit a certain quota level and have ambitions to work for the company. Now, most
of this is OK by us. We know that many

companies need to focus their efforts to
hire people in certain geographic areas
with a particular level of experience and
success. The difference was that this client put an exceptionally narrow set of
criteria on the desired proﬁle and would
not deviate, either up or down. Management wouldn’t look at someone more
junior or more senior than what they had
deﬁned. They wouldn’t look at someone
who didn’t have the full list of client
companies in the sales portfolio. Further, the candidate proﬁle review process
was much more about them identifying
what didn’t match the original proﬁle
than what did. When a candidate didn’t
meet 100%, the client passed on taking a
screening interview. It was an interesting
experience but eventually unsuccessful.
We watched the client pass on candidate
after candidate with terriﬁc experience
and potential. In the end, we halted our
efforts to ﬁll the position and wished the
client well. That was over three years ago,
and we understand that the company is
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still looking for this exact person today.
So, consider some ﬂexibility on proﬁles.
It will ensure that you cast your net wide
to ﬁnd a good ﬁt for your position.

Engagement
To complement our discussion on timeliness, there is something to say about
the level of engagement by the hiring
manager that can make all the difference
in a successful hire. One client illustrated
his engagement in an interesting way
through a series of early stage conversations. He wanted to take his company to
the next level and felt that he wanted to
add a more formal sales ofﬁcer/manager
and a lead production specialist to increase
his company’s capabilities. We talked on a
strategic level for a while and tossed around
different solutions for the company both
in the short and longer term. Eventually,
we came up with a tiered hiring approach.
The client decided to begin with a jack of
all trades: a manager experienced in sales
and production to set up high-level strategic plans for the growth of the company.
In this way, an expansion plan would be
developed, and the company could hire a
second round of people when it was ready.
This was in lieu of trying to hire a number
of people at once and allowed the company to plan carefully.
Because of the complexity of the proﬁle, the CEO of the company and his lead
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In your opinion when will the resurgence of hiring
become widespread in our industry in 2010?
Consumer Goods
5%
by Q1 2010

Manufacturing
33%
not this year

Software
34%
by this summer

Pharma/Life Sciences
28%
by Q4 2010

Responses to a ﬁrst quarter 2010 questionnaire administered by Larsen Globalization.

ofﬁcers were totally engaged. It was a
strategic role, so we did rounds and rounds
of interviews, presentations, proposals and
personality proﬁles. The clients were quick
to offer feedback and kept an open dialog
between us and the candidates. Within
very little time they had found exactly the
person they were looking for and eventually went on to hire their team.

Conversely, another set of clients came
to us with all guns blazing. They assured
us that they were looking for people with
urgency and would hire right away. That
was exciting for us, as motivated clients
are fun to work with, and we got busy
quickly. Within the ﬁrst week when we
sent introductions to top candidates, the
client disappeared. First, we didn’t hear
back when we couldn’t reach them on
the phone or via e-mail. As it turns out,
there were international trips and client
visits, and no one from the ofﬁce would
get back to us for weeks at a time. So
what happened? They lost the ﬁrst tier of
candidates we assembled to other clients
— and the second tier as well. When we
realized that the client was not engaged
in the process, we looked to ﬁnd another
team member to lead the recruitment
efforts. But precious time was lost, and
the process went on much longer than
anyone had planned. Being available and
engaged in the interview and selection
process makes all the difference in ﬁnding
talent successfully.
All in all, there are many aspects to
making the stafﬁng process efﬁcient and
effective. As a partner in that process,
our objective is to offer tips and advice
to make it work as smoothly as possible.
Some parting words that our clients can
live by is offered by businessman Lee
Iacocca: “I hire people brighter than me,
and then I get out of their way.” M
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White Paper
Wordfast Anywhere:
Free Web-based TM for All Translators

W

ordfast, the world’s leading provider of platformindependent translation memory (TM) technology,
recently announced the release of the industry’s most
advanced, free web-based TM tool: Wordfast Anywhere. The
concept behind Wordfast Anywhere is to liberate translators from
their desktop applications and allow them to work on translation projects from anywhere they have an internet connection.
This means there is no software to download and install and no
measurable deployment time. Users can get instant, free access to
Wordfast Anywhere by registering at www.freetm.com
The Wordfast Anywhere platform is a private and conﬁdential,
password-protected workspace on a centralized server. Once
logged in, users can upload their TMs, glossaries and project ﬁles
to their workspace. Wordfast Anywhere can be used to translate
DOC, XLS, PPT, RTF, TXT, tXML, MIF, INX, and PDF ﬁles, and
up to ten ﬁles at a time can be stored in a workspace. Users can
either upload preexisting TMs and glossaries in as many language
pairs as they want, or they can create TMs and glossaries from
scratch. As they translate, their TM assets continue to grow. TMs
stored at Wordfast Anywhere can hold up to two million segments
(the average freelance translator translates about 50,000 segments
per year). Users can download their TMs — as either TMX or
standard Wordfast TM format — and glossaries at any time should
they need a local copy of them.
Wordfast Anywhere users are also able to leverage translations
from two other sources — the VLTM (very large translation
memory) and machine translation. The VLTM is a set of large TMs
available in 23 different language pairs, donated by the Wordfast
user community. Those two sources are optional and will always
be considered secondary to your own TM.
All TM assets and ﬁles that are translated with Wordfast Anywhere are kept completely conﬁdential inside the user’s private
workspace. No data will ever be shared with any third party
unless the user speciﬁcally invites others. Wordfast Anywhere
provides users with an instant workgroup facility in which they can
invite colleagues to share their TMs and glossaries in real time.
Wordfast Anywhere also offers the ability to create TMs from previously translated content using the Wordfast Web Aligner. This
tool lets users upload source ﬁles and the corresponding translated ﬁles and then aligns them behind the scenes to create a TM.
The TM is then e-mailed to the users as either TMX or standard
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Wordfast TM format. Currently, the Wordfast Web Aligner can
create TMs from DOC, XLS, PPT, RTF, HTML, INX and MIF ﬁles
and supports English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, German,
Italian and Dutch. As with all material entrusted to Wordfast
Anywhere, documents uploaded for alignment are kept strictly
conﬁdential. Further, they are deleted from the Wordfast server
immediately after the TM is e-mailed to the user.
The basic Wordfast Anywhere functionality that a freelance translator would typically use is free of charge. In the future, Wordfast
will likely offer a paid version of Wordfast Anywhere with more
advanced functionality, increased available storage space and
other advantages that may appeal to agency customers and some
translators.
We anticipate that the concept of free web-based TM will catch
on quickly in the translation community. Wordfast Anywhere
has already reached 5,000 users within just a few months of its
release. Freelance translators and small to mid-sized language
service providers who are able to take advantage of the free
resources available to them are now ﬁnding fewer reasons to
purchase expensive tools in order to run their businesses.

Wordfast LLC is the world’s #1 provider of platformindependent translation memory technology. The
company currently has over 20,000 active customer
deployments in the marketplace. Driven primarily by the
positive reviews of users and industry experts, Wordfast’s
client base has grown to include leading organizations
such as the United Nations, NASA, McGraw-Hill, Nomura
Securities, a wide array of educational institutions, and
thousands of independent translators. For more information, please visit www.wordfast.com
Contact:
www.wordfast.com
info@wordfast.com
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White Paper
MadCap Lingo and Flare Used to Optimize
Localization Consistency, Cut Time and Cost

2%

F

19%

5%

ounded in 1995, Argo Translation has
g Per word
always believed that technology innovation
g 100% match deduction per word
is a critical component of providing worldg Fuzzy deduction per word
class language services and solutions for foreign
g Repetition deduction per word
language translation, software localization, website translation, multilingual desktop publishing,
interpretation and project management. Today,
the company is using the native XML MadCap
Flare authoring tool and MadCap Lingo integrated
Total savings of 26% were achieved due to the ability to reuse
translation memory system (TMS) and authoring
text that did not change between releases of the Help system.
solution in combination with the Across Language
Server to deliver consistent high quality and to cut
project time by more than 25%.
Eliminating Redundancies Cuts Project Costs 26%
“MadCap Lingo and Flare were easy to use with
Across from the start, and we immediately recognized greater
Argo’s ﬁrst opportunity to work with Flare and MadCap
efﬁciency and quality in our translations,” says Peter Argondizzo,
Lingo came when its customer, Onset Computer Corporation,
president and operations manager of Argo Translation.
needed to translate an online Help system for its industryleading data logging solutions. Onset had developed its Help
Wanted: Translation-friendly Authoring
system using MadCap Flare, which is tightly integrated with
Three years ago, Argo Translation implemented the Across
MadCap Lingo. In turn, the combined TMS and authoring funcserver-based TMS to support its network of more than 800 transtionality in MadCap Lingo eliminated the need for ﬁle transfers
lators. At the same time, Argondizzo was looking for a newer
in order to complete translation, thereby preserving valuable
authoring product that would provide better support for transcontent and formatting.
lation. Argondizzo’s search brought him to MadCap Flare, the
In one translation of Onset’s updated Help system alone — from
XML-based authoring software featuring full Unicode support,
English into French — Argo was able to cut 26% of the project time
thus making it inherently designed to handle both single-byte and
and cost. The savings were from a combination of 100% match
double-byte languages. He also learned about MadCap Lingo, then
deductions, fuzzy deductions and repetition deductions per word.
in beta, and after becoming a beta tester, Argo purchased both
“The Onset Help system was for a major product release, so
MadCap Lingo and Flare.
there were a number of new features,” Argondizzo notes. “In
“I’ve been in business 15 years, and for many of our projects, we
minor product upgrades where much of the content remains the
had used the Adobe RoboHelp authoring tool. However, it wasn’t
same, the time and cost savings are even higher.”
designed to support localization, and we could never count on
“We’ve gone through two translation cycles with Argo,” says
what the outcome was. If we had a ten-language project, we would
Erich Roth, Onset Computer Corporation software engineering manhave to remedy it in ten different Help systems,” Argondizzo
ager. “They have gone above and beyond to deliver documentation
recalls. “Flare is very dependable, and it seems like the MadCap
on time and within budget. I highly recommend Argo along with
developers were thinking about localization with Flare. When
the use of MadCap Lingo and Flare for any localization project.”
a change occurs in Flare, it gets reﬂected in all the language
Project Packager Enhances Integration
versions. Then when I saw a mainstream company like MadCap
produce a product speciﬁcally for our world with MadCap Lingo, I
Since adopting MadCap Lingo and Flare, Argo Translation has
was shocked. It was the ﬁrst time anyone had done that.”
been using it in combination with the Across Language Server to
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facilitate localization. Argo ﬁrst pulls content into a Flare project
to review and understand the documentation or Help system. Then
the project is imported into MadCap Lingo where it is mapped.
Next the project is moved to the Across system where most of
the translation occurs. Finally, the project is imported back into
MadCap Lingo for ﬁnal quality assurance (QA).
“I really like the fact that MadCap Lingo and Flare, as well as
Across, are all based on industry standards; it makes integration
between the products much easier,” Argondizzo says. “Across
also has a nice utility for mapping to MadCap Lingo, but it
doesn’t grab snippets, keywords or skins, so we send the translation back to MadCap Lingo to ensure that all of those elements
are in place.”
Because MadCap Lingo can publish in multiple web, print and
digital formats, this helps Argo Translation support customers
requiring multiple outputs — for example, a customer who has
web content, a print version and then additional cover page material all requiring translation.
More recently, Argo Translation has taken advantage of the
Project Packager function introduced in MadCap Lingo 3.0.
Project Packager helps manage the translation process by
allowing the author to package all required ﬁles (content,
image call-outs, glossary ﬁles and so on) into a single ZIP ﬁle,
which is then sent to the linguist. No translation candidates
get missed, so there
is no back and forth
between author and
“. . . it seems like the MadCap
translator. MadCap
developers were thinking
Lingo’s built-in
reporting engine
about localization with Flare.
provides full trans. . . Then when I saw a mainparency during the
translation process,
stream company like MadCap
allowing both the
produce a product speciﬁcally
author and translafor our world with MadCap
tor to view project
statistics for each ﬁle
Lingo, I was shocked. It was
in the project such as
the ﬁrst time anyone had
the total number of
words translated or
done that.”
the number of words
—Peter Argondizzo, President still pending translation. Once the transand Operations Manager
lation is complete,
Argo Translation, Inc.
one of Argo’s editors
opens the translated
ﬁle in MadCap Lingo
to QA and check project formatting, run statistics again, and
conﬁrm the completeness of the translation.
“I really like the Project Packager and the statistics you get in
the latest version of MadCap Lingo; it’s very easy to see what has
or hasn’t been translated,” Argondizzo says. “With MadCap Lingo
3.0, the Product Packager also allows us to more accurately quote
translation projects, which beneﬁts both us and our customers.”
“Based on our early success with these projects, we’re seeing growing demand for translation projects using MadCap
Lingo and Flare,” Argondizzo notes. “The quality, consistency and efficiency we’re seeing with the seamless workflow
enabled by these products represent the future of translation
and localization.”
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Argo Translation, Inc.
Glenview, Illinois
Industry
• Localization and Translation
Goals
• Deliver a consistent, quality user experience across
European and Asian languages
• Integrate with Across Language Server
• Reduce project time and costs
Solution
• MadCap Flare native XML content authoring tool
• MadCap Lingo native XML integrated TMS and
authoring solution
Beneﬁts
• Project time and costs are cut by more than 25%.
• Linguists can work in familiar Across tool while gaining
MadCap beneﬁts.
• MadCap products’ multichannel support enables
consistency of web, print and digital content across
different languages.
• MadCap Lingo statistics and project tracking facilitates
quality assurance.
Contact:
www.argotrans.com
info@argotrans.com

MadCap Software is at the forefront of providing
technical communication products and solutions that
meet the needs of businesses around the globe.
Leveraging decades of experience in the content
authoring and publishing industry, MadCap Software
has developed a complete suite of tightly integrated,
XML–based products that combine the best practices in
content development, delivery and management.
Contact:
www.madcapsoftware.com
info@madcapsoftware.com
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White Paper
Optimization of Localization Processes:
A Journey Worth Taking
Libor Safar, Moravia Worldwide

T

he pressure to reduce costs is ever-present today, and few
• Making internal organizational design changes to support the
companies can be safe in the knowledge their translation
application of these processes in practice becomes important.
or localization processes are truly
• As processes mature and become more
optimal. The amount of content created
critical, there is a need for a more sophisThe Process of Process Optimization
increases, and new languages are always
ticated use of tools and technologies.
Phase 1 – Preparation
being added. New tools, technologies and
Typical Process Improvements Steps
formats keep emerging, adding to the
• Identifying key focus areas where efﬁPhase 2 – Process Audit
complexity.
ciencies can be gained through optimizPhase 3 – Solution Blueprint
Whether the process involves singleing and streamlining current processes.
Phase 4 – Implementation of Changes
source CMS, translation workﬂows and
• Documenting and standardizing proPhase 5 – Review Results
translation management systems, applicacesses so that translation projects
tion of machine translation, or XMLbecome repeatable and better managed,
centric processes that use standards such as XLIFF, DocBook,
and costs contained or reduced.
DITA, or OpenDocument, the aim is to increase process efﬁciency.
• Fine-tuning the most efﬁcient workﬂow from content authorDone right, implementation of best practices and process optiing, through translation, to ﬁnal publication.
mization is often one of the easiest and the most efﬁcient ways of
• Future-prooﬁng any investments companies may make at this
reducing the time and costs needed for localization and with a very
stage to prepare for growth, future challenges and technologies.
attractive ROI. The goal is to decrease the costs of non-translation
tasks. In our experience, properly optimized processes can result in
Stage 3: Focus on Process Automation
cost savings of up to 20%-25%, depending on the initial situation.
Typical Challenges
Companies design and develop their localization processes gradu• With a further growth in volume and languages, automation of
ally, as their global needs grow over time. At Moravia, we see that as
localization processes becomes of prime importance.
client companies grow and develop, their focus shifts from process
• Scalability, faster time-to-market, faster localized-content
design to process optimization and ultimately to process automation.
updates (such as local websites), cost efﬁciency and content
reuse through single-sourcing loom as objectives to be met.
Stage 1: Focus on Process Design
• Quality of source content comes under closer scrutiny as conTypical Challenges
trolled authoring is set to increase re-purposing.
• There may be few or no formal processes established. The task
• Managing the brand and its consistent messaging and percepto localize materials depends on the few individuals with handstion on local markets gains in prominence.
on experience and knowledge, which may go largely undocuTypical Process Improvements Steps
mented.
• Achieving adherence to industry speciﬁcations and technology
• Over time, translation technology starts to be used to improve
standards.
process repeatability and to introduce some level of automation.
It is fair to say that no matter what tools or technologies are
• Very often, though, this localization technology remains underdeployed, how much investment has been made, or what heroic
utilized and is not based on solid and widely shared processes
efforts localization teams may take every day “with what they
and procedures.
have,” the bottom line is that suboptimal processes can never
Typical Process Improvements Steps
result in optimum performance.
• Analyzing requirements, auditing localization environment, and
designing customized localization processes.
Moravia Worldwide is a leading provider of translation,
• Evaluating the technologies and tools that will be the best ﬁt for
localization and testing services. Moravia’s Process
the speciﬁc challenges and helping to implement them.
Optimization Practice helps clients to address language
• Delivering targeted training and seminars that will help embed
technology challenges and to design new — or optimize
speciﬁc localization knowledge.

existing — translation and localization processes.

Stage 2: Focus on Process Optimization
Typical Challenges
• As localization needs, volume and the number of languages
grow, so does the need to formalize processes.
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Case Studies

Leveraging TMs
with metadata
David Filip

F

Few would argue with the observation that
companies are increasingly waking up to the true
value of their corporate assets and trying to make
the best possible return on them. Translation assets
are no exception. As translation memories (TMs)
become increasingly valuable and shared and as
TMs are shared in a tools-agnostic environment,
TM metadata becomes all the more important.

This case study explains and illustrates the importance of
TM metadata on the conceptual level as well as its practical
implementation. We look at the overall TM level as well as the
level of individual segments, including but not limited to legal
metadata; industry and content metadata (such as the TAUS
Data Association ontology); metadata related to markup applied
(LISA OSCAR TMX Level 1 or Level 2; other tools); metadata
governing usage of placeholders; and LISA OSCAR Segmentation Rules eXchange (SRX) metadata.
In practice, numerous challenges to sharing TMs include the
current deﬁciencies of the TMX 1.4b standard, restrictions and
conditions from TDA about usage of shared TMs outside of TDA,
and the unique challenges of intellectual property rights and
restrictions from existing contractual or service-level agreements. All these can be addressed by sound TM management.
This is a whole new discipline within the localization industry.

Know thy assets
Enterprise translation buyers and language service providers
(LSPs) alike face this issue: It is difﬁcult to know the value of
legacy TM assets or even what is in them in terms of content,
quality, relevance and so on.
As a project management ofﬁcer, I am in charge of collecting
TM assets for various purposes. Done manually across many
tools and formats that we have been using on behalf of clients,
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TM roundtrip through a translation or language QA process.

this process has proven to be extremely time consuming, effortintensive and painfully ineffective. Adoption of Kilgray’s TM
repository has proven to help us know our clients’ TM assets
and create relevant asset subsets within hours rather than weeks
and months. Thanks to its extensive API, creation of project
TMs across tools, product lines, content types and so on can be
performed automatically within seconds to minutes as part of
a well-engineered automated workﬂow that uses preset criteria.
Let’s look at the typical cases of how companies may manage
their translation assets.

Case 1: Scattered assets
In this case, assets are scattered across TM servers and ﬁle
systems and at the same time across companies, internal and
external clients and vendors. Nobody really knows what’s inside.

David Filip is project management ofﬁcer at
Moravia Worldwide, where he oversees the
speciﬁcation, modeling and acceptance
criteria of key internal change projects.
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Is it valuable or not? Could it be improved
by a terminology cleaning project? Which
assets could be eventually valuable for the
upcoming release?

Solution 1: Make order
The solution is to make a production deployment of TM repository. In
an enterprise context, one productive
The need for sound TM maintenance.

Your Vision. Worldwide.
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license of TM repository allows running
the usual set up of development, staging
and ﬁnally production. In our case, this
is simply a must as the product is still in
beta, however stable it might be. Before
implementing the TM repository, we had
considered developing an analogous
solution either from scratch or based on
SDL (former Idiom) WorldServer SDK.
However, the total cost of ownership of
the Kilgray solution proved superior to
these other possible solutions.
The process is simple. You put all of the
assets onto the TM repository. Whatever
is not compatible with TMX needed to be
transformed into TMX. Major TM tools
today support export into a 1.4 ﬂavor of
TMX. It is always important to determine
the actual level of TMX support in your
tool. In some cases, it might be appropriate to use Olifant (Okapi Translation
Memory Editor) or other Okapi tools to
ﬁnalize the prepping. It also might be
advisable to normalize before uploading to make use of metadata extraction
capabilities that are built in as part of
the upload functionality. It is the best
practice to do a Level 2 TMX export to
make the most of the cross-leverage.
The upload functionality in the TM
repository is indeed mature and extracts
all imaginable standard TMX metadata,
provided that these have been maintained
in the originating tool. Metadata about
encoding, tool, creator, date and so on
should not pose a problem in a majority
of standard settings.
In an ideal case, you have designed
comprehensive custom metadata ontology before you have started uploading
assets onto your TM repository. However,
real life is normally far from the ideal,
and most people will probably start with
just the basic metadata extracted from
the assets.
Nevertheless, for a legally-conscious
LSP, it is best to design at least the legal
properties in advance to ensure you never

upload assets without determining their
legal attributes. You might need to
maintain different inheritance type of
legal statuses. For instance, in the case
of TDA data, the TMX itself cannot be
shared outside of TDA, whereas each
of the segments can be used not only
for training of MT engines, but also for
direct cross-leverage. Once the assets are
uploaded, they become manageable at
the segment level, and you can continue
enriching your classiﬁcation, slicing and
dicing at your will.

Case 2: What are
the other issues?
The ﬁrst step in any improvement is to
acknowledge that there is an issue. Various asset groups can contain issues. The
question might be “Why throw everything away?” You can always ﬁlter the
data or create groups ordered by quality
and terminology-related metadata.
Various groups can be marked for different treatment; for example, you may
delete bad translations and other unuseful data, simply apply penalties, earmark
something for a subsequent analysis or
maybe consider a rescue quality assurance (QA) project. You can, for instance,
scope a terminology update project for
the relatively good segments.

Solution 2: Scope your project
The solution is to scope a data rescue
project. After you have performed Solution
1, it is as easy as creating a query upon your
repository. The project that occurs after
query and before update does not need to
be solely a rescue QA project. The overall
process is the same for normal translation
projects involving a TM repository.
LSPs would agree that as they follow and develop processes prescribed
and requested by their clients, they may
end up after some time with scattered
assets and with signiﬁcant challenges
of standardization. This is where, in
my experience, Kilgray’s TM repository
shows its strength and relevance. As a
late entrant into the battle of commercial
TMS (Kilgray started the development
of their server TM only ﬁve years ago),
it has been forced from the beginning
to implement strong standard support
(prominently TMX and XLIFF) and to
concentrate on their seamless transfer
story, especially for Trados legacy formats. memoQ is known to be strong in
this area and has a fervent support base
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TM repository is tool-agnostic thanks to TMX standard and advanced metadata management.

of independent freelancers and consultants to testify to this.
This is commendable; nevertheless, all
major tool producers have been adding
strong XLIFF support over the last couple
of years — most notably SDL Trados Studio 2009, MultiCorpora MultiTrans, as
well as Welocalize’s GlobalSight. Kilgray
seems to have gone one big step further
by developing a TM product of a wholly
new order, a tool-agnostic TM repository
based on TMX and well thought-through
support of standardized and customdeﬁned metadata ontologies.
In my experience, client organizations care less and less about the speciﬁc tools LSPs use. Instead, they focus
on their leverage and do not really
care about how this is achieved. A few
years ago, clients knew about captive
solutions, they knew what they meant
and occasionally they would walk in.
Now, thanks to the growing adoption
of SRX and XLIFF, arguably enforced
by the client side, the vendor side must
work together and would not be able to
sell incompatibility to their customers.
Clients want to better understand their
assets and take full control of their
leverage. They do not want to limit their
leverage based on vendors or technology split they currently employ based
on historical developments and/or their
corporate procurement rules.
Kilgray TM Repository is tool-agnostic.
This statement may seem problematic on
the grounds that the TM repository itself
is a tool. Of course it is a tool, but it’s is a
tool of a different sort. As with many such
harbinger products, the idea originates
from the lack, inadequacy or insufﬁcient
adoption of open standards.
Challenges and needs of tight content
management system (CMS) integration and
the overall lack of services interoperability
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among CMS and translation management
system (TMS) tools allowed Clay Tablet
Technologies to deﬁne and exploit a whole
new market of multilingual content metaworkﬂow or middle-ware. Clay Tablet is
now the only player explicitly focusing
on general CMS-TMS interoperability. I
would see similar reasons for acrolinx’s
leadership in the terminology and controlled language area. Similarly, Kilgray
has identiﬁed the increasingly important
area of TM management.
The plausibility of Kilgray’s approach
is due to the fact that it rests on one of
the most widely adopted and stable standards in our industry: TMX (in its most
common 1.4 varieties). TM repository is
arguably the most comprehensive implementation of TMX 1.4b to date.

As nobody (including OSCAR) took
TMX as seriously as Kilgray TM Repository
developers, they obviously hit the limits of
the standard that is, in my opinion, underengineered in many cases and in some it is
just descriptive of incompatible practices
adopted by toolmakers in the early twentyﬁrst century. The TM repository creatively
develops the idea of TM exchange without
loss of critical information (this maxim is
taken from the OSCAR TMX charter).
The TM repository even acknowledges
that its rich metadata may not survive
the round trip with third-party tools, and
exactly for this reason, it contains powerful metadata restoration and rollback
capabilities. In case the data got corrupted
on the round trip, you could ﬁx it and/or
roll it back.
Translation automation has brought
the increased need for sharing translation
assets, namely TMs, because TMs are in
fact perfectly aligned bilingual corpora.
Outside of localization, they do not have
this advantage, and bilingual corpora ﬁrst
need to be created. Parallel texts need
to be identiﬁed and aligned. Alignment
is labor-intensive and error-prone, and
we in the localization industry are lucky
that our assets are generally reliably prealigned, as they have resulted from manual
translation of the source text segment per
segment. However, with the variety of TM
technologies and platforms in existence
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today, multiple approaches for technology-independent TM usage are needed.

Case A: Leverage across LSPs
A client company wants to leverage
existing TMs across LSPs, independent of
the TM technologies utilized by the client or the suppliers. This way, companies
can achieve advanced leverage, including

subsegment leverage and leverage based
on segment-level metadata. The TM repository may contain metadata on the type of
segmentation (SRX rules used). These rules
can be then applied within a particular
translation environment or via prepping
scripts. The client company can either own
the TM repository or assign a third party to
run the service on its behalf.
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Case B: Working
on MT training sets
An LSP and a client are working collectively to obtain sufﬁcient volumes of
data for training an MT engine, sharing
of TMs, merging data to “join forces” for
meaningful MT training corpora, while
respecting legal and security concerns.
In case you do not have assets for a
particular language pair, you might want
to look into your TM repository if the
bilingual corpus cannot be created (queried and exported) via a pivot language.
You might need to build, for instance, a
French > German MT engine, but you only
have the content translated from English
> French and from English > German. In
this case you can effectively make use of
the TM repository matrix capability. You
will get a perfectly aligned corpus from
French > German and vice versa by virtue of the common English source. Please
note that use of pivot language in a TM
repository is different from serial use of
pivot language in automated translators
such as Google Translate.
In your metadata, you can store information on particular cross-leverage agreements, special status of public domain
data or industry shared data such as TDA.
The recommended setting for LSPs is not
to allow for pooling unless expressly
allowed. For an enterprise set-up, implicit
trust might be assumed, and pooling
only denied in cases where explicitly
forbidden.

Cross-leverage on project level
A project-level need exists for advanced cross-leverage using existing TMs,
to cross-leverage TMs to increase the
degree of leverage to control costs while
maintaining consistency. You simply cannot cascade TMs without knowing their
relevance. Storing genre, audience and
product relationship metadata, you can
achieve just the right leverage with correctly set penalties on segments coming
from different contexts.
The technology developments in recent
years have brought a number of exciting
opportunities for organizations to leverage their existing assets, getting the most
of them going forward. The case studies
outlined above are some of the typical
examples of how translation assets and
TMs may be organized and leveraged, but
there are many more. Is it welcome to the
brave new world of the translation clouds,
merging into one supercloud? M
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XML authoring cures
localization headaches
Scott Bass

H

How do you predict whether a localization
project will be a pleasure or pain? One of the
best indicators is the quality of the content that
is going to be translated. That’s a central lesson
we’ve learned at Advanced Language Translation, Inc.

For many years, of course, we were limited in how much we
could act on that knowledge. Traditional proprietary applications brought inherent complexity because content and style
were linked together, and different applications had nonstandard techniques for managing content. eXtensible Markup Language (XML) offered the promise of standardization, separation
of content and style, and content reuse. However, there was a
catch: Because of the difﬁculty in programming with XML, it
was long known as “the best technology you’ll never use.”
The barriers to effective content creation began lifting with
a new generation of authoring tools that use XML but hide
the language for users who do not want to see it. We made the
transition to one of those new applications, Flare from MadCap
Software, a few years ago. It required a bit of a cultural shift
and some technical training. However, even in our earliest use
of Flare, we were able to reduce localization project time by
30%, and we’ve never looked back. Here are a few lessons we
learned along the way.

Proprietary tools restrict business scalability
While you can debate the relative merits of traditional proprietary authoring tools, there is one reality you can’t escape:
They universally require technical workarounds. Translation
and localization workarounds for print documentation are challenging enough, but the need to move content to digital media
and the web has added new levels of complexity. Consequently,
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most workarounds are far beyond the skills of our translation
professionals.
In the past, most workarounds were turned over to our software engineer. Because there were so many incoming requests
for help, his availability became a roadblock. We also were
hampered by the tight link between content and formatting
that has existed with proprietary tools. If a company needed
to change a section of documentation, we not only needed
to review the entire document to ensure that the change was
reﬂected throughout, but we also had to adjust any formatting
affected by the content change.
It was becoming difﬁcult to grow the business. At the same
time we were gaining customers and doubling the number of
languages we translated, we continued to be bogged down by
redundant, manual efforts. We realized that we couldn’t simply
add more people. We also needed to ﬁnd a smarter, more efﬁcient way to handle the content we were localizing.

Priorities focus on decision making
Three years ago, we realized it was time to modernize. Before
we even started looking at software options, we pulled together
a list of priorities against which we would measure all authoring solutions. First, whatever software we chose had to be based
on XML to enable standardization, easy integration with other
software and content reuse. Integration was especially important since we use a variety of translation memory (TM) tools,
depending on the preferences of our customers. It also had to
provide an interface that lets users create and format content

Scott Bass is the president of Advanced
Language Translation, Inc., a Rochester, New
York-based provider of technical translation
and localization services since 1994.
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without actually having to program one
line of XML code; otherwise, most of our
production team wouldn’t use it. At the
same time, the software needed to make
XML command line programming available for our software engineer to support
his advanced localization efforts.
Second, any application had to support
our ability to adopt new best authoring
practices, primarily separation of content
and style, topic-based authoring and
single-source publishing. Separation of
content and style eliminates the redundancy of having to reformat whenever
there are content changes; it also makes
that content easy to reuse since it doesn’t
carry unnecessary “baggage.”
Similarly, topic-based authoring facilitates content reuse because authors create
discrete sections of content that can be
assembled to publish different document
versions. We run across this situation a lot.
A product guide for seven countries may
contain a 90% overlap in content. Now if
one of the shared topics is changed, with
topic-based authoring it is just a matter of
updating the translations for each region
for that one altered topic.
Single-source publishing builds on the
concept of separating content and style.
Essentially it allows the same content to
be published in different formats — for
example, the web and a printable PDF
— with appropriate, predeﬁned styles for

each. Combined with topic-based publishing, single-source publishing further
simpliﬁes publishing by allowing users to
determine, for instance, that topics A-G
will be published in the PDF while only
topics A, C, D and E will be published on
the web. The result is a signiﬁcant reduction in redundant efforts.
Last, but hardly least, the software
had to include Unicode support for both
double-byte and single-byte languages.
This was particularly important since
a growing number of our localization
projects include Asian languages.
We reviewed a half dozen of the technical authoring packages on the market,
including both new solutions and traditional proprietary products that had begun
incorporating the modern functionality
we were seeking. Ultimately, we selected
Flare from MadCap Software because it
met our complete set of requirements,
was written in native XML rather than
simply incorporating an XML layer and
offered additional functionality for the
conditional use of content. We quickly
saw gains in the efﬁciency and quality
that validated our decision to move to
Flare. Before that happened, though, we
ﬁrst had to get the team on board with
the new software. We were prepared to
address both the technical and cultural
concerns of our employees. The team
understood the need for change. However,
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sometimes it’s more comfortable to stay
with the devil you know, and some people
had built their careers on being experts
with certain tools.
Fortunately, our localization experts
already had a strong knowledge of XML
and cascading style sheets (CSS), which
Flare supports, so they only needed
application training to learn Flare’s
speciﬁc functionality and organization.
Once they adjusted to Flare’s interface,
they were able to quickly get up and
running. Moreover, our localization experts quickly became sold on Flare as
they began cutting time and redundancy
from those ﬁrst projects where they
applied it.
Initially, greater resistance came from
our software engineer. For years, he
preferred writing his own code rather
than dealing with proprietary authoring
packages. That changed when he looked
under the hood and saw that the new
tool used all the same technologies our
engineer understood and used in his own
efforts. He realized that Flare offered a
way to organize and manage how particular documentation projects were produced, removing a lot of administrative
overhead from his process.
Finally, businesses limit their technical training to the professionals using
the product. However, we felt that the
efﬁciency and quality gains enabled by
Flare were beneﬁts that differentiated us
from other localization ﬁrms. Because of
that, we also provided introductory level
Flare training to our sales representatives, which enabled them to explain
how we were able to help customers get
ﬁrst-class localization for less.

Real-world benefits
make good on XML promise
Just what are the beneﬁts of an XMLbased authoring application? We’ve
talked about these in general terms, but
here are some speciﬁc examples.
One of our ﬁrst projects using Flare
involved a software developer that needed
to translate a Help project into Chinese
and Korean. The project had several
conditional tags to cover a full version
and a light version of the developer’s
product. Additionally, we needed to swap
product names for different regions, as
well as units of measure to accommodate
countries using the metric system. Usually translation to double-byte languages
involves some workarounds, but we didn’t
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need to do any. Our localization software
engineer reported that Flare’s performance
was “great” — a ﬁrst — and we trimmed at
least 30% off our project time.
The use of CSS in Flare means that
we have much greater control over how
content will be displayed in various languages. For example, words that are in
bold typeface may not be as legible in
Chinese, for example, as in French. With
CSS, we simply have to change how
bold style is being handled for a speciﬁc
language — perhaps changing bold to
underline. Since the “cascading style”
is governed centrally, you only need to
make the formatting change once and it
propagates throughout the Flare project.
It has signiﬁcantly reduced formatting
time, and we can efﬁciently update and
re-output Help systems and documents
without having to do a lot of rework.
Additionally, support for conditional
tags and snippets are functions in Flare
that build on the content reuse of XML
and have helped us reduce project time.
Conditional tags let us determine under
which conditions certain content appears.
Some of our clients produce documentation and Help systems for their branded
products, as well as original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) versions that are
sold by other companies. Conditional
tags can be used to indicate when to use
the company’s name or an OEM partner’s
name at different points throughout the
document.
Similarly, Snippets take terms that
appear throughout a document and turn
them into pieces of reusable content. If
there’s a change to a snippet, perhaps
in the size of system memory from 40
megabytes to 80 megabytes, the snippet
is changed, and then the update is made
throughout the documentation project. In
the past manually making the updates and
ensuring the translations could take several hours whereas changing a conditional
tag or snippet takes just a few minutes.
That results in signiﬁcant cost savings
that we can pass on to our customers.
Equally important, since the changes are
automated, the risk of errors is greatly
reduced, thus improving overall quality.
Another beneﬁt is that many of our
localization experts have been able to take
on documentation compilation functions
that were too technically demanding for
them to execute using other vendors’
proprietary authoring tools. Because they
are relying less on our software engineer,
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we are able to turn around customer
projects faster.

Sharing secrets
We could have kept the role of Flare
in our improved turnaround time and
localization project quality as the “secret
sauce” that customers would need to get
from us. After all, Flare can import content from many of the document ﬁles that
our customers typically use. However,
the best results and greatest efﬁciencies
occur when clients provide us content in
the form of a Flare project ﬁle.
More importantly, however, is that
we believe everyone wins with greater
transparency. From the very beginning, our customers have turned to us
for counsel on which TM and authoring
products to consider for their own use.
They value the fact that we don’t sell any
vendor’s software and that we are providing advice based on our own real-world
experiences.
It’s been gratifying to see the beneﬁts
that some of our customers have realized in turning to Flare for XML-based
authoring. One client has simply chosen
to use Flare’s single-source capability to
handle all her ﬁrm’s technical training
and sales content. She found that with
just a little extra effort, she could set up
master pages for technical sell sheets
and similar things in addition to product
documentation, making it easy to reuse
and manage content.
Another client reports a signiﬁcant
reduction in printing costs since turning
to single-source authoring in Flare. This
customer has a high number of remote
locations around the world, and printing
training materials was a huge cost. Now
because of the various options for output
— Web Help, printed content, PDF and
mobile — individual locations can choose
which delivery option is the best for them.
This particular client even partnered
with an on-demand printing specialist so
that remote production facilities had the
option to order printed manuals online.
Now the regions are getting content in
their preferred format, and the client is
saving hundreds of thousands of dollars
in printing costs.
We don’t see a direct ﬁnancial gain
from these customer implementations.
However, what we do achieve is greater
loyalty from customers who have beneﬁted from our counsel, as well as our
localization services.

Change can be intimidating, but we’ve
only seen upsides from modernizing our
approach to authoring. By adopting XML
and new publishing best practices with
Flare, we’ve been able to scale our operations to take on more new business while
delivering higher quality localizations for
our clients.
There may be a learning curve, but
with today’s XML-based authoring tools,
it is not nearly as steep as XML-based
authoring once was. The change not only
means more efﬁcient content development, but also easier translation and
localization businesses operating around
the globe. M

Expertise & innovation
The benchmark in legal &
financial translation
Customised multilingual
projects
Worldwide locations
Unbeatable turnaround
24/7 service

www.mc-lehm.com
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Creating a framework for
Arabic language technology
Mohamed Attia, Bente Maegaard,
Khalid Choukri & Olivier Hamon

A

Arabic, one of the six ofﬁcial languages of the
UN, is the ﬁrst ofﬁcial language of more than 300
million native speakers in 23 Arab states located
in western Asia as well as northern and eastern
Africa and is widely spread among the other one
billion non-Arab Muslims all over the world.
Arabic has been standing for over 2,000 years as
a mature spoken natural language. However, the
computerization of the Arabic language somewhat lags behind other major natural languages
in the world today.

Making language technologies and digital content available
and accessible in Arabic boosts both the socio-economic development of the Arab region and its intercultural dialogues with
the rest of the world. Language is the vehicle and the container
of knowledge, so the IT-enabling of their mother tongue brings
a greater bulk of Arabs to the digital era of IT and telecom that
are vital to accessing modern services, education and business.
Moreover, incorporating Arabic into the multilingual technologies such as machine translation (MT) and multilingual information retrieval could also achieve a closer and faster linkage
of the Arab community to technological advances as well as
a better bidirectional cultural interaction with the other communities worldwide.
Mohamed Attia serves as a consultant of human language technologies for The Engineering Company for the Development of Computer
Systems. Bente Maegaard has served since 1991 as the director of the
Centre for Language Technology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Khalid Choukri has been serving as the CEO of European Language
Resources distribution agency and the managing director of Evaluations
and Language resources Distribution Agency (ELDA) since 1995. Olivier
Hamon has been serving as a research engineer at ELDA since 2004.
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The Network of Euro-Mediterranean LAnguage Resources
(NEMLAR) was ofﬁcially launched in February 2003 by a
wide consortium of industrial and academic partners (Table 1),
coordinated by CST of the University of Copenhagen-Denmark
and technically managed by ELDA in France. Experts in this
consortium worked over 30 months to survey and disseminate
infrastructural language resources and tools for the computerization of Arabic.
MEDiterranean ARabic (MEDAR) language and speech technology was kicked off in February 2008 (continuing until August
2010) to take steps forward towards incorporating Arabic into
digital multilinguality. While the formation of the MEDAR consortium remained essentially the same as NEMLAR, it also included
two industrial partners from Egypt.
Like its ancestor NEMLAR, the following four interdependent
activities make up the heart of the MEDAR project: to survey
the state-of-the-art of Arabic incorporation in multilingual
technologies, identify the shortages, and hence deﬁne a Basic
LAnguage Resources Kit (BLARK) in this regard; to build a wide
network of players in the ﬁeld and with the input of these
players set priorities for a mid-term cooperation roadmap; to
build/afford validated, baseline Arabic-enabled multilingual
systems, integrate them and evaluate them; and to disseminate
the ﬁndings and achievements of MEDAR, and to raise awareness of all the aspects of Arabic human language technologies
in general.

Surveys, shortages and Arabic BLARK
The project has been identifying state-of-the-art of Arabic/
Arabic-enabled language resources and tools, in particular with
a view to multilinguality: MT and other tools for translation,
parallel aligned corpora and so on. The survey report of MEDAR,
which is available at www.medar.info/reports, builds on the
survey conducted earlier within the NEMLAR project that had
led to the ﬁrst Arabic HLT directory of players, resources, projects and technology providers that is available at www.medar
.info/HLT-reports
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Country

Partner

Type

NEMLAR

MEDAR

Denmark

Center for Sprogteknologi (CST): www.cst.ku.dk

academic

¸

¸

Egypt

RDI: www.rdi-eg.com

industrial

¸

¸

Egypt

IBM (HLT group): www.ibm.com/ibm/eg/en

industrial

¸

Egypt

Sakhr: www.sakhr.com

industrial

¸

France

ELDA: www.elda.org

industrial

¸

¸

France

CEA/Laboratoire d'ingénierie de l'information multimedia multilingue:
www.cea.fr

governmental

¸

¸

France

CNRS (Centre nationale de la recherche scientiﬁque): www.cnrs.fr

governmental

¸

¸

France

Université Lumière Lyon 2: www.univ-lyon2.fr

academic

¸

¸

Greece

ILSP/“ATHENA” Research Center: www.ilsp.gr

academic

¸

¸

Jordan

Al-Ahlyya Amman University: www.ammanu.edu.jo

academic

¸

¸

Lebanon

University of Balamand: www.balamand.edu.lb

academic

¸

¸

Morocco

ENSIAS: www.ensias.ma

academic

¸

¸

The Netherlands

Universiteit Utrecht: www.let.uu.nl

academic

¸

¸

The Palestinian
Territories

Birzeit University: www.birzeit.edu

academic

¸

¸

Tunisia

SOTETEL: www.sotetel.com.tn

industrial

¸

United Kingdom

The Open University: www.open.ac.uk

academic

¸

Table 1: The formation of both the NEMLAR and MEDAR consortia.

Both surveys have covered all Mediterranean countries participating in the
project, plus others where possible. The
NEMLAR survey has shown that there are
researchers and developers working for
several academic and industrial players
who have been pursuing ongoing Arabic
research and industrial projects. Some of
those players have a long history, with
products in use since the early 1990s. The
sum total of those efforts is, however,
still modest compared with those done
for other major live languages of the
world. This is caused — according to the
survey report — primarily by the following most common shortages as stated by
the participating ﬁeld specialists: lack of
Arabic-enabled open-source language
technology systems; scarcity of publicly
available and reusable Arabic language
resources; scarcity of publicly available/
accessible Arabic tools such as annotation tools; and lack of agreed-upon Arabic language technology creation and
evaluation standards. Affording these
elements is vital, and the absence of collaboration has led to the lack of widely
adopted standards, which feeds back the
other above-mentioned shortages.
Both surveys have also focused on
the identiﬁcation of the priorities of the
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surveyed Arabic players regarding the
development of applications and especially the tools and resources required
for developing these applications. The
consortium held a workshop in March
2004 where methodology was adopted to
describe which modules and what data are
required for which applications at what
relevance. This workshop came out with
a ﬁrst version of Arabic BLARK, which
is deﬁned as the minimal set of language
resources necessary to do any precompetitive research and education at all.

The NEMLAR project then decided to
take the initiative and develop three of the
most needed language resources, one for
written and two for spoken Arabic language processing. MEDAR has deployed
the same methods in order to update its
Arabic BLARK, detailed in the document
www.medar.info/MEDAR_BLARK_I.pdf
issued in March 2009.
With the ﬁndings of the MEDAR survey, the project consortium decided to take
the initiative and produce an open-source
baseline English > Arabic MT system. This
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production is realized via adapting one of
the best known open-source MT systems to
the Arabic language, along with affording
the necessary parallel corpora for training
and the monolingual corpora for building
the language models of the system, and
ﬁnally developing evaluation measures
as well as conducting a wide evaluation
campaign of the developed system.

amta2010.amtaweb.org

Machine
Translation
in the
Production
Pipeline
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Network and
cooperation roadmap
One important goal is to continue the
formation of a network that will include
players from the Arab region, from the
European Union (EU) countries and elsewhere. The network is open to new institutional as well as individual participants
with either commercial or scientiﬁc Arabic language technology interest. Another
goal is to create a feasible cooperation
roadmap.
Experts of the MEDAR consortium,
especially Mustafa Yaseen and Steven
Krauwer, held extensive meetings to
come out with the roadmap report. This
report describes the major actions to be
taken in order to elevate the current status of Arabic language technologies and
promote their development. The roadmap
targets a ﬁve-to-seven-year time plan.
Until 2015, the roadmap is divided into
the following three partially overlapping
phases:
■ Phase one (2010-2012) — Laying
the Foundations: The MEDAR survey
shows that the number of qualiﬁed Arabic language technology professionals is
so low that it is insufﬁcient for building
and maintaining a strong industry in the
Arab countries. This necessitates creating
opportunities for the education of a new
generation of researchers and developers
with adequate skills. The communications and/or IT education systems should
provide optional tracks that aim at providing qualiﬁcation and training both
to undergraduate students and to working professionals who lack knowledge
about language in general and language
technology in speciﬁc. Moreover, there
is a need to train specialists to become
educators.
The possible bilateral or multilateral
cooperation actions between the Arab
countries and the countries of the EU or
elsewhere, as well as cooperation across
the Arab countries, include joint training
of instructors; development of curricula
along with their underlying teaching
material and e-learning courses; schemes
for industrial placements or traineeships
for students; and creation of essential
parts of the Arabic BLARK, where many
tools might be ported from other languages in collaborative actions.
In this phase, the infrastructure in
many Arab countries — necessary for
supporting a viable Arabic language
technology industry — is getting more

appropriate and affordable. Both the
internet and mobile telephony are getting
much cheaper and more accessible, many
e-government projects are taking off and
e-learning products will help in mitigating the literacy problems. On the other
hand, the awareness and the legislation
of intellectual properties and copyrights
need to be strengthened and actuated to
help the industry overcome the high rate
of piracy in the region.
■ Phase two (2012-2014) — Moving
Forward: This phase will witness the
implementation of the ﬁrst language
technology-enabling curricula in some
Arab countries, as well as teaching staff
and student exchanges in both directions.
The development of some essential BLARK
components will be realized. Developing
schemes will also be set up to bring players from the Arab community together
in order to make them more competitive
vis-à-vis the global players.
The focus of attention will be brought
to realizing e-government projects along
with content creation for the general
public, infotainment and entertainment
services will boom, educational services
— especially for language learning — will
be common, and linguistic support will
be an integrated part of all these services
via the internet and telephony in many
parts of the Arab world. By then, one
will see at least one application developed in collaboration with universities,
and at least one ﬁnished product from
each country on the market in the areas
of MT, IR, text analysis tools and so on.
■ Phase three (2013-2015) — First
Consolidation: By 2015, an average
internet penetration exceeding 25% and
a mobile telephony un-coverage shrinking to one third of its current rate are
both forecasted over the Arab region. By
then, many more e-government projects
are likely to take off, and Arabic projects should have resulted in educational
products, especially for the illiterate, on
the Arab market. As a result of ﬁghting piracy, international players will be
encouraged to invest in more appealing Arab markets, and local software
industries will be freed from the unfair
competition of pirating actors.

NEMLAR/MEDAR-developed
resources and tools
Three of the highest priority Arabic
language resources in the NEMLAR version
of Arabic BLARK are language resources
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with basic annotations for written Arabic
language processing, especially morphological analysis, PoS-tagging, and
full diacritization of Arabic text; speech
resource for synthetic Arabic text-tospeech (TTS) systems; and speech resource
for ASR and related applications in
broadcast news. These have been made
available via elda (www.elda.org) since
late 2005.
Several open-source MT systems have
also been made available. Although most
of them could serve as statistical machine
translation (SMT) systems for the English
> Arabic, the consortium experts have
elected Moses (www.statmt.org/moses)
as the most promising package in this
regard. Therefore, MEDAR partners
worked on customizing that system to
Arabic. Two different customized Moses
packages have been produced, one by
IBM-Egypt with the assistance of Dublin
City University-Ireland and the other by
the University of Balamand-Lebanon. The
customized packages were then provided
to the MEDAR partners for testing, which
resulted in a few recommendations and
suggestions to improve usability. By the
end of 2009, these packages became
available as baseline Arabic > English
SMT systems with the use of a minimal
parallel training corpus.
The second track of development consists of building parallel English/Arabic
and monolingual Arabic text corpora for
training our prospected baseline SMT system. After identifying existing resources,
the consortium concluded there was a
need to build a new one. So, the MEDAR
partners went through identifying and
scanning hundreds of potential web
sources of electronic parallel Arabic/English and monolingual Arabic text. The
web sources, whose textual contents are
compliant to the need of such corpora,
were then crawled and ﬁnally cleaned
so as to extract the needed textual content. Two open-source text alignment
tools, namely Champollion Tool Kit and
Hunalign, have then been elected by the
consortium to align the extracted severalmillion-words parallel Arabic/English text.
Meanwhile, the extracted tens-of-millionwords monolingual Arabic text is used to
build the language models needed for the
SMT system.
The last track of development is
concerned with the evaluation of the
two trained English > Arabic baseline
systems. For this purpose, an evaluation
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campaign was organized on English >
Arabic translations. This way, the community is also allowed to beneﬁt from
the evaluation data. The 210,000 words
in the test data had been collected from
many different websites whose material
discusses the topic of climate change.
Part of this test data, a test corpus of
about 10,000 words, has been selected to
evaluate the SMT packages.
The remaining words are being used
as a masking corpus in order to keep
unknown the part that will serve as
the test corpus. The ﬁrst part of 10,000
words has been translated four times by
four different translation teams. Speciﬁc
guidelines were set and provided to the
translation agencies in order to control
the quality of their produced translations.
Likewise, speciﬁc validation guidelines
were also produced for validating these
translations.
As a dry run, an initial evaluation
campaign was carried out during January 2010, where the test data had been
sent to the participants who sent back
the automatic translations by the two
customized Moses packages to ELDA,
who in turn apply automatic measures
to evaluate these systems. Taking into
consideration that upon this initial campaign the training data has not been provided yet to the participants who were
free to use any kind of data they could,

the automatic measures showed quite a
modest performance at that point.
Upon the second evaluation campaign,
in June and July 2010, the results should
highly improve after deploying the large
training corpus produced by MEDAR. Furthermore, a human evaluation campaign
is being carried out via an evaluation web
server to allow the production of human
judgments through the internet. All the
evaluation results along as well as the
produced English > Arabic SMT baseline
systems by MEDAR will be made available
to the whole community through www
.medar.info and www.elda.org

Dissemination
Among the fundamental workings
of MEDAR, dissemination is the most
omnipresent. MEDAR has created websites; disseminates a regular information
newsletter; and participates actively in
relevant international and regional conferences, exhibitions, and similar events
with papers, presentations, booths and
workshops. Moreover, the NEMLAR and
MEDAR projects respectively organized
international language resource conferences held in Cairo, Egypt, in September
2004 and April 2009. While the consortium is eager to pursue this Arabic HLT
initiative to its fullest, the approach can
be generalized and applied successfully
in other regions of the world. M
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Learning from the
best global websites
John Yunker

W

When it comes to web globalization, best
practices are as easy to ﬁnd as opening up your
web browser. The only challenge, of course, is in
knowing which websites to emulate and which
websites to ignore.

Over the past seven years, I’ve been studying the evolution of approximately 200 global websites for the Web
Globalization Report Card. This report benchmarks each
website according to four criteria: global reach, global
navigation, globalization and localization. Based on these
criteria, Figure 1 lists the top 25 sites from the 2010 Report
Card. While this list would certainly change if the methodology were changed, it provides a solid starting point for
understanding web globalization best practices. This article
shares some of the findings and best practices from the 2010
Web Globalization Report Card.

Twenty languages is the new baseline
Languages are a means to an end, and in web globalization,
languages help you expand your global reach. Global reach
doesn’t always mean expanding beyond borders; it could also
mean expanding within borders — consider Spanish for the
United States.
Not very long ago, any website that supported 20 languages
was considered cutting edge in web globalization. This is no

As cofounder of Byte Level Research, John
Yunker has helped many of the world’s leading
companies improve their global websites. He is
author of the 2010 Web Globalization Report
Card and writes the popular blog Global by Design.
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Best Global Websites of 2010
1. Google
2. Facebook
3. Cisco Systems
4. Philips
5. Samsung
6. Wikipedia
7. 3M
8. NIVEA
9. Symantec
10. Lenovo
11. Xbox
12. Autodesk
13. Gmail

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Microsoft
Nokia
Intel
Caterpillar
Panasonic
HP
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
LG
Volvo Group
Hotels.com
SAP
Kodak

Figure 1: Top 25 global websites from 2010
Web Globalization Report Card (www.bytelevel.com).

longer the case. The average number of languages supported by
the sites in the 2010 Report Card is 22, up from 20 in 2008.
Companies should not add languages for the sake of adding
languages, but they should conduct regular “audits” of their own
language mix, the languages supported by the competition, and
the languages supported by the ecosystem as a whole. It’s generally better to be the ﬁrst company within a given industry to support a new language than the last. Only by keeping a close eye on
languages and the competition can you achieve this goal.
Let’s look at three companies in a bit more detail: Canon, Starbucks and Texas Instruments (Figure 2). Each of these companies
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Figure 2: Company
comparison for language support.
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Figure 3: In two years, Facebook has added more than 90
languages and has kept a similar design across languages.

to support only English (also an ofﬁcial
language and used extensively in many
sectors) in this market.
One other language that is showing
promising signs of growth is Arabic. This
year, for the ﬁrst time 25% of the websites studied support Arabic. It should
also be noted that the ﬁrst internationalized domain name to go live was in
Arabic (for Egypt).

Global design is less design
The phrase “keep it simple” never
rings more true when it comes to developing websites and services for the
world. Global consistency and austerity
enable rapid globalization.
Consider Facebook. In just two years
Facebook has added more than 90 languages — an astounding rate of language
growth (Figure 3). Had Facebook supported a different web design for each
language or locale, this rate of growth
would have been difﬁcult, if not impossible, to achieve. As it is, Facebook is
highly similar across languages. Even if
your website has nothing in common with
Facebook, there are still best practices to
be leveraged:
■ Avoid embedded text. Text that is
embedded within visuals is more costly

to localize than plain text. The old
justiﬁcation for doing this was to support a given typeface. Fortunately, the
emergence of cloud-based typefaces has
eliminated this justiﬁcation entirely.
■ Avoid extraneous images. Every
photo of a person is an opportunity to
offend someone somewhere. If you don’t
need that photo, don’t include it. Almost
all of the visuals in Facebook are supplied
by users, not Facebook.
■ Use a consistent, ﬂexible design.
Facebook’s site architecture is ﬂexible
enough to support bidirectional layouts,

www.star-group.net

Process automation in
information handling

STAR CLM

occupies a different industry sector, and yet
all three have continued to add languages
over the years, each at its own pace. Since
2003, of the more than 200 websites studied, fewer than 15 have ever removed a
language and kept it off. In other words,
language growth is a constant for most
companies. Once you add a language, the
odds are good that you will support it from
then on. The fast-growing BRIC (Brazil,
Russia, India, China) markets continue to
be key drivers of language growth across
most industries. Portuguese, Russian and
Chinese have quickly become must-have
languages for any company seeking
global success.
Five years ago, for example, fewer
than 40% of the major global websites
supported Russian. At that point in time,
a company might not have felt any pressure to localize for Russia simply because
few other companies did so. Today, seven
out of ten companies now support Russian, which means that companies that
hope to do business in Russia and do not
support Russian are now in the minority.
Brazilian Portuguese is also now supported by seven out of ten sites studied.
Chinese is supported by more than eight
out of ten sites studied.
India has proven to be the exception
when it comes to expanding beyond
English. Although — and perhaps in part
because — India is home to more than 20
ofﬁcial languages, most companies are
reluctant to go “all in” with regards to
localization. Microsoft, Google, Facebook
and a few other companies do support a number of Indic languages, but
most companies are content, for now,
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make the investment well
worth it.

Finding local content
A localized website is of
little value if the web user
cannot ﬁnd it. As companies
increase the number of local
websites they support, the
challenge of directing users
to these sites grows in importance. Most companies have
historically relied on visual
elements to direct users to
localized sites. Caterpillar
provides several global gateway best practices.
First is the global gateway link, which is included
Figure 4: The Caterpillar gateway has good visual elements.
in the header of each and
text expansion and contraction, and increased or decreased
every web page. This gateway uses a map icon, such as the
font sizes.
United States and Canada, which communicates the purpose
More websites are now becoming “global by design.” This
of the link across all languages. The link takes users to a static
year, more than a third of all sites exhibited a high degree
gateway page (Figure 4). The Caterpillar gateway does three
of global consistency across most localized websites, up from
things quite nicely. First, the local links are provided in the end
just 10% in 2005. The global design template is now a widely
user’s language. Second, the gateway does not exhibit a preferaccepted standard in web globalization. Global templates
ence for a country or region. Pull-down menus, in contrast,
allow companies to scale globally and, when well executed,
sometimes place certain countries at the top, which is not a
also allow for local ﬂexibility.
good idea. Third, the country selection is saved as a cookie
If your company does not yet have a global design straton the web user’s computer, so return visits bypass this landegy, make this a priority. The cost and time savings of sharing
ing page. Should the user need to change preference again, the
design templates, as well as the underlying software platform
global gateway link is perfectly positioned in the header.
and tools, can be signiﬁcant. Don’t worry if all local marWhile these visual elements continue to be vital to successful
kets don’t initially buy into this strategy. Focus on piloting
global navigation, “back end” technologies, such as geolocation,
a few key markets and build momentum from there. Global
are playing an increasingly important role. Geolocation is the
consistency is an iterative process, but the long-term savings
process of determining the user’s physical location by looking
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Tools & Services Showcase

Medical Translations
MediLingua is one of Europe’s few
companies specializing in medical translation.
We provide all European languages (36 today
and counting) and Japanese as well as the
usual translation-related services. Our 250-plus
translators have a combined medical and
language background.
We work for manufacturers of medical
devices, instruments, in-vitro diagnostics and
software; pharmaceutical companies; medical
publishers; national and international medical
organizations; and medical journals.
Call or e-mail Simon Andriesen or visit our
website for more information.

AlignFactory
Complement your existing TM and
full-text search software with this powerful
alignment tool.
Start aligning with speed and accuracy
and increase the performance of your
existing tools.

How to Be
World Savvy
International Marketing Communications
Market Research
Marketing

• AlignFactory
• AlignFactoryLight
• AlignRobot

MediLingua BV

Terminotix Inc.

JFA Marketing

Leiden, The Netherlands
simon.andriesen@medilingua.com
www.medilingua.com

Ottawa, Ontario Canada
termino@terminotix.com
www.terminotix.com

Dubuque, Iowa USA
john@jfamarketing.com
www.jfamarkets.com

Your Polish
Production Center

More Than Quality —
With Efﬁciency!

Since 2000, Ryszard Jarza Translations has
been providing specialized Polish translation,
localization and DTP services, primarily for life
sciences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and other
technology sectors.
We work with multilanguage vendors and
directly with documentation departments of
large multinational customers. We have built a
brilliant in-house team made up of experienced
linguists and engineers, who guarantee a
high standard of quality while maintaining
flexibility, responsiveness and accountability.

We offer fast, reliable translations for global
players. With two decades of experience we
are a leading international company for highquality localization into German and traditional
translation services into most Western
European languages. Our team’s expertise lies
in the fields of software, hardware, medical
engineering, finance, technology, legal and
marketing. Tight deadlines, large volumes
or projects requiring technical specialists are
our core competence. Rheinschrift is
EN 15038:2006 certified.

Ryszard Jarza Translations

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen,
Ursula Steigerwald

Europe’s No. 1
Greek Localizer
Since 1986, EuroGreek has been providing highquality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole
range of client needs, for the following language
combinations:
• English into Greek
• Greek into English
• German into Greek
• French into Greek
All EuroGreek’s work is produced in our Athens
production center and covers most subjects:
• Technical
• Medical/Pharmaceutical
• IT/Telecommunications
• Economics/Legal
All EuroGreek’s work is fully guaranteed for
quality and on-time delivery.

EuroGreek Translations Limited
London, UK • Athens, Greece
production@eurogreek.gr • www.eurogreek.com
www.multilingual.com
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Wrocław, Poland
info@jarza.com.pl
www.jarza.com.pl

Cologne, Germany
contact@rheinschrift.de • www.rheinschrift.de
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at the IP address of the user’s computer
device. The web page that a user gets
who types MTV.fr from the United States
is shown in Figure 5. MTV displays this
page to ensure that the user does, in fact,
want to visit the French-language site.
It’s important to note that a person’s
location does not necessarily tell you
the person’s preferred language. A user
accessing your website from Japan may be
a business traveler and not a local user.
In the 2010 Web Globalization Report
Card, more than 25% of the sites studied
use geolocation speciﬁcally to improve
global navigation. But don’t consider
using geolocation until you have your
visual global gateway running effectively. There is no one “silver bullet”
approach to global navigation. Successful global websites rely on a mix of
front-end and back-end solutions, and
this mix will evolve as the number of
languages and locales evolves.

Local communities
are a global phenomenon
“Community” is much more than a
buzzword these days. On many websites,
the community section is the fastest
growing source of content and user interaction, including blogs, forums, videos
and promotions.
Tech companies were early adopters of
the community concept, hosting community
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Figure 5: MTV displays a page to ensure that the user is visiting the desired language site.

forums to gather customers and developers
together to help themselves and each other
and to save on customer support costs.
But it’s not just tech companies hosting
community portals any longer. Companies
such as Starbucks, Best Buy, Marriott and
LexisNexis also host community sites.
These community sites are now slowly
going global. A number of companies have
realized that local communities provide

some of the best ways to globally expand
quickly and at low cost. By leveraging Twitter and Facebook, companies can engage
users locally without buying software or
advertising. Dell uses local Twitter pages
in more than a dozen markets to advertise local, last-minute deals, for example.
Nearly half of the companies studied
supported one or more country-speciﬁc
Twitter or Facebook pages. A handful of
companies supported more than a dozen
country-speciﬁc Twitter pages. So, it’s not
very surprising that more than half of
the messages sent over Twitter are not
in English or that more than half of all
Facebook users live outside the United
States.
Taking the community global can be a
chaotic process, so it’s important that you
have skilled local community managers
in place. Also, you should be prepared
to go where the users take you, which
can vary widely by market. These users
may be on Facebook in France, Hyves
in The Netherlands and Xiaonei.com
in China.
The most important lesson to be
learned here is that web globalization is
a journey and not a one-time project. A
three-language website today could easily become a ten-language website a year
from now. If you prepare for your journey
with a web globalization strategy that
is both ﬂexible and sustainable, you’ll
be ready to adapt to the challenges and
opportunities that lie ahead. M
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Technological developments
for African languages
Claire Ulrich

T

ties through their diasporas with the dominant Anglo-Saxon web
The recent FIFA World Cup in South Africa
culture and language. News sites, blogs and social or commercial
has had an unexpected side effect: participants
services in Swahili are plentiful. North Africa has advancing techacross the globe encountered African languages nologies in Arabic. Western and central sub-Saharan Africa have
for the ﬁrst time via their television sets and
been considerably slower to develop online resources. Local African
languages have moved out of university linguistic departments, and
computer screens. South Africa has no less than
technology and other emerging markets have provided a new impeten ofﬁcial languages beside English: Afrikaans,
tus for their development. But it’s been a long journey for dedicated
Ndebele, Xhosa, Zulu, Pedi, Sotho, Tswana,
activists and developers, and there is still a long way to go.
Swazi, Venda and Tsonga. According to UNESCO,
One early obstacle to the technical development of African
languages
was the absence of computer keyboards and fonts for
one-third of all of the world’s languages are
non-Roman special characters in languages
spoken in sub-Saharan Africa.
such as Fulfulde or Bambara (ɲ, ɔ, ɛ, ŋ). Fonts
Not all of them are written
and virtual keyboards had to be developed
Unexpected help for
ﬁrst. Praise must be given to SIL International
or widely used, but there are
African languages could
for assistance in the development of African
between 1,500 and 2,000 lanlanguages and many other world languages
come from Twitter. . . .
guages that may be heard in
by providing technical support and resources
that corner of the world.
Text and a limit of 140
to language communities and linguists since

1934 and are now part of the UNESCO B@
characters are very
African languages can expect a huge
bel initiative to enable the development of
boost in exposure from the World Cup,
complex script support. Praise should also
familiar to Africa.
but linguistically, things have already
go to the many volunteers who developed
been moving steadily for two years now
the necessary technical tools for the current
in Africa and in the diasporas. Thanks to the internet, to many
generation to build on.
open-source initiatives, and to the dawning realization that
The classic conundrum of minority African languages
Africa has a middle class, there will be a continuing market
remains: With unreliable and expensive access to the internet
for both nonproﬁt and for-proﬁt operations. An obvious proof
(mostly from cyber-cafés) and a high rate of illiteracy, who
of interest for Google is the increasing number of African lanwill produce original content in African languages on the net?
guages offered by its online translator. The launch of differThe connected and educated diaspora abroad seems a natural
ent Google branches in Africa to monitor computing and the
growth of online content is another indication.
Claire Ulrich is a journalist and a freelance
African languages rely heavily on access to the internet in
translation and localization professional in Paris.
regions where it is expensive or sometimes non-existent. East AfriShe is also editor of Global Voices en français, a
can languages and particularly Swahili, a bridge language, are far
nonproﬁt network founded in 2004 at the Berkman
ahead in the race to technical development, leading the way with
Center at Harvard to shine light on events, countries
access to broadband connection, a booming tech industry and close
and people not covered by traditional media.
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Discovering the web in a Mali village (photo courtesy of Boukary Konaté).

resource, but can African languages on
the net ever be more than an ethnic
hobby?
An interesting project to bring African
languages back to Africa is a blogging
platform customized for African languages (www.maneno.org). Founded as
a nonproﬁt by European, South African,
American and Kenyan partners, it is a
light blogging system, allowing Africans
in Africa to blog in their native language
with low bandwidth. The site is available in Fulfulde (also known as Peul in
French), Lingala, Bambara, Swahili and
Izulu, as well as European languages,
to spread content via crowdsourced
translations.
The translation of the user interface
and home pages by volunteers has led
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to interesting debates. How do you
translate newsletter in Bambara (West
Africa)? You don’t. It does not exist. The
translator, a certiﬁed teacher of Bambara, came up with kunnafonibatakiw
(useful information given to many persons). In Mali and Senegal, a few tech
communities are currently playing with
the idea of crowdsourced online collaboration to invent new African words for
technology’s lingo, but there are much
more urgent issues.
One of the most proliﬁc Malian contributors in Bambara is Fasokan (also
known as Boukary Konaté), a teacher
and tech enthusiast in Bamako. He blogs
regularly about current events, Bambara
traditions, football and even publishes
poetry in Bambara. His drive to blog in

Bambara comes from a sense of urgency:
“To preserve my native language online.
Not only the words. The traditions, history and the wisdom they hold.”
Despite burgeoning interest, digitizing African languages is still a labor of
love. In Madagascar, a different approach
was chosen by the FOKO blogging club,
a community-building effort led by bloggers from the diaspora. Emphasis was
put on blogging at large, about current
events, through workshops and support.
A few bloggers did take up blogging in
Malagasy.
Another Malagasy community concentrates on translating posts about
global events and issues from English into
Malagasy. Their translations are published
on the Global Voices Online Malagasy
site, as part of the Lingua project (http://
mg.globalvoicesonline.org). Malagasy is a
complex language to write, even for the
Malagasy people. Thanks to those bloggers, it has broken free of elitism. Ranking
and click numbers may be low, but the
main ambition is to build a body of quality content online about current world
affairs that no global media will offer to
this small readership.
Creating online content in local languages in countries where English and
French are the secret codes to better
education and jobs can often be seen
as a ludicrous luxury. The question is
rather how to connect the vast majority of the population to the web. Local
languages could truly be a facilitator in
this challenge.
In 2009, an informal network of
French and Malian volunteers undertook an experiment in rural Mali. Led
by Albertine Meunier, a French tech
engineer and web artist, the workshops
introduced farmers and villagers to basic
internet literacy with a roaming internet
connection. The trainees had never seen
a computer, and many lived in villages
with no electricity. Those who attended
primary school could read and write only
in Bambara or one of the national languages taught at this level. The trainees
had the opportunity to search Google on
a subject of their interest, to see pages in
Bambara on the Maneno platform, and,
if they wished to, to write in Bambara
— a small training segment that gave
encouraging insights. Training attendees
in local languages shortens the learning
curve and opens doors and minds. Judging by the requests, there is a demand
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speakers (Cameroon) jumped
Small signs show that African lanin and traded translations
guages are gaining momentum, even if it
and words.
is on a very modest scale. Two years ago,
Nonproﬁt organizations are
Oumar Bah, a Guinean linguist living in
not the only entities reﬂecting
Austria, could not ﬁnd a publisher for his
on services in native languages.
Fulfulde-French dictionary. He posted it
There is a whiff of commercial
online. He then opened a blog in Fulfulde
interest, too. African blogand French. He currently contributes to a
gers can testify that they are
new information site in Fulfulde.
now approached on Twitter
Where to next? ICANN’s recent decior via their blogs with a new
sion to allow web domains in non-Roman
question: “Are you ﬂuent in
alphabets has paved the way for domain
(name of a rare language)?
names in Cyrillic and Arabic, online this
Could you help us?” Clients
month. No African country has yet listed
are scouting the internet lookitself for a local domain name in local
ing for tech-savvy Africans
alphabet or language, but if there is sufrather than formal translators
ﬁcient interest from the tech community,
or scholars. In demand are
one day you could very well ask for your
translations of software applidomain name in Kishwahili or Yoruba.
cations, dubbing, subtitling,
And why not? M
recording audio or video in
Recommended resources
native languages. Transparent
Bisharat! A language, technology &
Language, for instance, wishes
Two girls in rural Mali searching the web in French
development initiative (African language
to expand its online language
and Bambara (photo courtesy of Albertine Meunier).
encoding, fonts and keyboards): www
courses, complete with video
.bisharat.net/a12n
and audio in a number of
Ethnologue: Languages of the World (a
and even a market for informational
African languages besides Swahili and
searchable database of language resources):
services on agriculture, weather briefs,
Yoruba. Interested Western operators are
www.ethnologue.com/country_index
information on diplomas and health.
now challenged by African competition.
.asp?place=africa
The next step in this experiment is a
In Ghana, another hub of new technology
SocioLingo Africa: A Cornucopia of Social
mobile training unit on wheels, hopping
after Kenya, two young developers are
Content about Africa: www.sociolingo.com
from village to village with a few secondworking on iPhone apps in local African
hand laptops and a mobile connection
languages with a business plan and a
Web Resources for African Languages:
www.africanlanguages.org
to the internet, much like the travelling
pledge not to be a not-for-proﬁt.
movie pictures of the early nineteenth
century and managed by trainers ﬂuent
in native languages.
Unexpected help for African languages could come from Twitter. The
micro-blogging site already plays a key
role in spreading awareness and bonding African linguistic communities. More
and more Africans in Africa meet their
diasporas living in the Western world on
C427=>;>6820;;H03E0=243B42DA4F4110B4324AC858430=30D38C01;4
this platform, and use it as a transcontinental social network. Text is light, ideal
CA0=B;0C8>=B4AE824BC>4=BDA4H>DA6;>10;BD224BB
for slow internet connection. Text and a
limit of 140 characters are very familiar
to Africa. With an estimated 450 million
mobile phones in circulation, the cellular
phone and SMS are now the universal
African medium. Twitter also provides

a quick, playful and easy introduction
F 7 4 =  C 7 4  F > A ; 3  8 B  H > D A  2 D B C > < 4 A
to the interactive web. During the latest
African football cup in January 2010,
fans in Africa and around the world
F F F 0 A6>C A 0 = B 2> <
could be seen exchanging tweets in local
languages. Wolof speakers in Canada
or London bonded over retweets with
Senegalese netizens; Swahili and Fang
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Basic terminology
This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

BRIC. An acronym that refers to the fast growing and
developing economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China.
cascading style sheet (CSS). An external format that
determines the layout of tagged file formats such as
HTML.
computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer techno
logy applications that assist in the act of translating text
from one language to another.
content management system (CMS). A system used
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize
translation and localization of content, so most of them have
been partnered with globalization management systems.
controlled authoring. Writing for reuse and translation.
Controlled authoring is a process that integrates writing
with localization so that the text can be written for reuse
and at the same time written for efficient translation.
crowdsourcing. The act of taking a task traditionally
performed by an employee or contractor and outsourcing it
to an undefined, generally large group of people, in the form
of an open call. For example, the public may be invited to
develop a new technology, carry out a design task, refine
an algorithm, or help capture, systematize or analyze large
amounts of data.
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). A programming
language/specification pared down from SGML, an interna
tional standard for the publication and delivery of electronic
information, designed especially for web documents.
globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to
the process that addresses business issues associated with
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launching a product globally, such as integrating localization
throughout a company after proper internationalization
and product design.
internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it
can handle multiple languages and cultural conventions
(currency, number separators, dates) without the need for
redesign.
lingua franca. A language that is adopted as a common
language between two speakers whose native languages
are different.
localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adapting
a product or software to a specific international language or
culture so that it seems natural to that particular region. True
localization considers language, culture, customs and the char
acteristics of the target locale. It frequently involves changes
to the software’s writing system and may change keyboard use
and fonts as well as date, time and monetary formats.
machine translation (MT). A technology that trans
lates text from one human language to another, using
terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic
and semantic analysis techniques.
pseudo-localization. Translates the code strings of a prod
uct into “pseudostrings.” The resulting “pseudolanguage”
is designed to test the impact that different aspects
of localization have on the product’s functionality and
appearance.
quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evi
dence needed to establish confidence among all concerned
that qualityrelated activities are being performed effec
tively. All those planned or systematic actions necessary to
editor@multilingual.com
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provide adequate confidence that a product or service will
satisfy given requirements for quality. QA covers all activi
ties from design, development, production and installation
to servicing and documentation.
return on investment (ROI). In finance, the ratio of money
gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount of money
invested. The amount of money gained or lost may be referred
to as interest, profit/loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.
rule-based machine translation (RBMT). The application
of sets of linguistic rules that are defined as correspondences
between the structure of the source language and that of the
target language. The first stage involves analyzing the input
text for morphology and syntax — and sometimes semantics
— to create an internal representation. The translation is then
generated from this representation using extensive lexicons
with morphological, syntactic and semantic information, and
large sets of rules.
search engine. A program designed to help find informa
tion stored on a computer system such as the World Wide
Web or a personal computer. A search engine allows a user
to ask for content meeting specific criteria — typically those
containing a given word, phrase or name — and retrieves a
list of references that match those criteria.
search engine optimization (SEO). A set of methods aimed
at improving the ranking of a website in search engine list
ings. SEO is primarily concerned with advancing the goals of a
website by improving the number and position of its organic
search results for a wide variety of relevant keywords.
simship. A term used to refer to the simultaneous ship
ment of products, usually software, in different languages or
with other distinguishing differences in design.
source language (SL). A language that is to be trans
lated into another language.
statistical machine translation (SMT). A machine trans
lation paradigm where translations are generated on the
basis of statistical models whose parameters are derived
from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT is the
translation of text from one human language to another
by a computer that learned how to translate from vast
amounts of translated text.
target language (TL). The language that a source text is
being translated into.
translation. The process of converting all of the text
or words from a source language to a target language. An
understanding of the context or meaning of the source lan
guage must be established in order to convey the same mes
sage in the target language.
translation memory (TM). A special database that stores
previously translated sentences which can then be reused on
a sentencebysentence basis. The database matches source
to target language pairs.
www.multilingual.com
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Translation Memory eXchange (TMX). An open stan
dard, based on XML, that has been designed to simplify and
automate the process of converting translation memories
from one format to another.
translation unit (TU). A segment of text that the trans
lator treats as a single cognitive unit for the purposes of
establishing an equivalence. The translation unit may be
a single word, a phrase, one or more sentences, or even a
larger unit.
Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard
(Unicode) is a character encoding standard used to repre
sent text for computer processing. Originally designed to
support 65,000, it now has encoding forms to support more
than one million characters.
XML Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF). An
XMLbased format for exchanging localization data. Stan
dardized by OASIS in April 2002 and aimed at the localiza
tion industry, XLIFF specifies elements and attributes to aid in
localization. XLIFF could be used to exchange data between
companies, such as a software publisher and a localization
vendor, or between localization tools, such as translation
memory systems and machine translation systems.

Resources
OrganizatiOns
American Translators Association (ATA): www.atanet.org; and
its Language Technology Division: www.atadivisions.org/LTD
Project Management Institute: www.pmi.org
Translation Automation User Society (TAUS):
www.translationautomation.com

Publications
Ethnologue: Languages of the World (15th edition), Raymond G.
Gordon, Jr.: www.ethnologue.com/print.asp
The Guide to Translation and Localization,
published by Lingo Systems: www.lingosys.com
Index of Chinese Characters With Attributes, George E. Bell,
2006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks
Globalization Handbook for the Microsoft .NET Platform, Parts I - IV,
Bill Hall, 20022006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks
Translation: Getting It Right, published by the ATA:
www.atanet.org/docs/getting_it_right.pdf
Translation: Standards for Buying a Non-Commodity, published by
the ATA: www.atanet.org/docs/translation_buying_guide.pdf

references
CIA World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/
theworldfactbook
Omniglot — Writing Systems & Languages of the World:
www.omniglot.com
Unicode, Inc.: http://unicode.org
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ssociAtions

and grammar checkers, electronic references, and multilingual search engines. Licensing to hundreds of entities,
including Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard and the Canadian
government, has created a worldwide user base of over 200
million people. Integrating natural language processing, multilingual search and statistical methods, NoBabel™ Translator
is a major breakthrough in computer-aided translation.
Without human interaction, NoBabel creates new translation
memories (TMs) as well as cleans, grades and increases leveraging of existing TMs. Automatic and accurate, the easy-touse NoBabel Suite maintains a familiar work environment.
With NoBabel you lower costs and increase productivity.
KCSL Inc. 150 Ferrand Drive, Suite 904, Toronto, Ontario, M3C 3E5
Canada, 416 -222-6112, Fax: 416-222-6819, E-mail: customer_info
@kcsl.ca, Web: www.kcsl.ca See ad on page 15

conferences

Globalization and Localization Association
Description The Globalization and Localization Association
(GALA) is a fully representative, nonprofit, international
industry association for the translation, internationalization,
localization and globalization industry. The association gives
members a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, promote the industry and offer clients unique,
collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail:
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org

TAUS
Description TAUS is a think tank for the translation industry,
undertaking research for buyers and providers of translation
services and technologies. Our mission is to increase the size
and significance of the translation industry to help the world
communicate better. To meet this ongoing goal, TAUS supports entrepreneurs and principals in the translation industry
to share and define new strategies through a comprehensive
program of events, publications and communications.
TAUS Oosteinde 9-11, 1483 AB De Rijp, The Netherlands, 31-299-672-

Localization World
Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents
are the people responsible for communicating across the
boundaries of language and culture in the global marketplace.
International product and marketing managers participate in
Localization World from all sectors and all geographies to
meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to share
their knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See
our website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com

desktop publishing

028, E-mail: info@translationautomation.com, Web: www.translation
automation.com

AutomAted trAnslAtion
Human Language Technologies
Multiple Platforms

Languages Arabic, Bahasa, Dari, Dutch, Egyptian dialect,
English, Farsi/Persian, French, German, Hebrew, Iraqi dialect, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Tagalog, Traditional
Chinese, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu Description AppTek is
a developer of human language technology products with
a complete suite for text and speech (voice) processing and
recognition. AppTek’s product offerings include hybrid (rulebased + statistical) machine translation (MT) and automatic
speech recognition (ASR) for a growing list of more than
23 languages; multilingual information retrieval with query
and topic search capabilities; name-finding applications; and
integrated suites providing ASR and MT in media monitoring of broadcast and telephony speech, as well as handheld
and wearable speech-to-speech translation devices.
AppTek 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, McLean, VA 22101, 703-394-2317,
Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com

KCSL Inc.
Languages All Description KCSL has developed many successful commercial products, including international spell
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Your closest DTP team wherever you are
Languages 70+ including Middle Eastern and Asian languages
Description Global DTP, s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic,
offers professional multilingual desktop publishing and media engineering solutions to the localization industry. Since
2003, we have been delivering high-quality, cost-effective services worldwide. With extensive localization experience and
knowledge of the pre-press, media and publishing industries,
our team of 20 in-house professionals handles more than 400
projects every year. Our core services are multilingual desktop publishing and Flash, video and HTML engineering.
Global DTP, s.r.o. Videnska 125a, 619 00 Brno, Czech Republic,

Solar Technology and hundreds of other leading companies.
Across Systems GmbH D-76307 Karlsbad, Germany, 49-7248-925425, E-mail: international@across.net
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA 91203, 877-922-7677, E-mail:
americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 64

Lingotek Collaborative Translation Platform
Multiple Platforms

Languages Supports all language pairs Description Lingotek
is a software company in Salt Lake City, Utah. We have
developed the world’s first Collaborative Translation Platform.
The software platform incorporates translation memory
storage and retrieval, terminology management, machine
translation, project management and workflow engine, all
sitting on top of a massive data warehouse of centralized language data. We deliver our software to our customers in a traditional enterprise software install and software-as-a-service
(SaaS) model via the web. In many ways, we’re enterprise
software with a social twist. We’re focused on delivering commercial grade productivity software to companies to engage
their social and customer networks.
Lingotek 15 Scenic Pointe Drive, Suite 325, Draper, UT 84020,
877-852-4231, 801-727-1580, Fax: 801-727-1581, E-mail: sales
@lingotek.com, Web: www.lingotek.com See ad on page 48

Advanced Leveraging Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiCorpora,
celebrating ten years as the language technology experts, is
dedicated to providing language technology solutions to
enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its
flagship product, MultiTrans, pioneered the advanced leveraging TM concept that features hassle-free document pair
alignment, recycles past translations with context at a granular level and provides an on-the-fly view of how ambiguous
terms were previously translated. MultiTrans is an innovative client-server application with a best-in-class terminology management system, designed to transform translation
expenses into a growing repository of reusable assets. The
Translation Bureau of Canada, UNESCO, Toys “R” Us, Kraft,
HSBC and many others have selected MultiTrans as their
multilingual asset management solution.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

See ad on page 17

420-533-440-021, E-mail: info@global-dtp.com, Web: www.globaldtp.com See ad on page 12

enterprise solutions
Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Across Language Server is the
world’s leading independent linguistic supply chain technology.
It provides a central software platform for corporate language
resources and translation processes. The all-in-one enterprise
solution includes a translation memory, a terminology system,
and powerful PM and workflow control tools. It allows end-toend processing so that clients, LSPs and translators collaborate
seamlessly. Open interfaces enable the direct integration of
CMS or ERP solutions, among others. Across clients access the
Language Server via LAN, WAN or web, or as a hosted service.
Across customers include Volkswagen, HypoVereinsbank, SMA

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description STAR Group was founded in
Switzerland 26 years ago with the exclusive focus of facilitating cross-cultural technical communications in all languages. The company has grown to be the largest privately
held multilingual information technology and services
company in the world with 42 offices in 32 countries. Its
advanced technology developments have propelled STAR to
its current market position. Core services: information management, translation, localization, publishing, on-demand
printing, consulting. Core technologies: Transit (translation
memory), TermStar/WebTerm (terminology management),
GRIPS (product information management), MindReader
(context-sensitive authoring assistance), STAR CLM (corporate language management), STAR CPM (corporate process
management), i-KNOW (competence management), and
SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual).
STAR Group Wiesholz 35, 8262 Ramsen, Switzerland, 41-52742-9200, 216-691-7827, E-mail: info@star-group.net, Web:
www.star-group.net See ads on pages 10, 19, 27, 47
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Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.
Advanced Leveraging Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiCorpora,
celebrating ten years as the language technology experts, is
dedicated to providing language technology solutions to
enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its
flagship product, MultiTrans, pioneered the advanced leveraging TM concept that features hassle-free document pair
alignment, recycles past translations with context at a granular level and provides an on-the-fly view of how ambiguous
terms were previously translated. MultiTrans is an innovative client-server application with a best-in-class terminology management system, designed to transform translation
expenses into a growing repository of reusable assets. The
Translation Bureau of Canada, UNESCO, Toys “R” Us, Kraft,
HSBC and many others have selected MultiTrans as their
multilingual asset management solution.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,

Languages Asian Description Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.,
one of the largest localization and translation companies in
China, focuses mainly on software and website localization;
technical, financial, medical, patent and marketing translations; and desktop publishing services. We use TRADOS,
SDLX, CATALYST, TTT/PC, STAR Transit, Robohelp,
FrameMaker, PageMaker, InDesign, QuarkXPress, MS Office
and other graphic and DTP tools. Having more than 150 fulltime employees located in Beijing, Taipei, Singapore, Seoul,
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenyang and Chengdu, we can handle English/German into and from Simplified Chinese/Traditional Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Thai. We guarantee that
clients’ projects will be handled not only by native speakers,
but also by topic specialists. Clients can expect and will
receive high-quality services, on-time delivery and low cost.
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd. 2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development
Building, No. 23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA, Beijing EconomicTechnological Development Zone, Beijing 100176, P.R. China, 8610-67868761, Fax: 86-10-67868765, E-mail: service@e-cchina
.com, Web: www.e-cchina.com

J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

See ad on page 17

locAlizAtion services

ADAPT Localization Services
Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization
Services offers the full range of services that enables clients
to be successful in international markets, from documentation design through translation, linguistic and technical
localization services, pre-press and publication management.
Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT
has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological
competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields
of specialization include diagnostic and medical devices,
IT/telecom and web content. With offices in Bonn, Germany,
Stockholm, Sweden, and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of
certified partner companies, ADAPT is well suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115
Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail:
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com

See ad on page 21

Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC)
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description
ALC offers document, website and software translation and
localization, desktop publishing, and interpreter services.
We focus on English, German and other European languages
to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian
languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit
and other CAT tools, as well as DTP tools including CorelDraw, FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented
approach is supported by strong project management, a team
of specialists, a large knowledge base and advanced methodologies. We always provide service beyond our customers’
expectations at a low cost and with high quality, speed,
dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China, Inc. Suite 318, Building B, Number 10
Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China, 8610-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail: customer_care@
allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com

www.multilingual.com
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Binari Sonori
Description Binari Sonori is a leading provider of international media localization services since 1994, with a unique
team of project managers, studios, engineers and selected linguists spread over 30 countries worldwide. Solid procedures
and transparent relationships with clients guarantee high
quality of text, audio and video, timeliness and flexibility.
We are accustomed to working for global companies that
need to reach a broad range of markets with their media and
entertainment products. Specialized support for any media
localization activity, from effective audio localization to
international content creation. Highly professionalized onestop shop supporting today’s media localization projects.
Binari Sonori S.r.l. Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo,

localization into all variants of Spanish (European, Latin
American, USA and Neutral) and the other languages spoken
in Spain (Catalan, Basque and Galician). Services range from
translation and localization to engineering, testing, DTP and
consulting. Specialization fields are software localization,
technical and telecom documentation, ERP, automotive and
related marketing material. We have all commercially available tools and experience using many different proprietary
customer platforms and solutions; internal workflow portalbased tools to reduce management costs and increase quality,
consistency and on-time deliveries; and continuous support
to the client PMs and process optimization to achieve the best
project results and establish long-term honest partnerships.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 3493-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

Interpro Translation Solutions
Languages All modern languages Description Since 1995,
Interpro Translation Solutions has been providing worldclass language translation, software and web content localization, desktop publishing and project management solutions,
enabling our clients to deliver multilingual products to their
global audiences. Adapting products, services and corporate
messaging to each potential target market’s language requires an experienced team of professionals in order to get
it done right the first time because you don’t always get a
second chance. Our mission is to assist our clients in gaining
revenue, market share and user satisfaction by providing the
highest quality and most comprehensive language services
available in the market.
Interpro Translation Solutions 4200 Commerce Court, Suite 204,
Lisle, IL 60532, 630-245-7150, Toll-free: 877-232-3277, Fax: 630245-7155, E-mail: info@interproinc.com, Web: www.interproinc.com

Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail:
translate@binarisonori.com, Web: www.binarisonori.com See ad on

page 30

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek
Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in technical and medical translations from
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim
is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing.
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to
cover most subject areas, including German and French into
Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists
and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 49

iDISC Information Technologies
Languages Spanish (all variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician
Description iDISC, established in 1987, is a privately-held
translation company based in Barcelona that focuses on
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The Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Turkish partner
Languages Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Turkish, French,
Italian, German, Spanish, English Description Intertranslations Ltd is a leading Greek translation and localization service provider, established in 1995, with extensive
experience in medical and pharmaceutical products and
equipment, legal, financial, mechanical, automotive, engineering, electrical, technical, software, media and marketing, tourism, health and nutrition, the food industry and so
on. Among the tools used to ensure the quality of our projects are TRADOS, Transit, SDLX and other CAT tools and
for DTP, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop, QuarkXPress,
Illustrator, CorelDraw and FrameMaker. We proudly have
acquired the following certifications: ISO 9001:2000, DIN
EN 15038:2006-08 and are members of ATC, GALA and
LISA. We provide free samples upon request.
Intertranslations Ltd 4 El. Venizelou Street, 176 76 Athens, Greece,
30-210-92-25-000, Fax: 30-210-92-25-500, E-mail: a.arvanitis@
intertranslations.gr, Web: www.intertranslations.gr

LinguaGraphics — Multilingual DTP; Web,
Flash and Software Localization; Engineering
Languages All, including Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Farsi,
Greek, Hindi, Hebrew, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao,
Punjabi, Russian, Thai, Turkish, Urdu and Vietnamese
Description LinguaGraphics is a leading provider in the
area of multilingual desktop publishing and web/software/Flash localization engineering. Our seasoned DTP
professionals and localization engineers are working with the
latest tools on top-of-the-line equipment to produce a wide
range of projects in InDesign, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress,
Photoshop and Flash. We specialize in typesetting high-end
marketing and communications-type material in difficult
and rare languages at very competitive rates. For a quote on
your next project, please visit us at www.linguagraphics.com.
You have our word that we will never compromise on quality
and do the utmost to make your project a success.
LinguaGraphics, Inc. 194 Park Place, Brooklyn, NY 11238, 718623-3066, 718-789-2782, E-mail: info@linguagraphics.com, Web:
www.linguagraphics.com

New markets for your
products and solutions

Janus Worldwide Inc.
Languages Russian, ex-USSR and Eastern European languages Description Janus provides translation, localization,
DTP and linguistic consulting for Russian, Ukrainian and
other European languages. Our deep expertise, flexibility,
diversity and exceptional value of services are recognized by
many industry-leading customers and partners worldwide.
Our uniqueness is a solid team of the best professionals in all
relevant areas — localization engineers, language specialists,
QA officers, DTP and software engineers, and more. We do it
end-to-end — from servers to handhelds, from ERP to automotive solutions and from interface specifications to legal
notices. Janus is ISO 9001:2000 certified. Company activities
including translating, localizing, DTP and linguistic consulting were subjected to audit.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Ofﬁce 113, Moscow
115114, Russia, 7-495-913-66-53, Fax: 7-495-913-66-53, E-mail:
management@janus.ru, Web: www.janus.ru See ad on page 11

Logrus International Corporation
Languages EE, EA, ME, WE, rare languages Description
Logrus offers a full set of localization and translation services
for various industries, including top-notch software engineering and testing and DTP for all languages, including
bidirectional and double-byte ones. The company is proud
of its unique problem-solving skills and minimal support
requirements. The company offers all European and Asian
languages as well as many rare languages through its offices
and established long-term partners. With its production site
in Moscow, Russia, Logrus provides a winning combination
of quality, experience and affordability. With over 14 years
in business, the company has received multiple awards for
excellence from its long-time customers, including IBM,
Microsoft, Novell, Oracle and others.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Avenue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 215-947-4773,
E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru

Lingo Systems, Translation & Localization

Loquant Localization Services

Languages 170+ Description Lingo Systems, powered by
Language Line Services, provides customer-focused sole-source
solutions for global companies in 170+ languages. We specialize in the translation and localization of technical documentation, software, multimedia applications, training materials,
e-learning solutions and online applications. Other globalization services include quality assurance testing (hardware and
software), integration of content management solutions, interpretation (170+ languages), cultural training and assessment,
and internationalization consulting. Lingo Systems has never
caused a late release. No other firm makes this claim. For a free
copy of our award-winning book, The Guide to Translation and
Localization — Communicating with the Global Marketplace,
visit www.lingosys.com or call 800-878-8523.
Lingo Systems 15115 SW Sequoia Parkway, Suite 200, Portland, OR

Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Loquant
bases its operations on the experience of its founders and
collaborators, professionals who closely follow the ongoing
evolution of technology and the latest processes in internationalization and localization of information. Adhering to
rigorous processes that were developed by the software localization industry during the last few decades, Loquant is able
to prepare the most diverse products for the primary world
markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the best project managers, native translators, engineers and desktop publishers to
guarantee a quality control recognized internationally by the
main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114,
22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-212104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

multilingual needs in a wide range of fields such as video
games, software, automotive, medical and marketing collateral translation. With our streamlined localization and QA
processes, experienced project managers, and native translators, testers and QA professionals, your translation/localization projects will be a success on budget and on time every
time. We strive to become a strong and proactive partner
with all our clients.
MO Group International Gulledelle 94, 1200 Brussels, Belgium, 322-771-19-12, Fax: 32-2-772-20-97, E-mail: sales@mogi.eu.com,
Web: www.mogi-translations.com

Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies
in the information technology, e-learning, life sciences
and financial industries to enter global markets with highquality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include
localization and product testing services, internationalization, multilingual publishing and technical translation.
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems
and Symantec are some of the companies that depend
on Moravia Worldwide for accurate, on-time localization. Moravia Worldwide maintains global headquarters
in the Czech Republic and North American headquarters
in California, with local offices and production centers in
Ireland, China, Japan and throughout Europe. To learn more,
please visit www.moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360,
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com

See ads on pages 29, 34

Your Vision. Worldwide.

Worldwide Localization and Translation
Languages 60+ Description Net-Translators specializes
in software localization and translation into more than
60 languages. Our localization, internationalization and
multilingual testing services instill the confidence that the
product is accurately and consistently localized, translated
and tested. Our translators are industry specific and have
amassed a wealth of experience in their particular areas
of expertise. We have a proficient in-house multilingual
staff of project managers, QA professionals and DTP specialists who provide world-class service to our customers.
Our staff remains on the cutting edge of CAT, QA and DTP
technology. Net-Translators is ISO 9001:2000 certified, and
we maintain branch offices in the United States, United
Kingdom and Israel.
Net-Translators Worldwide
USA 1250 Oakmead Parkway, Suite 210, Sunnyvale, CA 940854037, 408-501-8839, Fax: 408-212-8956, E-mail: salesusca@
net-translators.com
Europe 44-20-3393-8385, E-mail: saleseu@net-translators.com
Israel 972-3-5338633, Fax: 972-3-5336956, E-mail: salesil@nettranslators.com, Web: www.net-translators.com See ad on page 36

97224, 503-419-4856, 800-878-8523, Fax: 503-419-4873, E-mail:
info@lingosys.com, Web: www.lingosys.com See ad on page 5
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MO Group International
Languages 40+ Description MO Group International is a
Brussels-based company with many years of experience in
translation, localization and testing in 40+ languages. We are
dedicated to achieving high-quality translations for all your

Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Languages Greek Description Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A.
is a leading translation and localization service provider, specializing in software localization and technical translations
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(IT, telecommunication, medical, automotive, engineering,
marketing, financial). ORCO deals primarily with Englishinto-Greek projects, although translation from several other
European languages can be taken aboard. With its experienced in-house personnel, ORCO offers all language services
at the highest quality level, including localization, product
testing, engineering, DTP and so on. Our client list includes
many IT companies such as Google, HP, IBM, Microsoft and
Oracle, as well as international corporations such as Abbott,
Ford, Nokia, Sony, Kaeser and Hitachi.
ORCO S.A. 6, Vas. Soﬁas Avenue, 106 74 Athens, Greece, 30-210-723-

business direction, we are striving to grow into and excel as
a leader in global technical communications.
Saltlux, Inc. 5~7F, Deok-il Building, 967 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu,

6001, Fax: 30-210-7249124, E-mail: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

TOIN Corporation

Promova
Languages Major European languages into Russian and
Ukrainian Description Promova is a translation and localization company based in Ukraine providing a full scope of
language-related services including translation, localization,
QA check, DTP, linguistic testing, copywriting and consulting. We focus on large-scale, long-term projects for clients
with unique requirements. We offer professionalism and ISO
9001-certified quality, integrate best-technology solutions on
the market, and ensure effective management and best timeframes while adhering to even the tightest budgets.
Promova Velyka Goncharivska 9, 18, Kharkiv 61052, Ukraine, 38-057760-14-13, Fax: 38-057-372-89-27, E-mail: info@promova.com.ua,
Web: www.promova.com.ua

Seoul 135-848, South Korea, 822-379-8444, Fax: 822-379-5996,
E-mail: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

WhP International

Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages
Description TOIN is a solidly established Asian MLV
with more than 45 years’ experience. Our services encompass translation, localization engineering, DTP, MT postediting, workflow/process consulting and project management. TOIN offers global reach and exceptional strength in
Asia, with headquarters in Tokyo and additional operations
in the United States, Europe, China and Korea. The company has been helping Global 1000 companies in industries
such as automotive, IT, telecommunications, life sciences, elearning, computer software/gaming, semiconductors and
consumer products.
TOIN Corporation
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514, E-mail:
toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp
North America Minneapolis, MN, 612-926-0201, E-mail: aki-ito@
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe London, UK, 44-20-8644-8685, E-mail: michael-stephenson
@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
China Shanghai, 86-21-3222-0012, E-mail: doreen-qiu@to-in.com.cn,
Web: www.to-in.com

PTIGlobal

Ushuaia Solutions

Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia
and the Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to
developing ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients.
This means a dedication to personal service, responsiveness,
high-quality output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost goals and
timelines. Backed by over 30 years of experience in technical translation, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localization
services in 30 languages simultaneously for software, web
applications, embedded devices, wireless applications and
gaming technology. Projects employ our expertise in end-toend project management; internationalization consultation;
glossary development; native language translation; multilingual web content management; translation memory
maintenance; localization engineering; linguistic and
functionality testing; desktop publishing; complete multilingual video and audio services; as well as onsite managed
services.
PTIGlobal 4915 SW Grifﬁth Drive, Suite 200, Beaverton, OR 97005,

Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) Description Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American
company providing solutions for translation, localization and
globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on being
creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a highquality level and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its
processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-tomarket. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art technology with
top-notch experienced native translators, editors and software engineers. Our mission is to work together with our clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable and open relationship
for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina, 54-

www.multilingual.com
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multilinguAl softwAre

Unitype Multilingual Software —
Type a World of Languages
Languages Over 100 languages Description Unitype multilingual products — Global Writer, Global Office and Global
Suite — run on Microsoft Windows and include over 100
modern and ancient languages — Middle East, Far East,
India, other Asia, Africa, Europe and more. Unitype Global
Writer is a standalone multilingual word processor; is fully
bidirectional; creates Unicode-compliant documents; and
imports/exports international encoding standards. Unitype
Global Office is a plug-in product allowing the user to type
Unitype languages directly into Microsoft Office Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Outlook. Unitype Global Suite includes both
Global Writer and Global Office. See www.unitype.com for
more information and a complete language list.
Unitype, LLC 116-A Mockingbird Lane, Lockhart, TX 78644, 512-6200384, Fax: 512-233-0094, E-mail: sales@unitype.com, Web: www
.unitype.com

speech technologies

AppTek

VistaTEC

Languages 50 languages including English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description Saltlux was founded in 1979 as
the first localization and globalization service provider in
South Korea. With over 30 years of accumulated experience and know-how, Saltlux is an ideal and esteemed global
technical communications partner. We specialize in multilingual translation and DTP, technical writing services, software localization, web globalization and so on. We provide
our clients with a one-stop production line, starting with
the authoring of documents and going on to localizing, designing and editing, digital publishing, two-way electronic
manual production and database establishment. With this

France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: enquiry
@whp.net, Web: www.whp.net

341-4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaia
solutions.com, Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 45

503-297-2165, 888-357-3125, Fax: 503-352-0729, E-mail: info@
ptiglobal.com, Web: www.ptiglobal.com

Localization and Globalization Partner

Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and Asian
languages, including local variants Description Established
in 1994, WhP offers a wide range of linguistic and technological solutions, designed to match each client’s needs.
WhP has over several years become a renowned player in
the localization world, with a yearly average growth rate of
20% since 2005. By committing huge efforts and best practices, WhP has gained the loyalty of international accounts
in the fields of IT and telecom, industry, business and web
applications, training and e-learning, video games and
more. WhP has its headquarters in France with local offices
and production centers in China and Slovakia.
WhP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex,

Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider
of globalization services and specializes in the localization
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications.
VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, engineering and testing during the design, development and
marketing cycles of software products. VistaTEC has headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, and satellite offices in the United
States. Additional information on VistaTEC is available at
www.vistatec.ie
VistaTEC
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099, E-mail:
info@vistatec.ie, Web: www.vistatec.ie
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-649-3012,
Fax: 301-649-3032, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com
USA West 131 Shady Lane, Monterey, CA 93940, 831-655-1717,
Fax: 831-372-5838, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com

See ad on page 52

Languages Arabic, Bahasa, Dari, Dutch, Egyptian dialect,
English, Farsi/Persian, French, German, Hebrew, Iraqi dialect,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Tagalog, Traditional Chinese,
Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu Description AppTek is a developer
of human language technology products with a complete
suite for text and speech (voice) processing and recognition.
AppTek’s product offerings include hybrid (rule-based + statistical) machine translation (MT) and automatic speech recognition (ASR) for a growing list of more than 23 languages;
multilingual information retrieval with query and topic search
capabilities; name-finding applications; and integrated suites
providing ASR and MT in media monitoring of broadcast and
telephony speech, as well as handheld and wearable speechto-speech translation devices.
AppTek 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, McLean, VA 22101, 703-394-2317,
Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com

Search industry events at
www.multilingual.com/calendar
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mAnAgement systems

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Plunet BusinessManager is the
complete management solution for the translation and
documentation industry. On a web-based platform, the
system includes business management as well as process
and document management and integrates translation software, financial accounting systems and existing software
environments for LSPs, translation and documentation
departments, organizations, institutions and government
agencies. Plunet BusinessManager impresses with its significant time and money savings, unrivalled high adaptability to
individual workflows, optimal quality control and effective
project, time and contact management. Functions include
quotation costing, order/job/workflow management, schedule
management, document management, invoicing, financial
reports, contact management and customer acquisition.
Plunet GmbH Prenzlauer Allee 214, 10405 Berlin, Germany, 49-30322971340, Fax: 49-30-322971359, E-mail: info@plunet.de, Web:
www.plunet.de

XTRF Translation Management Systems

Aspena

Diskusija – Baltic and CEE languages provider

Languages CEE Description Since its establishment in 1995,
Aspena has built up a stable position as a reliable language
service provider with focus on CEE languages. Besides providing first-class translations and interpreting in more than
50 languages, we specialize in large-scale localization projects
and DTP. The guiding factors of our business strategy are
quality, speed and flexibility. As an ISO 9001:2008 certified
company, we are continuously striving to provide services
that meet ever higher standards.
ASPENA, s.r.o. Gorkého 15, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic, 420-541-

Languages Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Ukrainian Description Founded in 1993, Diskusija
specializes in technical translation and localization services
from Western European languages into all Central and Eastern European languages with a strong focus on Baltic languages (Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian). Our experienced
team is able to handle projects of any complexity. We guarantee a professional and personal approach to our clients’
needs, the use of state-of-the-art industrial technology, quality management at all stages of a project, on-time delivery,
competitive rates and flexibility. We have extensive expertise
in the following industries: IT, software, hardware, telecommunications, medical equipment, medicine, pharmacology,
accounting, finance, automotive industry, electronics, legislation, and EU documents.
Diskusija Seimyniskiu g. 1A, Vilnius LT-09312, Lithuania, 370-5-

242-186, Fax: 420-541-424-217, E-mail: info@aspena.com, Web:
www.aspena.com See ad on page 16

BENEXtra Korea
Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description BENEXtra
Korea, one of the top quality localization/translation vendors
in Asia, enjoys an excellent reputation and wide recognition
among world-class players such as Dell, IBM, Microsoft, CA,
Google, Autodesk, Cisco and the California state government.
With our hands-on, practical experience in IT marketing
collateral translation, software localization, Asian language
localization, and our accumulated expertise in audio translation, we are ready to work together with you, helping you
sustain growth and create and capture new value.
BENEXtra Korea Second Floor, Gukdong Building 1163-7, GaepoDong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 135-960, Korea, 82-2-572-4987,
Fax: 82-2-3462-4987, E-mail: info@benextra.com, Web: www
.benextra.com See ad on page 50

Multiple Platforms

Description XTRF is a global management system for translation agencies. With built-in cutting-edge Java technology,
XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based software,
enabling web access for a company’s suppliers and customers. It’s designed to help translation companies to streamline all of their daily activities, and it guarantees smooth
management of the company while reducing administrative
costs. Project management, invoicing, quotations, ISO 9001
reports and CRM are the main fields covered by the system.
Designed by translation and localization professionals and
created by the best IT team, this powerful tool will reduce
the time spent on repetitive tasks and increase a company’s
effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Walerego Sławka 3, 30-653 Krak´ow, Poland, 48-12-2546126, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: sales@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu

trAnslAtion services

Arcadia Translations
Languages English, Spanish (all variants), Brazilian Portuguese Description Arcadia Translations, a translation agency
based in Argentina, provides translation and localization
services from English into Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.
We value quality, words and communication, and we offer
integral linguistic solutions that include a wide range of services such as translation, editing and proofreading of documentation, software localization, web solutions, voice-over
and DTP services. We have an experienced in-house staff
who guarantees our high standard of quality. Our values as
a company are cost-effectiveness, responsiveness, customeroriented service, reliability and fast turnaround.
Arcadia Translations Avenida Corrientes 2032 1º E, CP 1045, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 54-11-4954-3973, Fax: 54-11-4954-3973, E-mail:
info@arcadia-t.com, Web: www.arcadia-t.com
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Biro 2000 — Your partner for Eastern
European Languages
Languages Eastern European languages Description Biro
2000 is located in the heart of Europe (Slovenia). We’ve been
in business since 1992. Our clients come from all areas of
industry, but for the past few years our work priorities have
concentrated on the following areas of expertise: life sciences,
legal, IT, cell phone, automotive and technical industries. Our
work has focused on Eastern European languages. We work
according to the EN 15038 standard. We utilize the following
programs in our work: MemoQ server, Trados SDL Synergy,
Across Language Server and Transit XV.
Biro 2000 d.o.o. Jerebova ulica 14, 1270 Litija, Slovenia, 386-1-51318-20, Fax: 386-1513-18-21, E-mail: biro2000@biro2000.si, Web:
www.biro2000.si See ad on page 9

CETRA Language Solutions
Languages All Description CETRA gives you peace of mind
because it delivers high-quality, on-time, cross-cultural communications and professional, friendly, responsive service.
CETRA follows the ASTM Quality Assurance in Translation
and Language Interpretation Services standard guides. As
a member of the US delegation to ISO, CETRA is actively
involved in developing an international translation quality standard. CETRA is involved in the language industry
at the highest level, with the company president serving in
leadership positions at the American Translators Association,
American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation,
and Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs.
CETRA, Inc. 7804 Montgomery Ave., Suites 8-10, Elkins Park, PA
19027, 215-635-7090, 888-281-9673, Fax: 215-635-6610, E-mail:
info@cetra.com, Web: www.cetra.com

2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576, E-mail: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web:
www.diskusija.lt

Eriksen Translations Inc.
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations Inc. is a
leading provider of multilingual services, including translation, interpreting, typesetting, project management, web
localization and cultural consulting. For over 20 years, Eriksen
has helped a broad range of organizations in both the public
and private sectors excel across print, desktop and web environments in the domestic global marketplace. With a worldwide network of over 5,000 linguists, a commitment to leading
technologies, and an in-house staff dedicated to tailoring our
proven project management process to the individual needs of
each client, Eriksen is your globalization partner.
Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor, Brooklyn, NY
11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, E-mail: info@eriksen.com,
Web: www.eriksen.com

Follow-Up Translation Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Our
company was founded in 1989, with the purpose of offering pure translation work in technical and scientific areas.
Along the way, we have developed several other skills in the
translation world, which involve specialized knowledge of
IT resources and localization tools. We also master patent
translations in fields such as biochemistry, mechanics, medicine, pharmaceutics, oil and gas, and telecommunications.
Today, we are capable of taking on virtually any translation/
localization project from English into Brazilian Portuguese,
and we treat each and every customer with the maximum
care and attention. Our clients’ trust is our greatest asset and
our greatest pride!
Follow-Up Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 351, Sala 815, Rio de Janeiro,
RJ 22410-003 Brazil, 55-21-3553-7223, Fax: 55-21-3553-7223,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br

ForeignExchange Translations
Languages 42 languages and growing Description ForeignExchange is the global leader in providing translation services to life sciences companies. We work with many of the
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biggest pharmaceutical companies, medical device manufacturers, biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary
Multilingual Compliance Process combines expert linguists,
best-of-breed technology and measurable translation quality in a process that is both robust and completely scalable,
ensuring your projects are finished on time and within budget. For more information on how we can help meet your
translation requirements or for a quote on your next translation project, please contact us directly or visit our website at
www.fxtrans.com
ForeignExchange Translations 411 Waverley Oaks Road, Suite 315,

today’s highly competitive global environment, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to differentiate one translation agency
from another. We stand apart by taking the most proactive
approach to quality in the industry, utilizing stringent project
management procedures, offering one of the most aggressive
rate structures available and applying a sincere dedication to
providing the best possible service.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. The LinguaLinx Building, 122
Remsen Street, Cohoes, NY 12047, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-3880066, E-mail: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Waltham, MA 02452, 866-398-7267, 781-893-0013, Fax: 781893-0012, E-mail: getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com

Mc LEHM Language Services

KERN Global Language Services
Your language partner
Languages All Description KERN Global Language Services
is a leading provider in the area of global communication
with over 35 offices worldwide. With more than 30 years of
experience, our services include translation and interpreting
in all languages; software, multimedia and website localization; terminology management; multilingual desktop publishing; and individual and corporate language training in all
major languages. KERN has established itself as a preferred
insourcing and outsourcing solution provider for language
services. We serve clients in all industry sectors, including
the automotive, medical, pharmaceutical, chemical, IT and
financial services industries. To learn more about us, please
visit www.e-kern.com
KERN Global Language Services
USA 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New York, NY 10169, 212-9532070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/Main, Germany, 4969-7560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
China Right Emperor Commercial Building, Unit B, 11/F, 122-126
Wellington Street, Central, Hong Kong, SAR China, 852-2850-4455,
Fax: 852-2850-4466, E-mail: info@e-kern.com, Web: www.e-kern.com

LIDO-LANG Technical Translations
Languages All Description LIDO-LANG Technical Translations, based in Poland, is one of the leading translation
companies in Central Europe. Having the capacity to offer
services in virtually all world languages, we specialize in
Central and Eastern European languages. LIDO-LANG specializes, above all, in technical translation, but, thanks to our
network of over 2,000 translators specializing in different
branches, we also work in IT and telecommunication; advertising and marketing; economics and finance; law; technology and industry; medicine and science. The quality of our
services is enhanced by over 50 years’ experience in the translation sector and by the quality certificates of ISO 9001 and
EN 15038 standards.
LIDO-LANG Technical Translations ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653
Kraków, Poland, 48-12-2546-123, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail:
ofﬁce@lidolang.com, Web: www.lidolang.com

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a full-service translation and localization agency specializing in the adaptation
of marketing and communications materials into most of the
world’s languages. Our enterprise language solutions range
from glossary development and maintenance to translation
memory deployment and global content management. In
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Languages All European languages Description With over
12 years’ experience, Mc LEHM Language Services is the
legal and financial reference point in the Spanish market. We
render services all over the world, and over 1,500 companies
place their trust in us. Our core values are client satisfaction,
quality and fast turnarounds. These form the driving force
behind our 24/7 service, after-sales attention and personalized approach to our clients.
Mc LEHM Language Services García de Paredes, 88 Bajo Dcha, 28010

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Language German to/from major European languages
Description Professional globalization requires experience.
Over the past two decades, we have developed into a top
international company specializing in the precise tuning of
your documentation and texts to the standards and mentalities of the German-speaking world. Our strength lies in our
work for well-known software and hardware manufacturers.
Furthermore, we also offer traditional translation services for
the business, technology, legal and medical sectors. Our team
of competent employees provides the very best quality within
the respectively agreed time frame, even if matters are a little
more urgent.
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald Rolshover
Strasse 99, 51105 Cologne, Germany, 49-221-80-19-28-0, Fax: 49221-80-19-28-50, E-mail: contact@rheinschrift.de, Web: www
.rheinschrift.de See ad on page 49

Madrid, 34-91-702-27-97, Fax: 34-91-702-31-37, E-mail: mc-lehm
@mc-lehm.com, Web: www.mc-lehm.com See ad on page 41

Translation and localization into Polish

Medical Translations Only
Languages All European languages and Japanese Description
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation specialists
in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European
languages (36 today and counting) and Japanese as well as
translation-related services to manufacturers of devices,
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations; and other
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital equipment and medical software; medical
information for patients, medical students and physicians;
scientific articles; press releases; product launches; clinical
trial documentation; medical news; and articles from medical journals.
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsburgerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, 31-71-5680862, Fax: 3171-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web: www
.medilingua.com See ad on page 49

Neotech
Languages From major European languages into Russian,
Ukrainian, Kazakh and Azeri Description Neotech is the
largest translation company in Russia and CIS countries,
offering a full range of linguistic services to global corporations. Neotech is the first translation company on the Russian
market that has certified its quality management system to
international ISO 9001:2000 standards. Neotech’s key areas of
expertise are in the oil and gas industries, auto manufacturing,
medical, information technologies and telecommunications.
The business techniques introduced and applied by the company currently serve as the best practice within the translation industry. Neotech is leading the drive to continuously
develop translation market standards and to implement new
levels of business and interpersonal communications into the
translation industry within Russia and abroad.
Neotech 23/1 Matrosskaya Tishina, Moscow, Russia, 7-495-7873331, Fax: 7-495-787-1189, E-mail: sales@neotech.ru, Web: www
.neotech.ru See ad on page 8

Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarza Translations
is an established provider of specialized Polish translation,
localization and DTP services, primarily for life sciences, IT,
automotive, refrigeration and other technology sectors.
We work with multilanguage vendors and directly with
documentation departments of large multinational customers. Our in-house team (12 full-time specialists) is comprised of experienced linguists with medical, engineering
and IT backgrounds. We guarantee a high standard of quality
while maintaining flexibility, unparalleled responsiveness
and reliability.
Ryszard Jarza Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wrocław,
Poland, 48-601-728018, Fax: 48-71-3414441, E-mail: info@jarza
.com.pl, Web: www.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 49

Skrivanek s.r.o.
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in providing a wide
range of language services, specifically translations spanning a multitude of languages and the effective localization
of products on international markets. Established in 1994,
Skrivanek has managed to dominate the European translation market, creating a network of 53 branches covering
14 countries. Its well-stocked staff of professional translators, experienced project managers and dedicated software
engineers and DTP specialists has enabled Skrivanek to provide outstanding quality translation and localization services
in any conceivable language and volume, creating an enviable
clientele representing major leading corporations in various
industries. Skrivanek’s quality of service is backed by EN ISO
9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek s.r.o. International Project Management Centre, Na
Dolinách 22, CZ 147 00 Prague 4, 420-233-320-560, Fax: 420-241090-946, E-mail: info@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com

See ad on page 37
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SpanSource
Languages Focus on Spanish and Portuguese, other language combinations through partners Description SpanSource
provides translation, localization and related services from
Western European languages into all regional varieties of
Spanish as well as other language combinations through
our network of select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on
health care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy machinery and automotive, legal and financial, oil and gas, corporate
training and educational materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio also includes unparalleled desktop publishing
and multimedia localization engineering support for e-learning materials. Our in-house staff of 25 includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software engineers
and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in
SpanSource’s centralized, customer-centric approach.
SpanSource SRL Santa Fe 1264, 1ºB, Rosario, S2000ATR Argentina,
54-341-527-5233, Fax: 54-341-527-0035, E-mail: info@span
source.com, Web: www.spansource.com

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description As a
multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided
industrial and consumer products companies with precise
translation and multilingual production services for audiovisual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in
adapting technical documentation and marketing communication materials covers a wide range of industries, including
biomedical and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well as government and
nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality management
process and state-of-the-art software and equipment, our team
of foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality
translations in a cost-effective and time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600, Minneapolis, MN 55402,
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

with numerous seasoned, properly selected and prepared
translators. Our comprehensive service portfolio includes
translation, editing, proofreading and project management in
the following fields: IT, technical, legal, financial and business.
We are experts in SAP translation — SAP systems, documentation, training materials — and related services, including
preparation of documentation using SAP Tutor. Graphic
services include DTP, transcreation and graphic preparation.
Our strict quality procedures and usage of CAT tools allow us
to deliver high-quality products within tight deadlines.
Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o. ul. Powstańców Śl. 28/30,

Languages From major European languages into Polish Description Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o. is a Polish
translation agency established in Wrocław in 2005, comprised
of 15 in-house translation professionals and in cooperation

J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

See ad on page 17

53-333 Wrocław, Poland, 48-1-33-50-512, Fax: 48-71-33-50-511,
E-mail: wth@wth.pl, Web: www.wth.pl

trAnslAtion tools

SYSTRAN
Multiple Platforms

MadCap Lingo
Windows

Languages Unicode support for all left-to-right languages.
Description The leaders in technical communication bring
you MadCap Lingo, an XML-based translation memory
(TM) tool designed to improve translation efficiency, eliminate redundancies and reduce project costs. MadCap Lingo
offers an easy-to-use interface, Unicode support for all leftto-right languages, and a rich list of features for assisting
translators throughout the localization process, including
support for the major industry TM systems. MadCap Lingo
also includes tracking and organization capabilities to support large, single-source, multichannel publishing projects. Through its strategic partner Microsoft Corporation,
MadCap delivers solutions optimized for Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio, and the .NET environment. Free trial
downloads are available at www.madcapsoftware.com
MadCap Software, Inc. 7777 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037,

Languages 52 language combinations Description SYSTRAN
is the market leading provider of machine translation solutions for the desktop, enterprise and internet. Our solutions
facilitate multilingual communications in 52+ language pairs
and in 20 domains. SYSTRAN Enterprise Server 7, our latest achievement, is powered by our new hybrid MT engine
which combines the predictability and consistency of rulebased MT with the fluency of the statistical approach. The
self-learning techniques allow users to train the software
to any specific domain to achieve cost-effective, publishable quality translations. SYSTRAN solutions are used by
Symantec, Cisco, Ford and other enterprises to support
international business operations. For more information,
visit www.systransoft.com
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
North America 4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92121,
858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis de la Défense, 92044
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-9800-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com

See ad on page 40

858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Fax: 858-320-0338, E-mail: info
@madcapsoftware.com, Web: www.madcapsoftware.com See ads

on pages 2, 32-33

Solutions for Translation, Terminology,
Full-text and Bitext Management
Windows and Web

Advanced Leveraging Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms

The Polish Language Specialists

management system, designed to transform translation
expenses into a growing repository of reusable assets. The
Translation Bureau of Canada, UNESCO, Toys “R” Us, Kraft,
HSBC and many others have selected MultiTrans as their
multilingual asset management solution.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,

Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiCorpora,
celebrating ten years as the language technology experts, is
dedicated to providing language technology solutions to
enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its
flagship product, MultiTrans, pioneered the advanced leveraging TM concept that features hassle-free document pair
alignment, recycles past translations with context at a granular level and provides an on-the-fly view of how ambiguous
terms were previously translated. MultiTrans is an innovative
client-server application with a best-in-class terminology

Languages Windows: All Roman alphabet; LogiTermWebPlus: Unicode Description A single software package to manage your terminology and databanks. Efficient and effective
consultation of terms and texts. The most robust alignment
tool on the market. More consistent use of terminology and
phraseology in-house and by freelancers. Internal and external repetition detection and pretranslation. The web version
allows access to your terminology, bitexts and documents by
translators, writers and subcontractors from anywhere in the
world.
Terminotix Inc. 240 Bank Street, Suite 600, Ottawa, ON, K2P 1X4
Canada, 613-233-8465, Fax: 613-233-3995, E-mail: termino@
terminotix.com, Web: www.terminotix.com See ad on page 49
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Agency specialization

I

I have been running my own translation company
for 13 years. The array of languages my agency has
offered its clients makes quite an interesting trajectory, but I have recently arrived at the decision to
reduce the number of languages offered and the
subject matters covered.

In 1998, having freshly graduated with a degree in English
language and literature and having already been a freelance
Hungarian language translator for a year, I established a translation agency in my own way that set it apart from all other agencies. At that time, one of my principal aims was to offer as many
languages and subject matters to my clients as possible in order
not to miss work opportunities. I started building a database of
freelancers from all over the world. I created my own principles of
selection, tested my resources as much as I could, and read countless CVs. In 2000, I ﬁnally had internet access at home, which
allowed me to conduct campaigns on the net. I began sending
out multiple inquiries to African and Asian countries in which I
advertised possible freelance openings. I received hundreds of applications from representatives of rare and exotic languages, and
my database grew daily.
In 2001, the number of languages my company offered was
159. By the summer of 2003, this ﬁgure reached 256. I accepted
projects in all sorts of languages and topics from mostly Western
European and American clients, and sometimes they complained
about the quality. In such cases, I always removed the freelancer
from my database and moved on. For several years, I maintained
this plethora of languages and accepted projects in tongues such
as Tongan, Amharic and Xhosa, and most projects were successfully completed. Yet, after a while, a year or two ago, I started
feeling uncomfortable about my ability to be responsible for the
work of representatives of so many languages and cultures. I realized that despite all my efforts, it was close to impossible to check
their work and implement a quality assurance (QA) process. This
was something I could easily do with Eastern European languages,
my company’s core competence.
So, I gradually started focusing on fewer and fewer languages.
At present, I only deal with about 40 languages, mostly European
languages and a ﬁstful of exotic ones. With these exotic languages,
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Takeaway

Daniel B. Harcz

I have well-established translators whom I have known for years,
who I know produce outstanding quality in a reliable manner, and
who do not miss deadlines short of catastrophe. This recent specialization afforded me the possibility to implement more rigorous
QA principles, to check the output of my freelancers, to concentrate on fewer people and languages, and thus raise the overall
quality and reliability of our services. I observed that the annual
turnover did not diminish but in fact remained roughly the same
as earlier, with the unavoidable natural ﬂuctuations.
Of course, my business has been affected by the global recession. I ﬁrst experienced its effects in May 2009, and it lasted until
the end of 2009. This year started on a high note, and thankfully
projects are getting more and more frequent again. I launched
four new agency websites, one for international clients and three
for the Hungarian market, and these are now positioning fairly
well on Google and other search engines and are starting to yield
the results I was hoping to achieve.
It seems our international and domestic clients appreciate
and value the fact that we no longer cater to all of their needs
nor provide all languages of the world under all circumstances.
Our two hottest specialties have been Icelandic and Hungarian
translation, especially in the medical and pharmaceutical ﬁelds,
and we have received more Icelandic and Hungarian work since I
narrowed our range of services.
My advice to decision-making executives of start-up agencies or
any translation agency that wants to learn from the experience of
fellow industry representatives would be to not make the mistake
of trying to meet all needs at all times. They should focus on a
couple of carefully chosen subject areas and languages or groups of
languages such as Western European, Far Eastern, Paciﬁc or Scandinavian or (as in my own case) Eastern European; build a solid and
functional database in these specialties; maintain this database with
daily care and attention to translator performance; and regularly
refresh it to keep it up to date. I learned this over the years, and I
am happy about the outcome of the decisions I made based on the
conclusions I drew from my own experience and mistakes. M
Daniel B. Harcz has been running Harcz & Partner Ltd. since 1998.
To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a
contribution to editor@multilingual.com
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Integrated.
Across integrates language technology into your company IT. Open interfaces
enable seamless connection of PIM, CMS, and ERP systems as well as smooth
collaboration with international subsidiaries and language service providers.

Independent.
Being a technology specialist, Across does not offer any language services, and
is solely committed to the optimization of its software products. This eliminates
conﬂicts of interest and ensures ﬂexibility and transparency for all involved.

Across.
Hundreds of leading market players including Volkswagen, HypoVereinsbank,
and SMA Solar Technology have already migrated to Across. What about you?

Across Systems, Inc.
Info-Hotline +1 877 922 7677
americas@across.net
Across Systems GmbH
Info-Hotline +49 7248 925 425
international@across.net

www.across.net
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